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by the English. What! are we to have
two new versions struggling for supremacy over the old, and over each other?
Will not this tend to shake the confidence
of the less thinking, and lead them to
doubt whether we have the true word of
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judgments may incite inquiry and investigation, and so lead to a more critical

knowledge of the Word.

The tents of Islam of God are blest.

Thou who hast faith in the Christ above,

-| as really

Whittier.

body,

THE REVISION.
BY J. F.

that

of King

James

was

the Convocation

of

Canterbury,

It seems to be the privilege, if not the
duty of every one to ‘‘ show mine opinion ”
on the Revision of the New Testament,
which is becoming pretty generally extant. Possibly it may make critics of us
all. I do not, however, propose at this
present writingto touch the text at all;
but to consider what seems to” bé an un-

the right to select or to make such’ version of them as it may please. But it is
equally obvious that the integrity of the
of Christ,

The only reason I can conceive

.on such terms any share in the work

at

all, was a desire to make this revision

as

a’‘temporary

matter,

and

one

of minor

have enterprise and shrewdness enough
to matehit in the end.
But it may be asked, since the revision
is to be taken for what it is’ worth, and

ship of the entire English speaking people of the world. . I speak of Protestants
of course, for a union with. the Catholics
in such a work, however desirable it

might be, is utterly impossible at the

present time. . What I mean is; that there
should

be

a

fair

representation

English speaking scholars,

of the

or America,or Australia, or India, orany
possible island of the sea, should in the

final decision stand on: an equality with

ally acceptable
. revision, because there
would be higher authority in a decision:

than in the decision made by. about onethird
of the number, as was possible by
the arrangement which bas given us the
present revision. ,
;
Possibly the readiness of acceptance
and adoption of it in America,

as com-

pared with England, when the scholars of
the former were quite overridden by
those of the latter, might seem to discred-

it this statement. But what shall we say
of the judgment of those pastors who
received a copy in mid-week, when ‘¢ over

head and ears ” in work preparatory for

addition

to what

has already

4

tion of the entire race, and the ultimate
and everlasting triumph and glory of our
common Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
.
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OHILDREN IN CHURCH.
So much is being said relative to the
importance of getting the children to at-

tend the public services of the church,

a brief account

the said copy to their pulpits and before
their congregations had fairly adjusted
themselves for the service of the day, an-

‘‘ Children’s Day” by the Mt. Vernon
church, Lowell, Mass., Sunday, June 19.

to the exclusionof the dear old version
of 270 years , standing? This question
gains in significance, when.

we

note the

fact, that the revision in question cost
some forty scholars, more

or less, ten

years of hard service, and when it was a
work in itself of more delicacy and ‘difficulty than perhaps any other

since the memory of man!

There have been scholarly

undertaken
approvals

of some part or features of the work, . as

well as criticisms ; but what I am speaking ofis the. authority to be attachedto the

Judgment of those who have as it seems
to me accepted the whole work

unseeming haste.

with

There is to bea thoy.

ough overhauling of this thing yet.

For

at this time there is a world full of schol.

ars, and if we are to depend on authority,
big afford to wait till they sre heard
:

in, a revision effected as I have de-

of the observation

of

The church, which is a model of attractiveness and beauty, was very tastefully
and elaborately decorated with plants and

Already there is talk of an

edition, ‘whose text shall in-

united

with

With such a record

the

it is not

‘strange that all look forward to future
work and growth with increasing courage
and hopefulness,
S. S.

there is a God;

this God can

raise

the

1881.

OROSS CHRISTIANS.
«What a fine thing it is to feel goodnatured!”

This was

said

to

me

by

a

brave, loving, overburdened young wife
and mother. The quivering lip and
moistened eye with which it was accom-

panied told a story of struggle despite the
smile that shone through the mist.- When
I threw my arm around her and said,
«You dear little woman, your poor
nerves are just worn out;

you must rest,”

the shower came, and as soon as it held
up, she said, * I'm

afraid

I'm

cross

all

the time.” Her only remedy was rest.
But it was a fine thing to feel good-

There is no denying the fact
cross

us

in this

mon causes of troublesome. children and
incompetent servants,the lesser annoyances of life are legion. The omissions and.
commissions, :the derelictions and peccadilloes of our dearest friends and constant companions, are a fruitful source of
distress or discipline, according to the
use we make of them. We sabmit to a
great sorrow, but do we consider from
whose hand these petty trials proceed?
Sometimes we begin the day with an
unaceountable degreeof irritability, and
if we were frank would say, as did fhe

candid little three-year-old, ‘I don’t want

to be good; I'm going to be bad to-day.”

We

feel confessedly

cross. {We

may

search out the cause.

Our diety/in quan-

tity and quality, may

have

affected the

system just enoughto put the heart out of
tune. Then must the soul be doubly on
guard, for there will be need of watching
and fighting quite as much as praying.
“What becomes of all ‘the amiable
young ladies?” asked a querulous 'bachelor;

‘mothers and wives are

so

ill-tem-

There

it

is,

the

cares

and crosses of life choke out our better
impulses, and we are surly instead of
sunny. Thus we fail to ddorn' the doctrine and to recommend the religion of
the One altogether lovely.
3
Is grace at fault? Noj it is’ all-sufficient even for this. - We do not forget the
great natural differences of the tempera-

ment and constitution.

Grace grafted-|

on a crab stalk” is not often produetive of
luscious fruit. Yet we must grow in
grace and graciousness despite of difficulties, God helping us, We have no right
to be crabbed. ‘We must esteem it a sin
to exhibit crossness, laying our weekness

of body and mind, our causes controllable,
and uncontrollable, at the feet of him who |.
is touched with a feeling of our infirmi‘ties. Can we not be kind and pleasant
for Christ's sake?

It is the genial, sweet-

tempered Christian that is attractive and
influential. It is the wisdomof sunny-

Work.

among Paul’s hearers on Mars Hill—those who

an abstract of his baccalaureate to the graduat| ing class, which was preached last Sunday.

The pulpit had been removed, and he
stood up behind the beautiful foliage—

again of this matter.” ‘The doctrine of the

nature's pulpit—and discoursed in simple

phrase on the

naturalness

and harmless-

ness of play, when it is rightly governed
and for innocent ends; nevertheless, the
great business of life and the world is not

play bat work ; and, therefore, the children were earnestly besought to play the
part of Christian men and woaen, to be
beautiful and true and good. “The little

The theme was the resurrection of the dead,
the text being Acts 17: 82, *‘ We

shall hear

resurrection of the dead, said the President,
justly claims a second hearing in every candid

mind.

‘We all d#fee that we are living beings,

not semblances of things. And I doubt not I
may go as far as to say we accept as a truth

that our existence is of a twofold nature, that
mind and matter, soul and body, compose our
existence. We all agree that we must ‘die.
The doctrine of the resurrection of the dead is
that we are to be born into a second life; and
we are to have a twofold

existence, somewhat

folks listened very attentively, any feel- like the one we have here. He that is the Auing of weariness being relieved by the thor of the material universe must be able to
introduction of a hymn during the prog- raise the dead. If we are able to settle the
.question that there is a Great First Cause,if
ress of the sermon.
Art
:
we can settle the question that this Great First
.. In'the evening

the annual

floral con-

Cause is omnipotent, we accept ‘at the same

| cert was holden and was attended by an ‘moment his powerto make the dead alive.

audience which completely

filled the

given mainly by the children of the Sun-

day-sohool, under the direction of Bro. C.

The resurrection is the doctrine of Christiani-

ty, and the foundationof the entire system. I
do not stand here to prove

this doctrine, at

this time. My purpose is merely to state it.

out from

mocked, those who said they would hear him
.again, and those who believed. - To the praise
of God be it said, I address a great many of the
latter class; those who do believe their turn. is
to come, when they shall sing their song of
victery over the grave. Even they should
give this doctrine of ‘resurrection a second’
hearing,
This is an age of profound investiga-

tions.

this humble

Mr. Anthony, who
$5,000 toward

that which

pay it,

of

and

mun,

Christianity

setting

and

last

cleanses

them

every

the friends of the schoot-do

Christianity contemplates and

workers together

relations, as well as
products; so that it is
and of all those. who
not merely to awaken
and efficiency, but to

lay down the

-law of truth

and

(3)

man’s

ethical

direction for all his relations and circumstances.
And a Christianity which does not do this, is b
Just so much spurious,: Some are much afrai
of preaching a Christianity
that meddles with
Suyii outside the church. : But if it ‘be too
dainty to go out among men, it should be ecalled not mother but child, and it. is not the
kind of Christianity this fallen world needs.

Shutting religion up to a. chursb, excluding
frem that church everything bnt customary

topics, is shutting

Christ

out from his own.

The great work of the ministry is, the conver-

sion of men, .but religion must also prepare
men for the safé use of all their faculties. ' The
qualities of reason, imagination, courage, genialness and mirth, are to be redeemed from

selfishness and d narrow sphere, and baptized
by the Holy Ghost for God’s glory and human
wants. God wants in the church all he has
ut into the making of man: The time is comng,

is come,

when

religion mast teach

how to be Christians, and
benefit

and

use all

the

men

yet subdue to their

reasoning, all refine-

ment, the whole realm of beauty, all riches and
all power and luxury itself.’ These are all to
be
taken in the name of the Lord Jesus and
consecrated

to uses of love and.

compelled

to

work for benevolence.
Finally, we are living in an age when doubts and skepticisms are
ed,in from the great sea of science, and
men sre doubting an are investigating with
inadequate capacities and instruments. : Over
against this tendency, lift up. the grand idenl
of Christianity, and say whatever other things
may be changed —the great end that is propos.
ed by religion can never be taken away. All
things are working for the final elevation and
ennobling of thejhuman family; and as, from
«the, beginning

until

now, we

have had

solid

truth that served the cause of religion, so we
shall have solid truth to serve it to the end.

And

from

this

time

henceforth

and forever,

for

Denominational,
What

Whatshall be our response to Mr.
Brackett’s appeal in the Siar of the 15th

inst? We have asked ourselves again and
again ‘* What can we do?”
ii
- All, who are interested

in

the

|

success

great

Harper's Ferry having

been

severed

on

account of failing health in the Southern
climate, therefore

Resolved, That this Committee express
its sincere appreciation of his faithful and
efficient service in

the

Mission,

and

its

admiration: of the, invariably courteous
and Christian spirit which has character-

ized all his "labor.

The following preamble and resolutions
were recently unanimously adapted by

the students of Storer College:
Whereas,

our beloved brother, Rev.

A.

H. Morrell, has been removed
from
among us, whose removal we most deeply
regret; and whereas, as
a Christian

worker none could be mere faithful in the

discharge of duty than he has been during
the past ten years in his labor among

proving

himself

one’ of God's

workers, visiting the sick,

us,

faithful

administering

to the wants of the needy, and comforting
the distressed; and whereas, the number

that has been brought to the light of the
spel during the pastoral charge is great,
m the Maryland shore to the far away

Carolinas, including the Shenandoah Val-

ley, many
of whom are now faithful
workers in the vineyard of the Lord, reflecting honor on his teaching, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That Blhouzh he is dis-

tant from us our prayers shall follow him,
and that though he no longer labors with
us here, we are pleased to know that he
is working in the same precious cause for
the same
ter.
2. That as a proof of our sincere love
and esteem for him a copy of these resobest

wishes

of the students of Storer College.
HENRY SWANK,
C. L. FRANKLIN,
} Commiulice.
HAMILTON HATTER, |
“or
\

!

Oommencement at Rio Grande, Ohio.
The anniversary exercises of Rio Grande

of the school, are asked to help.
Can,
there be one in our denominational ranks,
this invitation does not reach? We must

College commenced

Wednesday evening,

June 1st, with anable

address

try’s welfare. There can be no question,
but the educating of our brother and sister of the Souther? clime, is an essential

Commissioner D. S. Dewolf. This was
delivered
a week earlier than the usual
time for the annual address, to suit the

entitled,

each be interested at least, in our coun?’ 44 The Teacher an artist” by State School

factor in our National prosperity.

How

can we more effectually reconcile the discordant elements between the North and

South, than by the uniting links of educa
tion and Christianity? = .
The time is not far distant, when the
vote of the colored man must tell largely

upon the rule of the Southern States.
When this vote shall be controlled by
the combined power of knowledge and
Christianity,
how much stronger and

%
+

PA

sermon Thursday evening, June 9.

Friday A. Mm. was spent in the usual preliminary work of organizing, such as the
enrollment of delegates, appointment of
Committees, reading of letters, &c.

pr J

"8

The

Van Buren and Cedar Valley Q. Ms. report precious revivals. Tama lacks pastoral labor and

the

Little

Sioux

Valley

urges Home Mission work within its borders.
In the Departmental work there were
reports from the Committees on Foreign
Missions, Home Missions, Church Building and Sabbath Schools. These as a
whole make very apparent the great ad-vantages of this method of Yearly Meet

ing work.

The

Foreign

convenience of the Commissioner,

Wed-

nesday evening, June 8, the Shakespear-

oan Society

held

its anniversary.

essays and orations were

well

The

prepared

and for the most part well delivered. Hut

1 suppose all who participated
will agree
that

there

is

room

for

improvements

Thursday forenoon was occupied by the

three graduates from the preparatory de-

partment and others, selected from both
higher and lower’ classes, (0 participate

Coats;

Mission wark:

Treasurer,H. H:-Withingtor, and"

the Agent
Moxom.
Brother
preached,

and Missionary, Rev. J. H.
The following is a summary of
Moxom’s
labors:
Sermons
153; Sabbath-school addresses,
Missions,

23;

Lectures on Temperance, 5; Prayer

7; Addresses

on

Home

and

covenant meetings, 35; Household religious visits, 127; Miles traveled, 4426.
Besides the shorter visits to the Q. Ms.
and churches, he spent three months with:

the Spencer church, securing them a pastor and otherwise assisting them to main-

tain regular work.

He

‘held

revival

meetings with the Orchard and Mitchel
churehes and aided the Masonville and Central City churches by combined pastor-

al and missionary labor. : The receipts as
shown by the Treasurer's books sum

as follows :—Amount on

hand

up

June 19,

1880, $115.13 ;. Amount received from Parent Society $166.68; Amount received
from all sources within State largely by

solicitations of Agent,

$637.39;

Total,

$919.20; Disbursed $709.13; Balance on
hand, at date $210.07.
The recommendations of the Commit-

tee, to ask theQ. Ms. to adopt a by-law
providing for a Home Mission collection
at each Q. M. session and the appointment of a Financial Agent, were adopted.
Rev. N. W. Bixby was chosen such
Agent,
;
Rev. F. P. Augir reported on ** Church
Buildings” as best he could with the mea-

ger data at hand ; he could give no satisfactory summary regarding the whole:
State.

?

The department for Sabbath-schools
was reported by Rev. J. H. Decker. The
statistics are necessarily incomplete but
the improvement in increased interest
and efficiency is encouraging. Number

of schools

reported,

17; Officers,

82;=

Teachers,114 ; Scholars,1240. The other
items are not reported in each school and
therefore can not be summarized. <»
The committee on ~Temperance made.
no official report but the® question was:
made prominent and strong resolutions
were passed respecting the duty of our
people to the proposed
Prohibitory

Amendment to the Constitution of Iowa..
A Committee on General Conference
consisting of one from each Q. M. was
appointed : © Van Buren Q. M., Rev. J.

H. Decker ; Tama, Rev. H.’J. Brown;
aterloo, Rev. 8. V.R. Slade; Delaware
antl Clayton, Rev. N, W. Bixby; Cedar

Valley, Rev. R. A. Costs; Wapsipinicon, .

Rev. George Bullock ; Little Sioux,
F. P, Augir.
Eb
4

(Continued on fourth page.)
v
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‘aged ministers,” presided with his usual

The

The intimate relation which Rev.A. H.
Morrell has sustained for thirteen- years
to the Shenandvah Mission and school at

lutions be sent him with the

Oan We Do?

the

was reported by Rev. S. Summerlin..
Collections—for
Bible School in Indig,
erous response ?
:
$37.00 ;—other purposes, $50.57; total
|
C. E. DEXTER.
$87.57... A resolution requesting each
| Blackstone, Mass., June 20.
pastor
to preach at least one sermon a
o-0-O6-0
|
year on Foreign Missions and that collec‘Deserved Tributes.
tion for that.cause be insisted upon, was
At a recent meeting of the Sub Commit- passed.
The Home Mission interest was set
tee of the Home Mission Bodrd the fol[16S
SEC
lowing preamble and resolution” wera | 0 UY uae EPOTLS Severd y O
retary of the Committee, Rev. R. A.
adopted :

secular.

give

intent on making

of

vigor and wisdom.
:
Rev. 8. Summerlin, of Horton, by previous appointment gave us the opening

Brack-

the

attendance

ness done with dispatch and with quite:
general satisfaction.
:
;
Our President, Rev. N. W. Bixby, although numbered aniong the eighicen of

1)

God,

were

The

monious, earnest and devout,
and all busi-

Master Builder. The callis his.
Shall
we not without further delay give a gen-

man

his faculties, and their
the business ; of religion,
preach religious truths,
the whole man to power
follow the man there and

with

Co.

meeting of as great profit as the time and
opportunities would permit.
The temper of the meetings was har-

at once

?

Tama

ed, but all

“Have we not hitherto been resting too
much upon the hope that some one else
will do this work? Is it not time we
should seriously question our individual
responsibility in this matter? We are

to watch

includes

delegates was not as large as was expect-

Immediate action is essential to success. The goal to be reached is a worthy
one.

The lowa Yearly Meeting has recently

church,

so much
before, if

not

Iowa Yearly Meeting.

is

come to our rescue.”

(2)

part of man.

Prof.

the

to

amount

Mrs. Brackett, ¢“ We shall be
worse off in the fall than ever

and universal.

calling that

obligations

ett is constantly before us, pleading for
help. Again’ we hear ‘the earnest words of

belongs
to God in Christ. It is mot the portioning off of a few faculties and calling their
rest

no

required

anxious, care-worn face of

the whole human interest into direct relation-

the

the

band,

held its annual session with the Toledo

he con-

to shelter the returning students?

It works first and characteristically by bringing

product religion,

unless

the condition of

understand

brass

of

trembling by pass the vacation months,lest
as the time approaches for beginning the
new school year, there shall be no home

is to come.

ship to God; so that whatever belongs to

meet

Porter

we ask a continuance of "their : patronageand support.
THos. E. PEDEN.

$3,-

remainder

the

future, and with confidence in our friends, .

stamped in its brief history of one decade,

The sermon before ‘the theological class was
delivered Sunday evening by Rev. C.. F. Penney of Augusta, from Philippians4: 8. His
arguments were:
(1) Christianity is not so
much a religion of instruments as it is of ends,
Itisan art, if you speak of it as an art, of
perfect manhood ;-if jt be a science, the science
of perfecting manhood.
The great: end of
Christianity abides the same, viz,, the regenera-

comprehensive

that

than

by

Waddell family, and a choir of the students. The encouraging success of the
past year gives brighter hopes for the:

raised by the time specified.
:
Success or failure is before us. Which
shall it be ?
2
The present calls for live men and
womento carry forward the work, so
well begun. Shallwe let’ a school, upon
which advance has been so plainly

word of counsel to you is, that you make the
faith of Paul your faith, that you live as he
lived. So shall you die as he died, even in the
hope of a better life. ‘ And when the Chief
shall appear you shall receive a crown of glory
that fadeth not away.’ ”

Christidpity is

the

siders himself under

to take

race.;

nished

New

pledge.
He has paid i.
ready to pay the rest

his pledge ; but we

Thanking you, my young friends, for all your
kindness to us as a faculty, and asking you to
‘judge us charitably wherein we have failed in

tionand perfection of the human

secure

as soon as’ we

You

any of the duties we owe the College, my

a

of Sept. next. As yet. less than $2,000
has been raised. In the remaining two
procure more

Striemer,

pledged

of

.

Baptist church,
of the students-

and friends of the College was held in the
evening. The large College chapel was
filled to overflowing. Music was fur-

This pledge was made on condition,

away with you the thoughts I have tried to enforce on this occasion. It is no mean doctrine,
you are all ready to say. It is the grandest
and sublimest subject ever presented to an intélligent being. It has to do with our highest

good in this life and

pastor of the Freewill
Albany, O. A reunion

$5,000 more should be raised by the first

must go backward or forward.
There is danger in going backward.
There is safety in going forward,
Lay hold of the bottom facts.
Call on reason, conscience and will for help,
not forgetting to pray to God, and I am confi
dent that, sitting down an honest doubter, you
will arise an honest believer. To the graduating class President Cheney said in conclusion:

‘¢ In bidding you farewell I ask you

mick of the M. E. church, and

Hall, laid the corner stone the 30th ult.

going back to join respectable infidelity, let me
urge you to go forward, even to be ceunted
among those who in this day cleave unto Paul

‘can not stand. still,

‘last July

the erection

were delivered by:

Rev. Chapin, pastor of the Presbyterian
church, Middleport, ().; Rew.
McCor-

borders in this direction.

before me who belong to the class who heard: ‘months we must
Paul candidly once, and who desired to hear 1000 in orderto
‘him again. You desire the truth, and are Mr.
Anthony’s
ready to receive the truth. If so, instead of $2,000, and is

You

afternoon addresses

hall ‘ of learning,

are proofs at hand and within my reach.
clude the: emendations, &o., decided upon A. Holt, assistant superintendent, and There
I grant to skepticism all she can in. reason safer will be our government. This is an‘ in the exercise. The large audience
by the American company, but rejected were intensely interesting. The decora- claim, and state the doctrine in this way: essential part of the work of Storer Col- seemed delighted, and each student was
7

made to feel that he had the sympathy

and good wishes of the entire congregation, before he left the platform: In the

must wielda great influence in shapin
the destiny not'only of their race but 5
the nation. Is not this a most gratifying
opening for Christian benevolence? We
believe God is calling us to enlarge our

Men claim their just right to make ex-

%

THE OPENING AT BATES.

As we witnessed the intellectual

this God

whatever works for man, whatever works
od, is yours.

This 1s Commencement week at Bates College. On an inside page appears the Presi
dent’s address to the Trustees, and below is

lege.

dead;

ability and Christian refirement, that
will raise the dead,—all the dead. There are marked the recent Anniversary exercises
three classes of persons especially mentioned of this school, we felt the, students going
this God ought to raise the dead;

and believe.

>-&
>4

flowers, and the children were present in
good numbers to listen to a discourse by
their pastor on the subject of ** playing.”

scribed; would be likely to be reasonably beautiful auditorium, The exercises were

permanent,

have

that it is quite unnecessary to allude to heartedness that winneth souls and. turnthat topic, only by way of introduction to ‘eth many to righteousness.—Christian at

the Sabbath, but who nevertheless took

nounced the adoption of it for public use,

1

in

should not be monopolized by any sect or
section. That the moving spirit of it should
be as large and generous as that of the gospel itself, which contemplates through this
very word in question, the equal redemp-

made by a majority of all the members,

church.

and

another parent.

Well, this if no

{he whole English speaking race, if not
better said, to that of the entire world,

likely to secure the best and most gener-

converted

of the school have. been

this present discussion?

great fact, viz,, that « work which should
look ‘to the highest and largest benefit of

every other one admitted to a share in the
work. The result of this would be most

‘five members

must stand or fall on its own merits, cu:
bono, for whose benefit, or for what good,

been suggested ; the fault of mismanagement, and the harm therefrom should lie
against those to whom they belong, and
in it we have also a just testimony to this

and that each one, whether from England,

Sunday-.

pered.”
s
1 never suspected myself of bad temper till T had a’ half-grown, headstrong
boy to contend with,” is the confession of

more,

of the world,

The

Leaving out the com-’

_ version
interchangeably
with : fevision) “importance, and because our publishers
should be the-awork of the best scholar-

church.

wrangling world.

market with their books ;" because this is

(I use new

‘Vernon

to

perfect and as acceptable as possible, and
so prevent the multiplication of them.
Now I have not a word to say of the’
exceedingly * sharp practice of the English University presses, in withholding
the issue, and flooding the American

own tongue, nor even in any tongue, has

the Mt.

that there is much

la-

of, why our scholars should have accepted

ning.
Doubtless any independent portion of
the Christian church, seeing that we can
not have the original Scriptures in our

In the opinion of all this was one of the

brightest and best days in the history of

scholars to “‘ assist” in the work, and

version.

rangement for this work, from the begin-

had seen and heard, and by the pastor.

natured.

we have a British, and not an English

fatal mistake, in’ the ar-

Esq., of Providence, R. I., who expressed
himself as highly delighted with what he

proposed the undertaking.
Subsequently
they invited some non-Episcopal English
ter still, they ‘‘ consented ” at the request
of Americans, to the formation of an
American company, mark you again, to
¢¢ help” in the work, with this proviso,
that the text should be approved and finally decided upon by the English company.
And this is the narrow and ungenerous
principle upon which the work has been
accomplished ; and so to repeat myself,

MANAGEMENT.

version

as

shows that this is what was intended from
the beginning. . This is the origin of it,
as given by one who speaks of it apologetically at least. An English Episcopal

In the name of Christ, the Compassionate
And Merciful One, for thee I wait!”

‘cause

as al-

"| British, and the history of the movement

Cry East and West to the. wandering poor :
¢ Whoever thou art whose need is great,

wamarks were made by L. R. Burlingame,

to

ready said, whether we have the genuine
truth of God at all.
Now instead of what I have been pleading for, what have we? Substantially a
British, instead of an English revision,

And Merciful One, for thee I wait!”

—John Greenleaf

likely

end in confusion, if net in doubt,

For gifts
in his name 6f food and rest

with innocent joyousness, as did also the
faces of their elders. Brief congratulatory

In one case

perbaps, but in ten it is more

In the name of God, the Compassionate

Shall the Koran teach thee the Law of love?
O Christian! open thy heart and door,

Possibly it may

be said that these different readings and

<0
ally
:
From his tent door at evening the Bedouin’s
call :
“ Whoever thou art whose need is great,

demand ‘that .a' new

No matter how many

the proper use of them.

No sound of life save his camel’s moan,
Hears, at last, through the mercy of Allah to

Word, and the universal

unmarginaled,

those who have the time and facilities for

the

Holds over the desert his trackless way
‘Where the terrible sands no shade have known,

fortunate, if not

for general

cided upon by the best scholarship in the

Aero

BAD

What we want,

English tongue,

through

tions were even more beautiful’ than by
day, and the faces of the children beamed

school, which has a membership of about

separate volumes of explanations, different readings and critical observations for

stranger, who

29,

two hundred with an average attendance aminatign for themselves of all questions in
of one hundred and twenty-five, is just which a human soul can be interested. Religcompleting its eighth year of work, and | ion in which the main articleis the doctrine of
the resurrection of the dead, invites investigaBro. E. A. Thissell has been the efficient tion. It has lived down ages of infidelity, and
superintendent ' since it was organized. it will live down others, until the Lord shall
In the last seven years nearly seventy- be revealed from heaven. There. may be some’

A very awkward way of coming at

and unappendixed Word of God, as de-

OHARITY.

DOVER,N. H:; JUNE

have now even in the *¢ authorized ” revi-

| circulation, is the simple,
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STAR,

sion.

the thing.

@he Boming Star,

The pilgrim

as I have

described would supersede the necessity
of but few, if any, marginal readings,
and especially of an appendix such as we

should be addressed 10 Editor 7'he Morning Star,
Dover, N. H. |
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the face of man, snd to hide himself in
ing the second forty years of his life.

ENGLISH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

It was while engaged here in feeding
the flocks of his father-in-law that he be-

came acquainted. withthe desert through

©

which he afterward led the Israelites.
THE COMING DELIVERER.

SNAP JUDGMENT.

Roman, Catholics to look after We education of the poor,&e. &c. There are three

the wilderness, where he remained dur-

BY MARY

B.

recognized classes of teachers: certificat-

{ed teachers, -pupil

PHILLIPS.

classes,

There are many privileges enjoyed in
our native land whose value we never
really estimate until we use-our eyes apd

0-0-6

KEEPING UP. WITH THE TIMES.

teachers.

teachers,

The certificates
and

a first

class

are

assistant
of three

certificate

is

issiied only to one who has passed his examinations, and afterward done good service for a certain time.
A second class
certificate is good for ten years.” No one

BY JOHN
HN

MOSES,

So with our silent Christian. He ought

not invariably to be called a sluggard

!

We heard a sermon the other day about
judging from appearances. The‘ text
was, ‘ By their fruits ye shall know
them,” and the whole discourse was harsh
and uncharitable. In his zeal to apply the
text

‘under

cousideration,

the

speaker

seemed to forget that other Scripture
We know in a
ears in other countries.
DAILY READINGS,
which tells'us notto judge lest we be
is
admitted
to
examination
for
a
certifiInthe
Sundity-school,
we
mean.
Never
general way thatit is possible for a boy,
MM. The coming deliverer. Exodus 2: 5—17.
T. Moses in exile. Exodus 2:15—25.
were ideas such common propertyas now, starting on his career in rag#and hunger, cate who has not either passed one year judged. While observing the one, he
WW. The story in poetry. Ps. 105 :1—4b.
and never were they exchanged so much to make his road to the very highest. at a training college, or completed satis- seemed to be constantly ' violating the
'. Moses’s choice. Heb. 11: 23-31.
asnow. The world is full of Conventions,
W'. "Stephen’s testimony. Acts 7:17—50.office in the gift of the nation.. To se tactorily an engagement as pupil teacher other. The church member who ' had
All candidates must be not spoken in prayer-meeting for a month
Institutes, Conferences and Congresses. men occupying elevated positions who or assistant.
S. Moses at Sinai. Exodus 19: 14-25.
S. Moses at Nebo. Deut. 32: 44-52,
Farmers have theirs. in which they meat have reached them unaided save by their passed by the medical officer of the col-: was pronounced a dead branch, and
to compare fruits and\stock, and discuss own ability and the opportunities given lege, who must certify that they .are in nearly everybody in the congregation
who had not been conducting himself
GOLDEN TEXT:—* By faith Moses, when he ways and means, and with wha}‘new imby our free institutions is an every-day good health and free from serious bodily
was come to years, refused to be called the
Statistics for the just in accordance with the minister's nopulse the honest yeoman returnsto his matter. It is so common that we do not defect or deformity.
son of Pharaoh’s daughter.”’—Heb. 11: 24, home with a few new samples of seed,
tions, was called to a severe account.
think much about it. It is only when we year 1875 tell the following story: We wondered at the time if the speak. *“The number of certificated male
and a few new. suggestions as to how to are in close contact with people to whom
Exodus 2: 5-135.
make his little farm produce ; more! The poverty and humble position mean a life- teachers in the schools receiving grants er had any authority for making these
wholesale statements. He seemed to
world has been opened to him a little long struggle in the same position and pro- was 10,221 ; of certiticated female teache
Notes and Hints.
‘wider. The mechanic goesto the annual bably in the same poverty, with perhaps. 11,731. 64 per cent. of the pupils benefite}, judge the mental and spiritual condition
Pharaoh was a name, or title, common
fair, sees what otheg mechanics in other nothing to arouse even an ambition for by the Education grants attended the of his hearers exactly as if he had a right
to all the native kings of Egypt mention- places have:done, sees and hears about | better things; it is only when we see for schools connected with the church of to do so, and as though they must be
€d in the Bible.
1t was in use from the new patents, learns how much he is be- ourselves the barriers which class distine- England ; 18 per cent. attended the Brit- just like his own or be ‘utterly. wrong.
time of Abraham to that of Zedekiah. At hind the times, is stirred up to do better, tions and lack of educational and other ish, Wesleyan and other schools not con- We have an impression that this is a fault
this time ‘the capital was at Zoan, a city and is so much richer in his knowledge
opportunities raise to crush ambition and nected with the chureh of England ; 5 1-2 with a good many of us. We make our
on the Tanitic branch of the Nile, which and power. The minister goes to the amnu- limit effort, that-we know and feel, as we per cent. attended the Catholic schools; opinions so harsh that they amount to
flowed through, or along, the border. of al conferences and associations, and hears never knew and felt before, what our and 12 1-2 per cent. the Board schools or judgments of the most uncharitable kind.
the province occupied by the Israelites, the reports from the churches; listens own country does for her children.
those under no denominational charge. We charge the heart with faults that only
-in the north-eastern part of Egypt.
to discussions upon all sorts of questions,
This the nerves are responsible for : we conAt about the same period that I first as- The latter are said to be the best.
“The authorities do not agree as to the doctrinal and practical ; has his thinking certained that * Colnmbus discovered fact is accounted for by the important fact demn the spirit, when the body is alone
The soldier who seeks pro~exact date of the events beginning with powers awakened, his heart-stirred, so America” and that “Washington was the that their teachers are better paid and of to blame.
tection in battle behind a neighboring
+ this lesson, and consequently differ as to that for weeks afterward the people say, Father of his country,” I also learned in superior efficiency.”
“the name of this Pharaoh. According to ‘ How much better oar minister preaches words that the child born in the United
I visited one/ of these elementary tree is denounced as unpatriotic pnd cowWilkinson, Moses was born in the reign since Conference !”
States was favored above the children of schools under the care of the School ardly; the professed Christiad, whose
Thought quickens thought, and mind all ether countries, because he could go Board and the church of England.
of Amosis, or Ahmes, the first of the 18th
The voice is seldom heard in prayer-meeting,
<dynasty; the king from whom he fled sharpens mind. All this holds true of to the Common School.
It was a eom- good old rector accompanied me.” He Ais condemned for his apathy and suspect‘‘ By their fruits ye
was Thutmes I. ; the name of the princess Sunday-schools and Sunday-school work- forting and gratifying fact, of course, but was greatly pleased that a stranger ed of hypocrisy.
who adopted him was Thermutis.”” Ac- ers. The old-time notion that most any- I never thought how much was really in- should take an interest in the school. shall know them,” say we; and so we
‘cording to Brugseh and others, all the thing would do in the Sunday-school and volved in it until I began to study the He visited it ey
day and watched apply the text indiscriminately, without
events of this lesson took place within most anyone would do for a Sunday- history of the progress of education the progress
{f -the pupils with the once taking an account of circumstances
The among the masses in England. It is real- solicitude of\p
s
the reign of :Rameses II., who is the school ‘teacher is passing away.
father.
He was a or conditions.
Sunday-school has become the great field ly 'only within the last ten years that ar- graduate of Oxford, a man of ripe seholarIn many cases, the soldier may have
Sesostris of Greek history.
¥
The helpless. babe. “The king of Egypt, for lay effort. The great majority of our rangements have been made to render ‘it ship and extensive information, thorough- hid behind the tnee because he had not
in order to weaken the power of the Sunday-school officers and teachers are so systematic and thorough that every ly versed in the antiquities of Wiltshire patriotism enough to risk an exposure,
:growing race of slaves, commanded that common people, with limited education,
child may have a chance.
At an early and thoroughly glad to render assistance or he may have valued his own safety so
a straw for his counall the male children of the Hebrews confined mostly to their own homes dur- period, the idea prevailed that it was bet- by loaning books from his library or by highlyas not to care
try’s
welfare
;
but
the
chances are that in
should be destroyed.
Soon after this ing the week, and “mostly in their ewn
ter for the working classes to beignorant, imparting knowledge from the rich stores
order was issued Moses was born. His communities during the year. Itis not that they would be more contented if they in his memory. A Sixty to eighty boys in many cases he was just as true at heart,
aeother hid him at home for three months ; strange, therefore, that good men and
could neither read nor write and knew ene school-room and about the same and loved his country’s honor just as sinwomen as they are, they should fall inte little or nothing of what was going on’ number of girls in another exhibited fine cerely, as the wire-nerved, undyspeptic,
and then made an ark, which she covered
‘with pitch, and placicg the ‘babe in it, the ruts in thinking and doing.” To preanywhere.
Some of this feeling exists looking copy books and wrestled nobly hardy veteran, who stood by the hour in
‘put it among the reeds in the edge of vent this God hasraised up Sunday-schoel still, though it is not often expressed. with pounds, shillings and pence, taken in an open field, and fired away with fatal
the Nile, where the king’s daughter was Conventions and Institutes—Chautauquas, The Pilgrim Fathers knew better, and connection with sugar and barley.
The precision until either his ammunition or
in the habit of bathing, and set his sister F raminghamas, Old Orchards, ete., where they put up a meeting-house and then a master was a middle-aged anxious-look- his life failed him. The power of mento watch the result. The water-weeds the common tired ‘but earnest Sunday- school-house beside it. In England, the ing man. He had beena mechanic, but talas well as physical endurance will
growing there prevented the little boat school teacher can go, and mingle plea- higher classes liad schoels and colleges possessing more than ordinary intellect- yield to the effects of continued exertion,
‘from floating away, but would not hide sure and profit ; find zest and instruetion ; from the earliest times, and when Charle- ual ability, he went to a training school, until the person either sinks into slumber
learn and be inspired. Who should go magne, in the latter part of the eighth obtained his certificate, and . was now or is driven into delirium. So the soldier,
it from the notice of bathers.
The babe’s foster mother. As was prob- to these Sunday-school semmer resorts? century, was in want of somebody to as- doing much better for himself and fam- sheltered by a tree, may have been reFirst, the pastor. For sad as it is, it is sist him in his educational projects, it was ily than he could have done by working
ably articipated, the princess soon came,
luctantly led to his cover by an exhaustwith her attendant maidens,
to bathe in true as sad, that the most of our pastors f Alcuin, an Englishman, who became his at is trade.
That, however, is not say- ed nervous system, while his patriotism
‘the river. This would not be permitted Fare behind the times in Sunday-schoel guide and instructor.
Alfred the Great ing much.
He was doing well for his was glowing with undiminished ardor.
now, but was customary then. Seeing ideas. They know much about the doc- did much for the spread of learning, and pupils, too, I think; but cowld imag- Evidently, he is not the kind of soldier
trine of their eburch, and much about there are found, throughout the centuries, ine that the dread of the inspectors,” we should wantto scale a fort orfill a
Afve basket, she sent for it; when it was
opened, the babe wept; her feelings were Greek and. Hebrew, but almost nothing as schools of many and various kinds, but and of the examinations, and of so small breach ; he might come far from meeting
» moved ; she had compassion on the help- to how to traim Sunday-schools in their these did mething for the masses. INoth- a number of “passes” that the school our ideal of a warrior, but need we,
less child. The truth doubtless flashed work, or how to lead a Sunday-school ing was really done for their education would receive no- ‘‘grants,” wore upon therefore, deny that he has any - patriot* into her mind and-she determined to save into greater usefulness. Many of them till the end of the 18th ane the beginning everybody. In the girls’ room, I was sm ?
The Christian who seldom makes a pubthe life of the persecuted babe. She must attemptto feed. the sheep and let the of the 19th-century. It was Robert Raikes not at all pleased with the woman in
‘have been a princess of high rank.and lambs pick up the siraws, and frequently who made the first vigorous effort toward charge. I pitied her too, for she had the Jic profession should not for this reasen
great influence, or she would not have the sheep have so little there is nothing § this result, and -he established Sunday- look of.one to whow life is a burden. I be received with distrust. He may have
dared thus to disobey the command of left for the lambs. Let the pasior spend schools in 1780.
Individuals and relig- wanted to wash her face sad hands, array a richer experience and ten times the
her father. "Dean Alford
has well said, | @
ious organizations followed in his wake her in clean collar and cuffs, take the saving faith that the self-confident exi
ond anless and endeavored to promote general edupossesses,
whose stereotyped
«If there'is anything too strong for man’s ot ed SA
slovenly tangle of hair hanging down her horter
he is egotistical or stupid, he will be a cation. While in other countries, govlaws, it is a woman's heart.”
back and do it up neatly, and cut off the phrases fall upon the ear like hail upon
The babe’'s nurse. The watchful sister better pastor all the year for it.
The one who comes.
ernments have had much to do with such long, dirty train from her calico dress.
I the window-pane.
Second, some of the officers of the
was quickly at hand to do a good turn for
matters, in England, the effort to educate don’t know whether she was a ‘‘certifi- into God's presence, and reeeives the
showld
go.
Superintendents, has maialy arisen with the churches; and cated” teacher. She didn’t deserve to be. message fresh frotn divine lips, is not alher baby-brother, which proved to be a school
good turn to the whole nation besides. Librarians and Sstretaries ate hot Hiade the government to-day has a rather subor- The little girls before her were naturally ways the one appointed to deliver it to
‘She may have been told what to do by her by mere appointment. The officers all dinate pesition in the management of . the inclined to be dirty enough without her the people. Moses, who was ‘slow of
"mother,or her own quick wit may have need to see how other officers do, and to schools. It was not until 1833 that Par- sefting them an example of that kind. speech,” talked with Jehovah face to
suggested it te her. It was a natural learn about the best ways of doing. No liamen$ did anything for general educa- She was a little neutralized, however, by face; while: Aaron, who ‘‘ could speak
matter how humble an office is, if it is | tion, though the subject had been agitatthing to offer.
:
a trim miss whe acted as assistant pupil. well,” could only stand afar off and look
The child was a Hebrew,
and an worth having it is worth honoring and ed a long time; but the jealousy of differThe doors between the rooms were on the shining glory. The latter deliverEgyptian nurse would not have taken making the most of it.
ent religious denominations had barred throwd open; and the boys and girls ed God's messages indeed, but be, receivThe teachers should go just to be im- | and still bars the way to the established them at @cond-hand. Left on his
- care of it, nor could one have been trustsang to us—I can still hear the refrain:
pressed
with how little they know and ment of a completely national system.
~edtodoso.
Thus did Moses safely have
own
responsibility at Moses’s departure,
‘Old England forever! ne power shall sever
ithe care of his own mother, under royal how much better it is possible for them
he betrayed his weakness and failed at
In 1883, twenty thousand pounds was
Our hearts from the land of our birth,
"Tis the land of the brave and the home of the once,
protection; she would not fail to ‘teach to do. In particular the poorest and the voted to aid in the erection of school
!
youngest teachers should go. It is well buildings. Since that time, the subject
him to worship God, and to understand
Speaking,
of
God
is
not
the
same
as
Sr. NTH country on earth.”
for two or three of them:to go together; has been niuch studied, inspections have
something of the history of his people.
speaking from him. Sitting in silence is
The master bade us ¢ good morning” not always denying him. There is no
‘She took him to her own home, where they will help each other to remember been made, committees appointed and
mo one conld come between her and his what they hear. It is not more ability bills passed. In 1870 and in 1876, impor- and turned to occupy his * recreation” noise, when the sun. rises, but there is
‘opening mind. She was no longer obliged our teachers need, but more waking up tant acts provided. for something likea hour in helping some assistant and other usually a great deal of light and warmth.
to hide him, for the arm of royal pro- to what it is possible for them to be and ‘national system of education. =~ Appropri- pupils who were trying to get ready to Love need not necessarily move the
I tongue, and the prayers that, bring the
tection was thrown around him. She do. You sometimes sigh and wish that ations are now made annually by Parlia- pass examinations ‘ for certificates.
you
were
a
better
teacher,
but
do
you
asked
the
rector
some
questions
about
was, moreover, well paid for doing what
blessing are not always audible to human
ment, not for the full support of schools,
her heart most desired to do. We can’ take the means to make yourself a better but to aid local exertion, under certain the provision for the higher education of ears. The most faithful toilers often
conceive of no .combination of eircum- teacher? To ask Godto givens this day conditions, to maintain elementary schools women. I did mot find that anything have the least Lime for words. He that
stances more favorable to his complete our daily bread means that he will give and training colleges _ for teachers... In known there reaches to what our schools pronounces the benediction is not the one
training
for the work to which he was us the opportunity to earn it. To ask orderto receive grants, these public ele- do for girls: “Ladies can have private who bestows it. The language ‘of the
BY REY. SMITH BAKER, OF LOWELL, MASS.

afterward called.

The seeds of a deep

Aove for his own race and the religion of
‘his fathers were: securely planted in hig
‘heart by a mother’s tender and watchful
-eare ; under the patronage of the princess
he was carefully instructed in all the varied learning of the Egyptians, then one
-of the foremost nations of the world. It
was by no accident.
.
)
The avengers-of wrong. When Moses
had come to manhood he doubtless. felt a

God to make us better teachers is to ask ‘mentary schools must, be conducted. ac- teachers of course if they have the means.

him to give us an opportunity to improve | cording to certain ‘regulations.
No re- “I 'told hit Something ‘of the ‘girls who
our knowledge. Let each school send a ligious observance or, atiendence at any study Greek, Latin and Mathematics at
delegation to some one of these ‘resorts. church or Sunday-school must be imposed Hillsdale, quite holding thei’ own with
Conducted as they are, very much upon as a condition of admission to the school. the boys and not unfrequently going
ahead. Hissarcasm was-superb. ‘Their
the camp-meeting plan, the expenses are-

within the means of most every one.

sure and send the Superintendent.

Réligious instruction must not be compul-

Be

sory.

More

The school must be

at

all

times to thé Visits of the goverment

in-

and more the. blessed Wordof God is: be- spectors.

open

The principal teacher must be

.taken by undue zeal, or passion, be killed
-an Egyptian who was smiting ‘one “of his,
‘brethren. ' It is not necessary to ‘attempt
‘to

“act. He

thought that the

Hebrews would gladly regeive him asa

friend and leader,
but wher, on the next
~day, he’

© whomhe

Pini

practical

great help to them in contemplating

teach it, even in the ‘most

need

to keep

up

with

times;

more successfully teach it.

for

Plan, then, at

obliged to show ‘their proficiency by

once, for a part of/ your vacation ‘on ‘the
Sunday-school camp gronsd: “The Got
en Rule.

Fee

:

was

an. old

average attendance and the proficiency of -man andso I. meekly gave up the struggle
the pupils in certain branches. The in- after just remarking that there was ocea-

hidden hamlet,

the

the

beauties of Nature, or .in ordering their

ing studied, and more and ‘more all who certificated, - All. grants are based on the “households!” said he! —He

strong desire to do something for his
people. He wished in some way to iden- though the Word remains the same yes- spector decides whether ‘the examination
tify himself with them. He had probably terday, to-day and forever, there are new ‘shall be oral or written.
The girls are
become well-known and influential by lights and illustrations constantly coming taught “plain needle-work and cuttingyeason of his matural abilities, his educa- that one may: better understand it and out” as a regular branch, and they are
tion, and his relations to the royal household. His first effort in: behalf of his
‘kinsmen resulted ‘unfortunately. Over-

Greek, Latin and Mathematics will ‘be a

sionally an American girl who didn’t
have any household to order and who

would not be likely to find the ‘ contemplationof the beauties of Nature” to be a
business that would keep her in bread

actual work in the presence ofthe inspec- and'butter. The good reetor ‘was ‘much
tor who, I suppose, must be trained to better posted on the antiquities “of "Wiltknow by thé looks of a garment whether ‘shire than on the educational needs of

on

it will fit, and to ave

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.

‘an

accurate idea

on the proper length of stitches! The
standards run from [., the lowest, to VI.,

In some teachers’ meetings the ‘mem-,

American girls!

i

O--O--b

of

all the ingenious

mistakes

into

bers take turns in leading —a" practice ‘the ‘highest, and ‘mintitely * describe’ tho which erring . mun has fallen, perhaps
which in some edodls may be a very good “degree off proficiency ‘to be attained in
none; has .been: 80 pernicious in. their

feading, ‘witting, drithimetic, grammar, ‘consequences, « ori has brought so many
fouid iit variance, he discovered| "Texas, 80 fag
dod English history. There, ‘evils into the world, as the popular opinAAG upp wil eu geography
To' them’ he wis ple, will have Sunda ‘schools for em! ure several societies beside “the 'sehool- fon’
on that thie’ why ‘of the transgressor is
Egyptian, /'“ Though reckon- and their childrei
[Christian ak 1 ‘boards’ that ‘have’ charge” of Inspected|pleasant and Bao
Ballou.)
to reconcile’ two of them

pre

one.

ers will emu
jown: people. By the un-. two phir

{isl

¢

#

fies

i

il
‘in adthit
schools : ‘as Je oh
and" Foreign |
A of “the Ame
fivity of
Socety,”
d" by Chribtians |

ERLE

1)

iD

sniita

and condemned as a lifeless member.
He may need our sympathy to give him
strength ; perhaps he needs our prayers;

oftener he needs continued morning baths
and fresh morning

air.

Sometimes

the

need is only of an internal quickening

and renewed experience of a Father's
love; oftener it is of external friction and
a view of sunrise twomiles from “home.
The body will clog the spirit in spite of
us if the conditions are not carefully observed. Charity, the greatest of all qual-

ities, will not be hasty in expressing its

opinions. It will take into account the
physicalas well as the spiritual condition;

it will remember

that there is a myste-

rious union between mind and matter;
and above all, it will take care not to confound the heart with the liver, by condemning the coldness of the one ‘instead
of the torpor of the other.
©-0-0--&

‘‘ The power that will do the thing,
whatever it be, is the power that must do
it. As long as eighty-five per cent. of

our prisoners owe their incarceration to
drunkenness; as long as there is in our
cities one licensed place for the sale of
liquor to every one hundred and seventy
inhabitants; as long as sixty thousand

persons a year in this country die drunk,
or from the effectsof drink, there is no
other side to the matter. The grogshops

must
be shut:

At any cost—whether

of

public interference or private self-denial,

whether the law goes on the statate-book
or the wine comes off the dinner-table—
by some means the grog-shops must be
shut. He is either criminally ignorant of
facts “ot criminally indifferent to “them

who can deny this."—Miss E. S. Phelps.
¢ I drink «to nieke me..work,” said a

young man.
plied:

To which an old man re-

¢ That's right; thee

drink and

will make thee work ! Hearken

it

tome

a

moment, and I'll tell thee something that
may do thee good. I was once a
perous farmer. I had a good loving wife
and two fine lads as ever the sun shone

on.

We had a comfortable home,

and

lived happily together. But we used to
drink ale to make us work. Those two
lads I have laid in drunkards’ graves.
My

wife died

broken-hearted,

and

she

now lies by her two sons. I am seventy-two years of age. Had it not been
for drink I might now have been an independent gentleman; but I used to
drink to

make

me

work,

and

mark, it

makes me work now. At sevenly years
of age I am obliged to work for my
daily bread. Drink! Drink! and it will
make you work.”
The first victim of the temperance law
in Kansas is Dr, Holmes; a Topeka

druggist, who was arrested May 8th for
selling a bottle of Hostetter's bitters, up-

on which the purchaser became intoxicated. The sale was proven to have been

made by a clerk through inadvertance,
and while the City Attorney
ed

leniency,

the Police

recommen-

Judge

‘said be

| could do nothing less than assess aficve

J

of one hundred dollars against the offender—the lowest penalty prescribed by the
law
An appeal was taken to the District Court, where the case is now pending.
A new book has just been written by
William Hargreaves, M. D., with the imprint of the National Temperance Society, entitled * Alcohol and Man.” It
is a ¢ Total Abstinence Reader,” showing

the scientific’ basisof total abstinence,
prepared for the use of temperance organizations, families,

schools

and

col-

eges. It consists of a series of short
lessons, designed to teach the chemical
origin, properties, and
of alcoholic liquors.

physical

action

To take a drink in Oregon
man #0 indulging $5. The rum_

costs
is

worth that money,

Pie

but the cy

a

a license costing that sum before a ma
can get any bitters at any hotel or saloon. Itis a penal offense for the proprieters of these

establishments to

sell

any person who isnot armed with such
license. Every six months the local papers publish the names of all who have
applied for such doeuments and the

heart is not indeed a dead language, but it public thereby sow who's are te drink.
isjqbite different from that in which a sim- ers.
ple theory is. expreded.
Doubtless, in| There is not much comfort in "the remany cases, silent professors ‘are without port that the ' internal revente receipts

that vital experience that prompts to verbal expression. We can observe the apparent indifference, and form an estimate

$10,000,000 ‘owing chiefly

of the inner life which would

lections on cigarettes;

allow

it;

for the year ending June 30 will exceed

those of the

previous year by

to the

nearly

col-

for this increase

but we need not make the act an unchari- marks the spread of an injurious habit
table judgment. There may have been a among growing boys. No one who
transgression of the laws of health, and keeps his eyes open as he walks about
not a violation of the law of life. It may the streets can have failed to observe
be a prostration of nervous energy, and ‘that half the small boys he meets are
not a lack of Christian love.
sthoking cigarettes. It is not necessary to
However, we put, but little confidence

in skulking soldiers;

We have but little

faith, generally speaking, in idle Christians,

The former are apt to be cowards,

and the latter are often hypocrites. One

is of no use to the State, and the other is
of not much account in the Church. But
a sweeping statement th#® condenms all

condemn’ the use of tobacco by men be- |
fore venturing to protest against its use’
by babies. Furthermore, there is’ un-

happily, no doubt that women and girls
make every year a larger contribution to
the “ revenue derived from’ cigarettes. _—

Tribune.
The New York Observer in‘a recent ar-

At
best emglions- ticle says, speaking of Alabama:
this
time
the
feeling
upon
the
subject
of
may sometimes fail to find expression
it” difficult
from circumstances’ entirely beyond our temperance is 80 intense that
alike is too

much.

Our

to see how the prohibition issue can be

control, There is no need to condémn
the tree if the seasod will not let it bear

kept in the ‘background: The’ Iprobabil-

"the furnace, “and steam pent up in the

not be strictly
Assembly the contest will

fruit.” There may be a glowing Aire in, Ity is that in the next electioti for General

boiler, but the, engine can not move if the between Democrats and Republicdns but

are t00 weak. to transmis’ Between the liquor and anti-liquor Hen.
.”
the
pressure.
In
sucha case we would’ The people fire’ thoroudhghly Aaroused
Envy is the vice of small minds. There
SIO
%
ma
8 |
SE
1
him, ad became, A
on. ad ort il = * sg
steal
ayework
(and thirteen addresses for the ically, of the poor in the ten-. are many envious people, therefore’ there not, heap
+t ‘The lusting aud crowning pe or
n justice. Thus
it cane to made) ; while dnother writes: * Twenty- ots and observances of the established | ‘are many small minds Rigs ig
we would
rath
Hey sone
wat compelled fo flee from two schools Pid sizen my last repor. hn church; the dosiuittes appointed by the gencer.
rods couldn I stren
oii ar at of Aiendabip Svusinoy.

| of all Mobo oo
st!
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Selections.
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OUR LOST.

tation, but action; not to sit and
bat to rise and seek the remedy.

have passed

Through the shadow of death to the -sunlight above ;
:
A thousand sweet memories are holding them
fi asl

To the places they blessed with

counter, is the faculty sonfe peoplé
goes,

Speak mutely, though still with an eloquence
that they said,

words

‘

or.

suspiciousness.

on

else
than

In the dew-threaded morn and the opaline eve,

circumstances,

unhappy

Huffy

in

their

not to speak of their

tem-

Because it cleanses thie system

| Bad
jr.

sullen, is in reality

of ¥elf-

distrust. The person who has self-respect
It is well. We rejoice that their heaven is and nothing to fear, who is of an assured
social status and happy private condition,
sweet
;
!
is never apt to take offence. Many and
And one day for us all the bitter will cease.
great are the dangers of action with huffy
We, too, will go o'er the river of rest,
people and you are sure to flounder into
As the'strong and the lovely before us have
the bog with them, while you are ianogone;
cently thinking you are walking on the
Our sun will go down in the beautiful west,
Until then we are bound
f

A

fair.
They have passed beyond

sight,

at

i
death
But they live, like ourselves,
nite care.

the

edly, or take it as it is meant.

THE WORLD TO. RELIGION.
:

because a thin-skinned,

chasl

598,
regular Ph; %

he was atterw

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college.
Business
course
complete and
practical.
Ad
beth
Secretary, Rochester.

kind, for

;

Lung and Throat Affections. 1

I

BE

DECEIVED

ing similar names.

Be sure you get

po

bas

Center,

DISEASES

pence per year, $125.

board of assistants.
or college.
For

TOE

2d

a

SOMBLAINTS,

ay package ote

Sable

of medicine. Alsoin
Liquid Form, very
Sentbputed, for those that cannot

pom.

Con.
pre-

v

EW

Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
hysicians, to dié with Conumption.- Under these ciréumstances he compounded
his E¥éxdry was cured

§

WELLS, RICHARDSON& Co., Prop’s,@

jaf (Willsend
the dry post-paid.) BURLINGTON,
VI.

for

self boarding,

Students fitted for bus!
.
ther partie uldrs address the:

HAMPTON

Secretary.

INSTITUTION,—New

Ham

ton, N. H. Rev. A. B. Meservey,
principal, with eight associate teachers.

courses of study

Cough, and all Lung disflcases, when used in scason. [1% )8

B=

{ir Tt acts with equal eficiencytu either form.
SM)
, GET IT ATTHE DRUGGISTS, PRICE, $1.00 bl =

by articles bear-

Rooms

Principal, or E. 8. TASKER,

made him

CURES

in-

to $4 per term. Training department for teac
ers'free. Spring term begins
Feb. 8, 1881. Summer term begins May 2,-1881. For catalogue ad-

Vt.

I Constipation and Piles. .

DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of *“ I. BUTTS” on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.

taken a pleasant jest as a personal affront,
and either blazed out or gloomed sullen-

PER
ERMANENTLY.

.™

i KIDNEY

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:

NOT

Montgomery

further

7

dress the Principal.
v
VRAH WOOD SUMINARY —Northwood Ridge
.
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on:
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and Margh.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete:

© Js a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping

““ It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.” .
DO

Coto of

For

or A.J. Russell,

Wis.

ARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
Parsonsfleld
Me. Rev. T. F. MILLEYT, Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical and Scientific courses of study for
both sexes.
Beard, $2.50 per week. Total ex-

its superiority over all other remedies of the

Ie

Secures good influences.

i: formation address the Principal

the unparalleled sale; are sufficient evidence of

cured by

was unable to work. Kidney-Wort
“ well as ever.”
:

CONSUMPTION.

you at-

huffy person

after

Ane, 2, 1880.

‘Pittefield. Ma..

8 suffered eight years with Kidney: difficulty an

including

you will soon be made to find out your
mistake ; aud not unfrequently the whole
harmony of an evening has been set wrong

lB
Sn
oe sgn i

TRIBUTES OF

If

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

tempt the very simplest form of chaffing,

in God's infi-

clans and that

Every affection of the

huffy person can beac a joke good-humor-

touch-

him

cured

.

&%~ For Caiaiogue address K. Bachelder; A..
M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

had been trying for four years.

ney-Wort.

With three care-

June 16, 1881.

}

sexes.

SAY : No

M. M. B. Goodwin, an editor in Chardon, Ohio, says he was not Sipented to live, being bl
["} beyond belief, but
Kidney-Wort cured
hin.
Anna Ls Jarrett of South Salem,
N. Y,, says
that seven years suffering from Kidney troubles
and other Gomplications wasended by the use of

Croup, ang

gers of jesting are, above all, great. It
may be laid down as an absolute rule,
which has no exception anywhere, that no

paradise

in

are walking

To the saints who

PEOPLE

~— FOR =="

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

of tlie poison

Mrs, John Arnall, of Washington, Ohio, says
her boy was given Ipto die b; er.
minent

ONE OF THE OLDEST- AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

instruction.

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi
cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
hers. Expenses low.
Fuil board of
Spring term), April 11, 1681; Summer term;

‘Whooping Cough,

golidest esplanade. The
dangers of
speech are just as manifold. The dan-

our

by our love and

i

Eugene B. Stork, of Junction City,

says, Kidney-Wort
.

We toil at our tasks in the burden and heat
Of life’s passionate noon. They are folded
in peace,
.

To rise in the glory that circles the throne.

SEE WHAT

in Academic Instruc-

No p

IsvING B. SMITH,

© PULMONARY
ELSI
TIER

i1 1 +

nary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consti.
pation, Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Nervous Disorders and ‘Female Complaints,

If

ers. Huffiness, which seems to be self- {
ion in what may be called the negative term, and which the posseasors thereof classify as a high spirit of sensitiveness, according as they are passionate or
product

WHMEwp
YW

ous humors that develope in Kidney and Uri-

When the children are merry or crimsoned
with sleep,
We are comforted, even as lonely we grieve,
For the thoughtof their rupture forbids us
to weep.
»

the

‘DR. N. 6, WHITE'S

and KIDNEYS at the same time.

But we are bound to say

among those who are

tion.

CURES!
os]
" Because it acts on the LIVER, BOWELS

without—mak-

that the larger proportion will be generally found among women, and chiefly

high,

DOES

WONDERFUL

people are to be met with eof all ages and
in every station, neither years nor condition bringing, necessarily, wisdom, or un-

Or when evil allures us, or sin draweth nigh,
A whisper comes gently, ‘‘ Nay, do not do
>
wrong,”

is pitied

reason

a mood, or more than a fancy.

And oft when alone, and as oft in the throng,
And we feel that our weakness

with

ing themselves and every one
uncomfortable for nothing deeper

| Yet linger and sigh in the desolate air.

-

|

of taking offence when no offence is
meant—taking
‘‘buff,” as the phrase

left and the books

rare
And the songs that they sang, the dear

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

1y1
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York. This schoel
was never in better condi-
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| Seninary
comands. 'or The
Classical,
urse.
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full catalogue.
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BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,

One of the oddest things to witness, if
not one of the most disagreeable to en-

their pres-

NEW STYLE CHROMO CARDS. Name
on, 10c., or 40 all GILT & BEVEL, EDGE
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Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
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os 83 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.

suffer,
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AGENTS WANTED for the Best and Fastest.

HUFFY PEOPLE,

ence and love.

works which they
which they read

Stamps
Circulars free.
a
eveland, y

do when evil comes upon us is not lamen-

They never:quite leave us, our friends who

The

T PAYSto sell our Rubber Hand’ Prin ,

cerns of life is highly necessary; but if
distress succeed, dejection and despair
will not afford relief. The best thing. to

for both sexes.

Telography

a specialty.

teacher of Penmanship in the State.
penses
less than in any other of like grade, Four terms.
of 10 weeks each.
;

Summer Term

be

Apr. 33, 1881,

Summer.

Term

closes June 23, Send for C
ppue {a
:
REV. A. B. MESERVEY,
cipals.

Re

GRANDE

COLLEGE.—Rio

Grande, Gallia

.» Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
The courses
of study are
the | Normal,

pr

Commercial, College Preparatory

£4

pf one doctor's sit.
| For sale everywhere.

D.

Connected with

the Institutioni8 the best commercial Sollegs | iu

| New England.

ee

§

Ph.

co

o

viz. : Classical and

and two College

Scientific.

{

inclu
room ‘rent
15
week.
For furth Le i
Ri ap 2) Bo er MOUL~
TON, A.M, Rio Grande,
Gal
Co., Ohio.
EBANON ACADEMY —Puplils fitted for bush
_4 ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Puincinal,
For further particulars, address
the principals.
or
ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, BosDR. D. DYER’S
The two narratives that follow contain
ton, Mass. Soldby. druggists and dealers generally,
a few of the many tributes that skeptics ly, according to his or her individual disHeadache, Dyspeptic and Liver
and men of the world have indirectly and, position, and direction of the wind at that
y
Pills.
perhaps, almost unconsciously given to time.— Household.
Saved Her Daughter’s Life After
Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
the reality and value of the Christian rern —t a
SE D
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL..
—For further information address the Pres.
been Cured ky Them.
They are the
ligion : their practical
Sgmission and tesGOD OR MAMMON?
the
Doctors
Had:
Given
Her
Up.
ident,
0. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOBN FUL-Great Mandrake Liver Pill.
timony against their o
i
LONTON, D. D., Lew}
"There is nothing more deceitful than
A
Woman
Cured
of
Conries as well as their lives find
the idea of gaining the esteem and good
‘TESTIMONIALS.
confession of the truth and
excellence of opinion of the world by familiarizing ourICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
sumption by WoRev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me., says,
Christianity. They are ‘well worthy of selves and mixing often with it. The
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
‘“Itake great pleasure in recommending your
lege.
The course of study extends over three
man’s Friend.
permanent record, as the names and more the world sees us, except in our
pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”
years,
of three terms each. Expenses are moder
Rev.S. P. Fernald, (F. B.) Melvin Village, N.
dates alluded to can be given for each.
ate. For Catalegue address,
public duties, the more will it either. hate
HL, writes,
‘ Your pills give the best of satisfacSTOWE, VT., Feb. 11, 1881."
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Some thirty years ago a. young man
tion. Please send me 40 boxes.
or despise us. It hates us from the inLewiston, Me.
S. HARDY’S SONS :—I sold some Woman’s
F. W. Kinsman
(proprietor
of
Adamsom’s
from Southern Pennsylvania was on his stant it feels that we will not put up with
Friend to a lady from New York; who came to
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
way tq college, and entering the stage- its manners.
says, *‘ Dr. Dyers pills are better than they are
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
Let us very rarely have
Waterbury.
The doctors said she must die of
coach he found as passéngers several men, anything to do with it, and we shall aprecommended to be, and their sales-are rapidly inBROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent asconsumption.
I saw her and persuaded her
creasing.”
sistants.
i
whose loose talk was chiefly in ridicule of
to try Woman’s Friend, and when she had takear in its eyes with grealer dignity and
Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park St. ¥. B. Church,
Fall Term begins August 23, 1881.
en one bottle could walk one-fourth of a
ile A first-class
religion and the Bible. He himself was be treated with greater respect. Let us
says,
1 have used Dr. Dyer’s
school.
Three complete courses of
pills for headache
to church. - When she commenced taking X
and dyspepsia, and have received more benefit
not a Christian,but was of a Christian fam- attend to every due and proper call which
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
she could not speak loud, nor sit up half th
rom one box of them than from ail other medi.
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
ily, and he reverenced his father and the world may justly require of us, as
<ines I ever used,
time; six bottles cured her, and
now she
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
mother and their faithful piety, which he well as to all the demands of charity and
From an honored member of the Society of works in the telegraph office.
Lyndonville, Vt.
‘Her name is
Friends, North ¥assalboro’, Me., J uly 30, 1878:
Lois Pine.
felt were both the strength and beauty of good works, but let us always conduct
* 1 have been afficted with dyspepsia for years,
ILLSDALEKE
COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegi-I have sold Dr. Hardy’s Woman’s Friend for
his early home. Pained and provoked by ourselvesas the embassadors of Jesus
and had to edt gruel for seven months at oné time,
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commereial, Prethe last fifteen years, and can positively say I paratory, Music and Art
and that distressed me.
Departments.
Elective
the blasphemies of his fellow travelers, Christ, as in some sense filling his. place.
My back
was so weak
that I had to lear on the sink to avach.
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious inFeet and know it is the best medicine for what it is reche was silent till he could bear it no long- It is then only that our character, under
hands were soceld that I had to warm them in: ommended in the world. It saved my daughfluences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college:
er, and then he contradicted their state- the grace and providence of God, will be
midsummer.—Peath seemed
ter’s life after the doctors said she was liable to buildings
.in the Northwest.
nition, incidental
just before me. I
commenced
usizg Dr. D. Dyer’s pills in October,
and fibrary fees, only $15 a year. Board,$2 to:
die at any time.
ments and denied and opposed their as- to us a safeguard against every tempta1877, and foundweliel at once, aad am enjoying
$2.25 a week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol-MEDICINE
NOT
A DRINK.
Mrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre, Vt., says
sertions. Amused at his unexpected tion. Butil we seek the world for the
good health, eat Any kind of food, ‘work all inh
one
bottle
saved
her
the
price
of
a
hired
girl
SPRING “AND SUMMER with ease. I have sold 36 dozeniin one year,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
boldness, and thinking to make short sake of the world we musi conform to its A PERFECT
one summer.
:
MEDICINE.
For Catalogue address,
they have given good satisfaction.
work of the youth, they became more taste and its manners.
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S. C. BUZZELL.
We should be A Therough Blood Purifier. A Temic Ap- |
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
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Flemington,
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LIVER CURE.”
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DUNTON.
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silenced and gave up the discussion. At holiness say of the righteous man in the happiness to it. A@~We offer “Warner's Safe TonRr
Dr,
S.
HARDY’S. SONS: —Dear Strs:—I am
tters” with
equal confidence.
prietors,”
“
DRSDe
,» & SON,
Lai
more than pleased to give in my testimony in
the end of the stage-route they all entered Wisdom of Solomon, * He is grievous to
22
Burnham, ‘Waldo Co., Maine.
H.
H.
WARNER
&
Oo.
Rochester,
N.
Y.
WATERBURY, CENTER, VT.
favor
of
your
valuable remedy, the Woman’s
t
as in waiting,
and | -us-to-behold! "There is—no-alternative.
ia had yory delicate | 177 J COL LEY,= = «
F
.
had not been long on board when one ‘We must die to the world or partake of
« = Principal;
health especially after the age of 12 or 13 years
who had been foremost in opposing and its spirit. We can not serve, God and
With competant assistants,
not being able fo go « fall term at school, an
ridiculing religion came to the young man ‘mammon.—Dr. Coke.
sometimes would commeuce a school and have
. Spring Term begins Feb. 28, 1881...
to give u teaching on account of poor health,
and asked: ‘‘ Have you a state-room ?”
Courses of Study.—Colle
Preparatory, ,
ee
——
We
had
the
best
physicians
inthe
community,
Classical,
Scientific, Commercial. Special atten.
“I have.”
At this season, various diseases of the bowels are prevalent, and many fives are lost
but found no relief until we were induced to
tion
will
be
given
to
those
preparing
to teach.
THE
NAME
PROTESTANT.
‘thgough lack of knowledge of a safe and sure remedy.
“ Will you let me share il with you ?”
PERRY DAVIS’
Students will be conveyed, free of cha
to and
try Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
P
N KILLER is a sure cure for Diarrhea, Dysentery, Summer Complaint,
At a diet of ‘the-princes of the empire
from the depot at Waerharytt the begin
and
“ Why?"
:
her sound health.
She is now teaching by the
Blake, .
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, etc., and is perfectly. safe.
year in North Carolina. Others have tried it close of each term on applying to Rev. E.
‘“ Because | have a large amount of held in Spires, in Gérmany, in the year
Waterbury
Center,
to
whom,
also,
application
for
in our community with similar results.
Read the following:
money with me, and I am atraid to sleep 1529, it was decreed by the majority
board and rooms may be made.
For
er parBAINBRIDGE, N. Y.,
March 22, 1881.
We Del
;
i
aa, N.Y, Feb. 19, Jel 4
Respectfully
yours,
ticulars
address
the
Principal,
:
with any one I do not know lest 1 should there present that in those places where
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER never fails to afford
e
using it over
1]
ears ago, and
1
L
:
A.J KNIGHT.
instant relief for cramp and pain in
the stomach.
always gives immediate relief.
‘Would hardly dare
be murdered for my money. If you will the edict of Worms had been received - it
to
go
to
bed
without
a
bottle
in
the
house.
OSEPH BURDITT.
Dr. 8. Hardy’s
“ Woman’s Friend” is the
W. O. SPERRY.
let me have one of the two berths I shall would be lawful for no one to change his
NigroLviLLe, N. ¥., Feb. 3, 1881.
best remedy known for diseases peculiar
to
CONWAYBORO, 8. C., Feb. 22, 1831.
The very best medicine I know of for dysentery, |
esteem it a great favor.”
religion ; that in those places where the
women:
Itis
put
up
by 8. Hardy’s Sons, proNearly
every
family
in
this
section
keeps
a
bottle
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have | i
DR. E.
MORTON.
| in the house.
prietors, Cornish Flat, N. H.,and
for sale by
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.
His request was granted. But what a new religion (that is, the Lutheran,) was
¥.S. CONSULATE,
:
Jorrus W. DEE,
druggists generally.
Price $1.00 a bottle.
CREFELD, RHENISH PRUSSIA, Feb. 8, 1881.
commentary on his previous words and exercised, it should be maintained till the
MOoINGONA, Iowa, March 13, 1881.
Ihave known PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN
LER almost
his ridicule of the Bible and Christians!
I have used your PAIN KILLER in gevere cases of
meeting of aeduncil, if the ancient (the
from the day it was introduced, and after years of
cramp, colic. and cholera morbus,and it gavealmost
observation and use I regard its presence in my
Some filty years ago a gentleman from Popish) religion could not be restored
instant relief.
I. E. CALDWELL,
household as an indispensable necessity.
Four Cases of Cures by Woman's
. 8. PoTTER,
U. 8. Consul.
one of the Southern States was obliged,
without danger of hurting
the public
For
went
CARNESPILLE, GA, geb.
1881.
Thad bee
il ABS ON o% TRENT ENG.
For
twenty
years
ve used
your PAIN,
on a journey, to pass through the then peace ; but that the mass should not be
n seve!
ys suffering sev
Friend.
inmy ay
Have used it A
times for
el
iarrhcea, accompanied with in
complaints, and it always cures.
Would not feel safe
wild region now known as
Western Vir- abolished, nor the Catholics hindered
tried your PAIN
;and

TARNER'S 7

pT

3

y

GREEN MOCKTALY SEMZNARY,

Summer Complaints.

ginia.

He was an avowed

saying that Christianity

would
ultimately
\

die out,

infidgl,

often

was false, and

from the free

nor any

exercise

of their

one of them he allowed

without a botMe in the

house.
J.B. IvViE,
Saco, Mx., Jan. 22, 1881,
Have used PERBY DAVIS’ PAIN
KILLER for twelve

religion,

to em-

lose its influence and | brace Lutheranism ; that the Sacramentaadvised

He had

been

to

TL ae

make | rians should be banished from the empire ;

a certain part of his journey by day, as at

night the region spoken of was unsafe.
But being delayed he was on his way

through this very region when night over-

that the Anabaptists should be punished
with death; and that no preacher should
explain the Gospel in any other sense
than what was approved by the church.

he was.

8o he entered the hat,

| burgh

in which

;

Philip,

Wolfgang,

landgrave - of

prince

of Anhalt.

PERRY

wel-

mon.

to.

all who

separated

but as his Appetite was spoiled by anxiety
and fear, he declined, saying he was not
per and a long silence,

After su

as he expressed a

desire to rest,

the cot-

But we always,

Soe:
wn aHints eo, SHapuels
*‘ and ask

these

before we ee to

i.

iba

3

during the silent watches of the

he lay down as securely
80

Tr

Jment

at

m

as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat. in the Stomach, Heartburn, cte.,

him

valueWeek!
of religion.—
Christian
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Bluffs, Omaha..

DENVER,

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,
Sioux City,

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines,

Columbus,

and

olnts in the Territories and the West,

aiif

Also, fou

Marquette, "Fond du Fa Wateriown, Boughion:
Volga, Henasha,
, Bismark,
Neenah,
ey Wi Winona,
Min LaCrosse,
es 0, Owatwat.

Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.
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At Chicago,
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all points in
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for
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In my

druggists generally:

in
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8 packge
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~ J..G. Holland wrote: ‘ Women can onl

make

- Another,

;

As she above restore it.”

Bl asi Saar s, Blade war:

The

Friend:

The only

Iron Preparation that, will not blacken the teeth or give

Similar facts and testimonies might be | out the deb
coustantsy chan ing bod:
multipliedby the score, but these two | ies. Iftheydoof notont work
properly the trouble
are most
strikir § ibues from the world | is felt everywhere. ‘Chen be wise and as soon
toTlustrated
the reali

your Woman's

.

headache, Sold by all druggisis. Write for the A B.C.Book, 82 pp. of
— sent free.
useful and amusing reading

To all who come before it;
If woman lost us Eden, such

night, and

©

.

:

like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspepticsy mptoms, such

To higher levels rise.
“Her presence lends its warmth and health .

and quietly to

wiser and & bet er man.

3

BITTERS ‘are highly recommended for all diseases. re-

IRON

¥

his rest a8 if he had been in his ‘own | heal the nation of its curse.”
home, aud Tudgm losaon to his Sonsclence
an

Sl
TON Ic

A TRUE

quiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Iridigestion, Dyspepsia, InterLoss of Strength, Lackof Energy, etc. Enriclicg
mittent Fevers; Want of: Appetite,
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act

“Whene’er a noble deed 1s wrought

fear was instantaneous. The boo
i
he had often ridiculed and a
wh heh
once felt was the guarantee of his safety

after

i

discouraged beeause she had used many things
which did no
good. I persuaded her to give
the Woman’s Friend a trial; she did so, and

y

A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

themselves

Wheneer
is spoken
Our hearts
in glada noble
surprise
thought,

of us through the night.»
The stranger's relief froth anxiety and

Friend

i

women.
Itis put up by Dr. 8. Hardy’s Sons,
pro
etors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and for sale

ve3

six large volumes of 630 pages each, bound
in Turkey morocco. The first signature is
that of Mrs. JamesK., Polk, Volume third

vis
taking
God book,”
to take care

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, K. 1.

'Woman’s

i

AINE MANY other Rites, an a, proved. fo
after suffering & long time she was relieved by

Dr. 8. Hardy's “ Woman’s Friend” is the
best nemedy known for diseases peculiar to

gel replied: “You can. ' lie down
wherever Jou lige on the floor there. I is devoted to authors and poets, Longfelfer you.

DAVIS

{ consin that'used your

.

The antograph testimonial album to Mrs.
Hayes by the women
of Illinois consists of

am sorry | haven't anything better to of: | low writing the following

t, to fail to give

/ | are suffering.

from the tyrannical and idolatrous praccomed the stranger; who quietly took a tices of the Church of Rome.
seat. When supper was ready they ask+p-o-es
ed him to draw up and. eat with them ;
. MRS. HAYES,
hungry.

Da

|

yi avd from this protest the Lulooked very
large, and guns. ‘enough. for | thepans first obtained the name of Protest
many assailants. Before long the cottag- | ants, which was afterwards. given in conmanner

A
a EE

perfect remedy and effected a cure.
I gladly
send these, hoping they may benefit those who

rude furniture saw knives that to his eyes

and in a frank but uncouth

|

RusseLyr, N. Y., Feb. 7, 1881.

S.HARDY’S SONS :—There isa lady In Wis- |

‘was perfeetly cured.

there was only a woman, and among the | were. joined several of the free cities of

er himself came in, a rough mountaineer,
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To
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Nort
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Navme, this
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B. CLARIDGE.
No family can safely be Hx.
without
invajuable
» Its price
brings it
within the reach of all. For sale by all druggists at
25¢. 50c¢. and $1.00 a bottle. ~
:

took him. Approaching a small cabin Six princes of the empire introduced
and inquiring’ where he was, he found to | their protest against this decree, namely:
his dismay that he was in the very neigh- | John, elector of Saxony; George, marborhood he had been warned to avoid; | grave of Brundemburgh; Ernest and
but thinking it as dangerous to go bac]
ly dukes of BrunSwick and Lunen-

as forward, he determined to Slop wher

a ak of tr Te
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abused and perverted, it ever

our

readers

this week the report of Hillsdale

College

red in our fallen state, it is still designed

We are able to lay

before

in their character, are any more
they were forty years ago.

Many ludicrous incidents are reporied having relation to the prediction, by some very
modern prophets, that the final winding up of

‘all things would occur on June

The documents are decidedly

able to pay its current expenses and

ful wife spent a whole week cooking provisions
for their uncertuin” voyage.
The American Institute of instruction, which

a surplus

proves

the

modeled after the original, the more per-

and

vaded by its spirit,
the
better
for
itself and for the world. It has suffered

conservative

safe policy which governs it.

But in this

very conservatism lies the assurance
the best and most unfailing progress

of
in

the years to come. Founding a college
is the work of generations. The great
educational institutions of the world have
come up through years of struggle and
hardship. The economy and the denial
which - Hillsdale has practiced, that it
might live within its income, have proved
it to be worthy of an income upon which
it could extend its usefulness, and its
friends will see that it is not disappointed
in this respect.

By the Providence of God this
has also

increased

its

College

endowment

fund,

and the heretofore meager salaries of the
faculty have been increased. We rejoice’
4n all these evidences of prosperity, and
hope to see them multiply as the years
pass.
There is equal cause for gladness in
President Cheney’s address to the Board
of Trustees. We ask for it a careful reading. There is material for prophesy in it,
and if the Board adopts the recommenda- |
tions there made and carries them out vig-

orously, there can be no reasonable doubt
of the successful future that awaits the
“College. . We can add nothing to the clear
statement of the President and the Committee touching the claim on the Bates
estate.

As our readers

know,

it is

our

firm belief that the College is entitled to
the full value of its claim

.

on

account

of

Mr. Bates’s last. subscription, and whatever may be the decision of the court
there can be no valid denial that the denomination has kept its part of the agreement on which the subscription was
ade.
But what is particularly satisfactory in
the President’s address is the portion relating to the financial condition of the

College and the plans for the future. The

meets

fearfully in the convulsions of society.
In the degeneracy of savage life it is
scarcely recognized, and some civilized
nations have at times almost discarded it.
The tendency in all such cases is to anarchy. Whatever, anywhere, militates with
the family, and would supplant it, is to be
avoided;

and whatever

will

aid,

widely

homely, is the dearest

love

pervades

it. .But

it.”

The

ap-

Baker, lately remoxed

to Ohio.

pits of Toledo were

Ixrgely

Augir at the M. E. church; Rev. J. H.
Decker, - Disciple church; Rev. R. A.
Coats, United Brethren church; Rev. E.

if

Tibbetts,

if selfishness

Pierce,

Presbyterian

church;

Congregationalist

Rev.

“church.

C.

Rev.

If J. H. Moxom gave the Sabbath morning
meanness
and bitterness rankle there, discourse and Rev. F. P. Augir the evenservwhat wonder if the members, one after ing at the F. B. church. Other
another, wander forth, and seek in the sa- ices were conducted by Revs. L. D. Felt
loon and in the society of strangers what and Geo. Bullock.
The order of exercises provided for a
home does not furnish? Poverty and disaster may come, disease and death in- meeting of the Woman's State Mission
vade; but while the members are united Society Saturday evening, but unfortuusurps its place, the

charm

is gone.

as

well

as

enter-

taining papers, especially a letter from
Miss Phillips of India and a paper by

Mrs. True.

‘The rain Sabbath afternoon

temperance

work,—a

Sabbath

floating debt of nearly sixty thousand dollars has been paid. Thank the Lord!
“Now mark this: ‘ We better close our

tants:

afternoon temperance

The influences of home should not only
be those of love, but also “of light, im-

were made by Revs. J. H, Decker, L. D.
Felt and others. The Lord's Supper was

- doors long ¢enough to raise a respectable

provement, “happiness

observed,

in

every

form.

Sabbath

school.—Addresses

evening,

and

thus

Bro. Andrew T.owg, Bro. E. D,

and a deep feeling manifest. A Woman’s Mission Society was organized with
good prospects of growth.

Collection for missions amounted to
$9.71. Next session at the Millet church
in June, 1882. Rev. G. H. Hopkins ap-

Cor. Sec.

J. H. DURKEE,

pointed to preach

opening

>ro-+e

Rhodes,

sermon—Rev.

S. A. Worden, alternate.
G. L. WaitE,

:
Clerk.

Wa

In this week's Star will

be

found

programme of exercises for the coming © The Genesee Y. M. held its 39th session
session of the State Association to be held with the F. B. church in Scottsburgh.
in Springfield, Sept. 6-8. It is hoped that Rev. J. H. Stacy was chosen as chairman
every one whose name occurs in the pro- and D. H. Foster, M. D., Assistant Chairgramme will make thorough preparation man:
and endeavor to bein attendance. SpringAll the Q. Meetings were » reported by
field is centrally located, of easy access letters and all with a large delegation’ exby R. R. and has many features of inter-, cept Monroe, from which there was no
Besides,

here

is Ohie’s

Home Mission field and a large attendance will be helpful to our cause here
besides giving the brethren an opportu-

nity of seeing the object of their giving
and praying. We want to see every pastor in the State beside many lay brethren
and sisters. at this meeting.
C. A. GLEASON, Sec'y. *

Union

pleasant

(N.Y.)Y.

and

M.

profitable

The *“ Reports” were

counsels

session

a very
at

Sher-

of

our

nearly

all

churches.
very

en-

novitiate.

leadership already has been

Under

his

gathered

one

of the largest. of our Sunday-schools, and

highly

favored

of Revs.

L.

Kellogg, J. Stuart, G. R. Foster and G.
Donnocker, all from the N. XY. & Pena.
Y. M.
The meetings from the first to the close
were large in nambers and great in interest until the waves of glory rolled high.
The business was harmoniously transacted.
The sermons, delivered by Revs.
Donnocker,

and

could be desired;

held

acterized by a warm and earnest Christian
spirit.
‘Greater wubion and hopefulness

many

were

and

Kellogg, Evens

burne, June 17—19. The attendance ‘was
very large and all the meetings were charnever pervaded

We

with the labors

Cook, Foster,

> 4
Ob
+>

Union Yearly Meeting,
The

representative.

Hart,

Stacy

wére

Stevens,

all

that

every sermon made a

favorable impression

on the community.

The covenant meeting on Saturday was
one of the best ever held; 125 testimonies
were given in and all hearts were moved,
and many of the unconverted were led to
say truly, ‘‘ God is in this place.”
Revs. Wm. Walker and C. B. Hart were

appointed

as

Cor. Mess. to the N.Y. &

Penn. Y. M., and Revs. Wm. Walker, T.
H. Stacy, A. P. Cook and wife, T. A. Stevens and wife, C. A. Hilton, S. R. Evens,
A. J. Wood
and E. E. Cartright were

elected delegates to the

Central

Associa-

ation with powerof substitution.

The next session to be held in the
bounds of the Union Q. M. and Rev. T. A.
Stevens was appointed to preach
the
opening sermon.
. Collection for Missions, $22.63.
It was
decided that all Home
Mission
funds
raised in this Y. M. should be used within
the limits of the same.
A Y.M., Home
Mission committee was chosen to look aft-

er our weak churches; Rev. T. H. Stacy is
the Chairman and Wm.
Walker, C. B.
Hart and A. Z. Mitchell are ‘members of
that committee.
A vote of thanks was given to the Chairman who so well and faithfully performed
his task,—and thus closed one of our best
Yearly Meeting sessions.
1
WM.

the social services evince an awakening
spirit.
Holmesville after a period of intestine
perturbation due to unfortunate pastoral
‘overseership
now gives promise of a more |

WALKER,

Clerk.

—

Binistrs and Churches.
endowment fund than plant the seed of Provide not only for the body, but as well closed another State Conference. May
another floating debt.” Good! Now for for the mind. , See that good books and its fruits be blessed. '
Eastern.
the proposed line of progress:
‘ Here- periodicals have a prominent place. Let
R. A. COATS, Secretary.
pacific
and
normal
condition
for
the
future
Maine.
after our expenditures shall not exceed our the atmosphere of home be one of intellio-0-O-0-5
Bann
ng
under the lead of Rev: G. H. Hopkins, IiRev. R. Scott, late of White Rock, has acteceipts.” That burns the bridges. It gence and culture. This will cheer the
cepted a call to the church at East Hebron and
censed at our last Q. M. session.
Oentral Association Notes.
home circle, invite others to the share,
forestalls failure, it insures success.
The Smyrna church is as yet without a East Buckfield, in the Otisfield Q. M., and arThe writer was glad to avail himself of
The only danger in that line of policy and open the way to good society.”
rived in his new field on the 21st.
On the 22d
pastor. Securing a parsonage is under
Where these influences of light and love the opportunity to attend the New York
he was received into the new parsonage at
dies just here: that, with the present enearnest consideration at present but we
dowment fund, it does n't leave room for abound, there will be a good family and a & Pa. Y. M. held with the church in the trust that both house and occupant will East Hebron where a number of the church
the improvements
that greatly need to be happy home. It may even then not escape pretty and thriving village of Odessa. soon be forth-coming. The fleld is richly waited on him, and gave a most cordial welcome. This church has set a noble example to
made.
These improvements are vital to trial, its members may be severed; stil] Bro. Foster has been pastor of the Odessa deserving of cultivation.
pastorless churches, having built a parsonage,
‘the best work of the College. They in- wherever they roam, or wherever their church for one year and has truly done
The preaching of this session was char- und regularly conducted religious services for
The church edifice has acterized by unusual earnestness and vig- more than two years without a pastor, all
- clude additions to the faculty, enlarge- lot, the sweet influences of home will a good work.
been repaired and painted and furnished or. The writer by appointment preached feeling an individual responsibility in working
-ment of the library, more apparatus and a never be lost upon them.
E
I a
.—.—
with new pulpit and furniture; the whole opening discourse Fri. p. Mm. Brethren in the cause of the Master.
proper inbfease of facilities for technical
Sabbath, June 19, was a glad day for the
THE
STAR
QUARTERLY.
The
favor
appearance is now exceedingly neat and Paul, Abbey, Loomis, Hills, Worden and
as well ag class-room service. The preNew Gloucester F. B, church,
Six were bap‘sent endoyvment is now about $150,000. with which the Quarierly has been re- attractive. Bro. Mix, one of the ‘ wheel Brockway preached in the order of their tized in the afternoon and in the evening the
ceived
has
been
very
gratifying
and
enhorses” of the Asso., is.a member of this names during the remainder of the session. hand of fellowship was given to eight, the reThe interdst on this, with the room rent
-and the slight increase in tuition and re- couraging to all concerned in its prepara- church. The Ministers’ Institute in con- Bro. M. H. Abbey’s sermon Sat. A. M. up- sult of the revival last winter under the labors
duction of sald
ich-the President rec- tion. It is believed that the third number nection with the Y. M. was held Thurs- on the * Model Minister” was sparkling of Bro. O. L, Gile, of Bates College, and the
-ommends, will just about meet the cur- will be found better than either of its pre- day and Friday forenoon. = We did not with jewels of truth. Bro. S. H. Worden— pastor, F. E. Briggs, of the Theological School.
The communion was administered immediaterent expenses. No drawback on account decessors. ' It has been found very diffi- reach the place in time for the Institute, Sab. morning—choosing a text from the ly after and was very impressive.
New Revision, ‘“ Love never faileth”, elocult
to
obtain
the
use
of
such
music
as
but
those
who
were
.
present
Spoke
in
«of contested claims will cancel the satisAn encouraging account of opening services
gnently and tenderly set forth the central
faction which may be felt at thus seeing was most desirable, but an effort will be terms of praise of the papers presented.
in Waterville last Sunday- is sent us, and it is
principle of our gospel. Others are worthe College relieved of its debt and start~ made to remedy this defect hereafter. The Conference sermon was preached by thy of extended remarks did space.permit.: hoped that the work will grow into a living
Especial attention is asked to the * Pat- Rev. O. C. Hills. We wera.gls
chargh..,...Rev. T. Tasker will hold a grove
ing anew on & winning race.
riotic Service” on page 25, which may Bro. Wm. Walker, of
meeting and baptism at Jackson Village, July
«The bad thing about it,” says the
4,
prove
acceptable
for
use
on
the
evening
tended
this
meeting’
as
President, ** is that, in freeing ourselves
New Hampshire.
delegate from |
from debt, we have been compelled to of July 3.
+ Sunday, June 12, thé F. B.
B church of kpsom
another of hi
.1.enjoyed a refreshing season at the river side,
draw heavily on our endowment fund.”
also glad to me
BRIEF NOTES.
k&
where three followed their Lord and Master
To be sure that is bad, but an infinitely
‘in baptism, A large and respectful company
has Toenjuly 3
President
Durgin,
of
Hillsdale
College,
exworse thing would be a disposition on the
was ‘assembled to witness the administration
pects to celebrate the 4th of July on Mt. Hecla,
-raphies: of.our Pion TW
part of the denomination to leave the Col- Iceland. He arrived.in Liverpool June 21. this Y.
of
this holy ordinance. None seemed drawn by
new field, has
that the spirit of these meeb
lege in its present situation. It absolutecuriosity alone; but all seemed actuated by
Zion's Herald speaks of a stubborn trust| ers are to go forward soon.
tinue with us in our future labors, waxing loftier motives. Surely the Spirit of the Lord
ly needs a largely increased endowment jn God.” Our idea’of the act of trust has
The conference met on Saturday fore- | still more primitiveand -apos tolie in the was blessing by his presence. Others are extfand in order that it may yearly da. better “hiote'of gentleness than stubbornness in it, but
manifestation of Ho 7 Ghost power.
pected soon to follow. Also on Wednesday
work for the world and the church. This we are not sure that *‘ stubborn” is not often noon and after transacting the necessary
business, passing resolutions, &c., a ten"The following résolutions were submit— eve, June 16, the pastor and wife were surwould apply to both of our colleges. the word that should be used to deseribe it.
prised by an enthusiastic gathering of people
‘They are becoming. more and ‘more the
The question asked
by the author of *“ Church der sermon was preached by Father Kel- ted and heartily approved :
before their house, who when the door was
logg
who
has
been
nearly
50
years
in
the
Whereas,
the
Rev.
B.
F.
Marsden
havDiscipline”
in
the
Star
of
June
15,
was
mot
. centers, under God, of the denominationministry. The aftérnoon was devoted to ing proven himself a faithful and success- opened entered and gave the host and hostess
al life and hope. Just as culture gives “ Wolild not the church be a greater power if
ful pastor during his stay of five years| an agreeable pounding, after which all spent
man the use'ef the world, so a right edu- it was © poorer?” but «+ Would not the church a covenant meeting and in the evening a among us, and having won a placé in our a pleasant evening, the pastor receiving a gift
be 4 greater power if it was '* purer’?” as one sermon was preached by Bro. Peck. The
hearts by his Christlike spirit, and
of Young’s Concordance from his class.
cation gives him increased power, and may see by referring to the article itself.
* Whereas, he, having heard the Macedowriter
spoke
to
large
and
attentive
conRev. O. Pitts has closed his labors with the
the
to
sense:
best
the
in
fits him to say
1t is related of Johns Hopkins, the founder ‘gregations on the Sabbath. This session pian cry, was willing to forego the pleas- church at Deerfield and there is some prospect
ure of continuing further labors in & pros- that they will very soon secure. the services of
great Master, * + Lord, ‘I am doing the of the University in Baluimore bearing his
work which thou gavest me to do.”
‘We seem to see that the future of the
“Free Baptist denomination is to depend,
next to its spiritual culture, upon the
liberality with which it endows and supports its institutions of learning and the

of the Y. M. was pronounced by all a
grand success. The unconverted seemed
thoughtful and the day is not far distant

name, that when he had accumulated nine
millions dollars he one day said to his gardener:

‘Next to the hell of being utterly

bereft

‘of money is the purgatory of possessing a vast
amount of it. I have a mission, and under its
shadow I have accumulated wet, but not
happiness.”

when some of them will seek the Lord.

This report would-be incomplete

without

recording one event that transpired at the

perous field that he se,

and

therefore,

Resolved,

)

the

In the midst of the SAS
season it
earnestness with which it encburages its.
youth to patronize them, A person may is well to bear in mind the example of Oberlin for the arrival of the

train.

One

of the:

strengthen

the

jondent,

ii

parture from

That while we
our

midst,

ing80 valuable a pastor &
Whereas,

we

consider

at if we had had intellectually-

sled

well as spiritually-endowed

the causes, and heal the dis-

) ad the thinking of each gen-

ters present ‘were old men—pioneers of
highly spoken of, as they
are in the resolutions | the denomination, who have done a grand.

his Christian work and personal ‘qualities so
printedin another

place—gratifying, that is,

on the ground that every word is written in
sincerity ‘and in appreciation of real merit,

be much in advaace, in Failing

health alone has forced Bro. Morrell

to leaveo Sis Mision, but he still bears it on
ail

work, but must

soon enter into rest..

On

whom shall their mantles fall ? Young,
consecrated and earnest men- are needed
‘to carry on the work as they lay it down.

them.

been

visiting

They need a pastor at once and must

have
a house of worship ‘too. They can not
succeed without it.

church’ at Farmington.

of effort.
Intemperance

to be the great evil of our land, therefore,

‘strength, whether of body .or and Girard colleges and the Naval School ut younger ministers signed a pledge to ubResolved,
That we as a Y. M. stand
ain from theuse of tobacco for one year, | firmly
mind, b it its usefulness will depend upon Annapolis where tobsicco is prohibited to the
to the principles of prohibition,
d threw away his cigar and holder. If
Whereas, there is at present an ur.
its training. The educated man and the studenty. At Cornell University it is ssid that
‘nearly all the students have. voluntarily ¢
had made the pledge one hundred gent call both in Home and Foreign tlelds
educated ople
can alone command and

“ed a pledge of abstinence, It is to be hoped that he
ys Ci
Re for alb that os are’ many other colleges and educational institu, years it would have been a complete
ih worth. _ Has not our past history taught tions will“ go and do likewise.” ;
pledge.." The'New York and Pa. Y, M,
Ch
ething in'this respect? Who can| It must be gratifying to Bro, Morrell to ‘have | needs ministers. The most of the minis-

another eflicient pastor who has

June 19th was u very pleasant day to the

the people to whom he hi

be e
pray that hein may
depot on Monday forenoon while wating| ‘successful
his new field

_

®

or greater interest and consequently
larger contributions to our denominational
enterprises, therefore,
Resolved, 1. EL we, as a Y. M., deem

it our hi A more faithfully to present ‘and:
more heartily engage ourselves in behalf
of the claims of our mission causes, such
ah Home and Foreign Missions, Education-

Twenty-three

were

received to the Teflowship of the church, by
baptism, ten by letter and two by profession.
A large number. more

will

The revival work still goes

:

New

York.

0) ai
tat a aka
EA
wn

hed!

At the last session of Whitestow n Q. M.,
held at Unadilla Forks, June 10-12, after a
very satisfactory examination
Bro. E. E.

Whittemore was ordained to the gospel ministry in the following order: Reading Scriptures
by Rev. J. M. Langworthy: prayer, Rev. Mr.
Messinger (C. Baptist) ; sermon, Rev. A. T.

Worden; prayer (ordaining), Rev, W. H.
Merrimun; charge, Rev. J. M. Langworthy;
right hand of fellowship, J. H. Cox; benedic-

is a

young man of promise and is preaching atProspect -and Russia Center churches with

Genesee Yearlv Meeting,

the

8

tion by the candidate, Bro. Whittemore

Ohio Association.

proves himself no

herbs where love is, than a stalled ox and | Some very instructive

extreme-

alternate.

Strong resolutions were warmly discussed

dren’s

ly forbidding ; still an excellent meeting
was had. Miss Lou Champlin, the Secretary and Treasurer of the Society, read

White, Brockway, Worden and Abpey— |’ in
Bro. J. S. Tennant, Rev. O. L. Coofér,"|
Palmer, alternate.
Dea. N. H.
Dea. A.J, White his alternate.

prevented a.large gathering of children
in the interests of the Sabbath-school and
Temperance work. Mrs. Brown, wife of
the pastor, Rev. H. J. Brown, Las inaugurated a very interesting feature in chil-

nately it provedto be rainy and

if this be lacking, wealth and affluence,
position and honor can not satisfy the
longing heart. ¢ Better is a dinner of

Home and home influences should so
far as possible be made attractive. No
pains are spared to make the resorts ofvice inviting. Yet they are deceptive,
baits of sin and gilded wretchedness.
The show is superficial, the pleasure
transient; while disappointment, remorse
and a shameful death are frequent’ yisi-

M.

attheY.

not forgotten

was

couraging.
Large accessions have been
made the past year to the Norwich and:
Millet
churches while most of the others
havehore than held their own.
By a renovation of figures in some of
the smaller churches the whole number in
the Y. M. was not increas
past year
but growth in the quality of the texture is
sometimes better than in the quantity.—
Evidently our brethren are getting pretty
profoundly convinced that what we need
for future prosperityis a purer currency,
more wheat and less chaff.
Some of our
weak churches have been greatly heartened by having received pasters apparently sent to them right from the Lord with a
message of good cheer and hope.
The Pharsalia church rejoices in a genial and earnest brother, Rev. A. W. Paul,
who is a recent accession to our ranks but

in love,they can not easily be severed. But

hatred therewith.”

cause

supplied by
P.

The mission

annual meeting of the Asso.

The pul-

ministers of the Conference,—Rev. F.

though

of strength to . the cause. It is to be
hoped the churches will avail themselves of this good opportunity toattend the

est to visitors.

and in companionship ‘of Rev.0. E.

best

spot on earth,

produced

The next Yearly Meeting is to be held

of . prevailing
Home,

which

with the Spencer chureh, Clay Co. Rev.
E. Tibbetts chosen Secretary in place of
R. A. Coats, resigned.
The attendance of ministers was not
equal to former occasions,’ especially was
noted the absence in the pulpit, in council

ful for its good,and guard it from fatal in-

home “influence, is love.

principles

[Continued from first page.|

shield,

the

the

{

therefore we regard its importance internally and externally we should be watchenticements and dangers.
The strongest. family bond,

Vt., is a New

Its meetings are held annually.
proaching one begins en July 5.

and foster the family, is to be encouraged.
The elements of its prosperity and success are chiefly within itself. A good
family is usually safe ; but if disordered,
its
bonds are weakened and it may fail. As

roads, especially in view

next week at St. Albans,

England association, organized in Boston, Aug.
19, 1830, with Rev. Francis Wayland, D.D.,
LL.D., (than President of Brown University)
for its first President.
The present President
is Mr. William A. Mowry, of Providence, R. I.
¢ Its beginning was a resultant of forces long’
previously o
tive, and its work has proved of great power to develop and apply more

great family in earth and heaven.
The more this sacred institution can be

save

A man

ted disaster would be ‘in the form of a flood of
waters built him a miniature ark and his duti-

exercises, and the’ ad- to be a type of the heavenly. God is our
dress of President Cheney to the Board of | father, and all men are his children—one

Trustees.

19th.

in Ottawa, Canada, believing that the anticipa-

commencement

encouraging.’ That Hillsdale h#§ been

valued than
X

in the bounds of this Y. M. yet being so
near many ofits churches, will be a source

Se

that the estimate of creeds varies with generations, or to admit that men’s lives, as reflected

constituted

the basis of society, and under the Gospel was restored to the primitive order,
elevated and ennobled. Though so mar-

THE COLLEGE REPORTS.

what they were a generation ago, or to believe

go forward

soon.

forward. . Two

new voices were heard on the Sabbath evening
afer ‘thy baptism. The
congregations
are arg und Interested. Bro, Adams seems to
be “ the right manin the right place,”

On Sunday, June 19, five were baptized and

received Into the New Humpton church.

good acceptance.
Since the F. B. church at Dale
calsomined, the inside work painted

bas
and

been
var-

nished and the new carpet put down, it presents

a more attractive appearance.

G. H. Hopkins, who has heretofore been connected with the M. E. church,has been recently
received
by baptism
and
letter to the
membership
of the Holmesville
church.

He has
and

supplied

is

very

that people

favorably

since April

received.

In

ac-

cordance with the request of the church he
was examined and granted license by the Q.
M. recently in session at Sherburne.
Under
his labors the church is reviving from its long
period of depression, and again

sustains with

increasing interest its serviced, ordinances
and Sunday-school. - Two
were
recently
received by baptism
to the
Sherburne
church.
The pastor, Rev. G. L. White,

—follower of a most worthy man—is well re.
ceived by the people, and the influence seemsto
be ripening for #n outpouring of God's Spirit.
At present without a pastor, the Smyrna
brethren, with one eye épen for a man, have
opened the other for a place to put him.. It
looks now as though the season would give

them a loug-needed parsonage.
June 12, five more received baptism

in con-

nection with the Birdsall St. church, Norwich,
and in the evening were welcomed to fellowship. Since April 1, twenty-five have been
received by baptism, also several by letter and

otherwise.

The total accessions

for

the year

of

Bro.

H.

Hewitt

is efficient

and growing.
It feels the blessed power of
having many of its members Tecently brought
to Christ.
ll
>

Western.
Ohio,

At the June session of the Meigs
Meeting, beld at Middleport,a

Quarterly

Woman’s

Mis-

sionary Society was formed.
Michigan.
From Hillsdale Herald:

Professor Dunn on a recent Suibats baptized
some 20 converts at Gobleville,

h.,

re-

sult, under Sud ofthe labors of on A pastor,
Bro.

A.

C.B

Rey. J. 8. Saati
has recen
has

been

, our Home Mission
from the South where

forFe

months

past.

We

he are

glad to see him lool
so well.
Professor Dunn left
Hillsdale to eeure needed rest and recreation on the Mond lo
morning
train west, He was to go sire
-¥ lancisto,

make

Cal.,

which

ace

headquarters,

be Pig

dur

while he makes excursions
of the State.

t

to diffe

veld

Mr. W.C. Burns, ’80, Theological '81, has
just closed a very successful pastorate with
the Macon church, and enters upon his duties
as pastor of the First Free Baptist church,
Goodrich, Mich.
Mr. Buraos has done efficient
work in building up the weakened church interest at Macon and in organizing missionary

societies in the various churches of the Q. M.
ws LD, E. Clark, ’79, Theological ’81, has

Jol

ted a call to’ the Free Baptist church,
dain, Mich., and will enter upon his dummediately.
With Bro. Dudley Clark at

won, Bro.

Will Burnsat Goodrich,

dvd

Bro. Wellington DePuy, ’78, Bates Theol
cal, at Ortonville
(these places seven mi
apart), we can not predict other than increased prosperity in the church and benevolent
interest of the Genesee Q. M.
Iowa.

Toledo is destined to be a place of considers
ble note at no distant day. The Iowa Y. M.

held its recent stssion

Brown is the pastor.

there.

One

Rev.

H. J.

interesting

service

during the Y. M. was a meeting of the children’s Temperance Union. The several Sunday-schools of the town join In the work and
alternate with the several churches.
Another interesting meeting was the Womans’
Mission meeting on Saturday evening,
Miss
Lou Champlin

presided, the President

being

absent. A letter from Miss Hattie Phillips
was read and a paper written by Mrs, True.
Remarks were made by several brethren present, who manifested their interest by money
anf pledges.
Several aged ministers were
present

at this gathering,

was Rev. John Sweat.

years ago.

and

among

them

He came to Toledo

He is 75. years of age.

born in:Belmont, N. H.

16

He was

Sixtéen years ago he

was 8 member of the N. H. Legisluture.

He

is peacefully waiting for the summons to go to
his heavenly home.

:

On the Sth of June Rev. N. 'W. ‘Bixby baptized two persons who

Uniontown

¢hurch.

were

received

‘The Sept.

term

by

the

of the

Delawse & Cltston 9 M. will be with that
church. ,

¢

Wisconsin,

On Sunday, May 15, Rev, E. N. Wright, pastor of the Rolling Prairie church, at Burnett,
baptized bight happy converts, six of them
young ladies of the Bible class. There is a

very decided religious movement in: the Sour
day-school of this church, and quite

a number

of scholars have within a few weeks requested
prayers......,Bro, Wright and his wife tender
their thanks to their many friends in Burnett
for a donation of $102 on the 15th inst.
Kansas.
Rev. F. A, Janes writes from Lawrence as
follows :—** The Pleasant Valley church is
still alive, They have been over a year with-

out a pastor, but unlike most of our churches,iv
maintains its regular services. Bro, Hale,holding
a church license, speaks to them every

month

and a good 8. 8. 18 ‘maintained. I spent the
Sabbath and celebrated the Lord’s Supper with

them, By uaiting ‘with the Bethsaida church, a

Bro, | pastor.

couldbe sustained

between

them.

Central Kansas Q. M. is located "in one of the

Thomas Kenniston has moved to New Ham
ton, and has already made himself useful to. ‘finest parts of the State. It is the finest wheat
section I have seen. There was'a fair delegathe charch there.
‘Vermont.

‘Rev. 'M, C. Henderson eospialas, the
al and Church Extensiofi.
2, That for this purpose, we heartily agency for raising the endowment fund of.
endorse
Cen, Asso. 4s the channe}® Lyndon Literary Institute. 'Prof..J. 8.
Bro
through which we op most, effectively wad. hai; 8 feception’ Taesduy, evening,

-

have been thirty-three. With this added force
the church enters the denominational new
year more hopeful and more determined than
ever before. The Sunday-school under the

supervision

‘tion at the Q. M. with the Canton church.
Bro, Otis has labored long and hard to baild
up our. Zion there.

Coming to Canton

with

less than a dollar. in money in the spring of the
grasshopper year, heir sufferings are; known.

’ ol
.

t

Ee

PROF. R. DUNN; D. D,,

or principles are so vastly different now “from

The first institution established on earth
was the family, It was formed in Eden,
to be perpetuated; and if sin had never
entered, perhaps no other form of government would have been needed. It was
cherished through the patriarchal period,
and under the Swi polity surrounded
by special protection. Though often

i
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PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. D.,
REV, J. M. BREWSTER,
REV. W. H. Bowen, D.D,,

te

HOME INFLUENCES.

neg

Editor.
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O00
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6G. F. MOSHER,

gas

:

years with our best work for Him.

work in aid of all these benevolent enter- .21, and a present of a gold watch, by hiv friends
prises.
.
and the patrons of the school.
E. Owen is
Whereas, in
view of the political elected to the Board of Trustees in the placeof
corruption which evidently exists in the W. L. Noyes, andD. P. Hill, Esq, in place
land, sapping our political life and cor- of Hon. 8. 8. Thompson.
rupting public morals, therefore,
Rev. H. Lockhart, of St. Johnsbury, writes
- Resolved, That we as a Christian body
that they are enjoying quite a religious inter--°
do raise our voice
against such corruption
and we will use our
influence toward plac- est in the church there. The weekly prayering men in office pure in prineiple and in meetings are intreasing in numbers and deep‘ening in interest. On Sabbath morning, June
ife.
Following delegates to the Central Asso- 19, the pastor bapfized three persons to whom
diation were appointed: Revs. Loomis, the hand of fellowship was given in the even-

nal

to these things, and’ to fill the coming

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29, 1881.

Let us remember him in our at

ie ga

Horning Star.

his heart.
hours.

L

The

But in spite of the lack of ministerial sil
| the Y. M. is aggressive. A deep interest iis
Referring to Mr, Beecher’s expressed’ opin- felt in the cause at Elmira and deep sympaion that there is a growing disposition to re- thy expressed for Bro. Knapp, laid aside by
gard the lives that men live as of more account sickness, just as success seemed about to
than creeds or forms of worship, the Walch
crown his efforts. The meeting of the
Tower is not able to see wherein either men
Asso. this fall at Apalachin, thoigh not

of the position which we now aeccupy?
May the Lord help us all to give due heed

:

1

E29, ASBL. vi
Sabbath in Sept. next

may
and relieves Bro. Otis as circumstances
Arrangements were completed for
admit.
the
holding the coming State Convention with
expect
is
tion
delega
large
A
.
church
n
Canto
ed. It is hoped that much good will result to
the Canton church and the Q. M., as well as to

spent

sion of theQ. M. to be held with

church, they are

have

and

numbers

in

few

There is a great
much to contend against.
parts
lack of denominational literature in all

Aug. 26—28,

agents

chosen

Our Q. Ms. have

oof the State.

esting.

erings we could sell ten where we can

Next

not get

with the Corinna

The

eage

st

J. D. BWEETLAND, Clerk.

Gilkey—A

We have to contend with denominations who
are sustaining missionaries and building up
But ‘the race is
church-houses all around us.
not to the swift nor the battle to the strong.”

is hereby Tequesfed to take a collection at
their last public meeting before each quarterly session und send it to the Q. M.
Next session at Madison Center, (Blackwell

Cass
church June 4, 5. Bro. A.
with the Centerville
were
C. Beach was chosen moderator. Churches

Business Hotes,

« Resolved, That we realize the power and
importance of the religious press, and would
and

recommend the denominational books
tracts piiplished by thé Freewill Baptist pris.
dising establishmentto the reading of, an
as
tribution by the brethren, and that as far

they can the Morning Star be taken and read
:
by each family.

« Resolved, That we must at present regard
our home fleld.as huving the first claim upon
our contributions, but in doing this not to
lose sight of the great commission to preach
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the hot weather of the summer months, the sys.
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Rev- R. H. Tozer, Box 98, Taunton, Mass.

churches were well represented by letter and
delegates. The meetings were all very inter.

expected

to
to do. Ihave not a single dollar to spare
and
send for sample copies of our publications,

it is so with the other brethren.

J. E. BaYLEss,

og

Rey. Robert Scott, East Hebron, Me.

EXETER Q. M.—Held its last session with
the. church at Parkman June
7-9.
The
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meetings
for public worship were well attended.
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preach, by request of the
Middle
Grove
church.
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Next session wilh the North Fanden church
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the

with

last Sabbath

Rey. L. B. Po

gion with the Cottonwood church May, 20—22.
The attendance was good, notwithstanding the
busy season of the
year. All the churches
were represented by letter and delegation, except one, four of them requesting the next ses-
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munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.
.
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Ed-

munds, D. N. Coats,H. Kettlewell and L.
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Alto Co., Iowa,
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my tale with a hard expression,
and then

turningto the girl, said sternly:

* Come with me, Miss Brown.”

temples.

A tale is told of a ship which lay

Becalmed at sea on a sultry day,
“With idle sails and with thirsting crew,
Benumbed and faint, with

me,

a terror pew.

But stormy sea or the tempest’s breath

- Was'tiaught, compared to this dreadful death.

off-room.

Their way was lost, on the pathless sea,

to piek her out.

There stood the girl, with her

face between her hands, sobbing eonvulsively—the piece of lace lay upon the

And still far off must the harbor be,
‘When lo! a sail in the distance shone,

table.

A steamship sped o'er the path unknown.
It nearer drew, as they, hoping, gazed;
" The captain stood with his trumpet raised ;
“¢ Ho, ship ahoy !” was his eager ery,
“¢ Give us some water or else we die.”
No answer came to his call at first;
* Ho, ship-ahoy ! must we die of thirst?

|
|

We perish here, in this briny sea,

:

Draw near, and give of your store to me.”

|

Then backward came the reply so clear,
‘* The mouth of the Amazon is here,
So drop your buckets both great and small
And fill, for water is free to all.”

1

How oft, adrift, on life’s changing sea,
And parched with thirst, like that crew, are we,

For storms have driven us from our way,
Or calms delayed, and afar we stray.

Mr. 5— went out, called by some one
who wanted to speak with him. I can
not express the pain I felt. I could not,
at first, speak. = The girl threw herself at
my feet, clasping her hands.
‘“ Forgive me,” she cried.

“Oh, I don’t

know,”

she

answered,

‘wringing her hands ; and then with

brok-

en sentences she added :

.

I was going to a party, and I had no

dress to wear but the-one I've got on, and

so I thought that the lace would make

my dress look prettier.”

“Oh,” said I, “I would so willingly

Till each sad heart, lifts at last the cry,
¢¢ Lord, save in pity, or else I die.”

know, my poer

"How welcome, then, is the voice we hear,
¢¢ The fount of joy is forever near,
.
Salvation spreads like a mighty sea,
And living streams are awaiting thee.”
How many still, and in many lands,
Stretch out toward us their appealing hands,

Who thirst and sigh, and who fain would know
The Fount whence the living waters flow.

child,

that

you

From spicy isles that are sweet with balm,

~ From China’s temples and shrines; they call,
’Mid Afric’s sands they are faint and fall.
~~

be

agony.

“Oh,” 1 said, putting my arms

From India’s groves of feathery palm,

will

lost if you let yourself be tempted ? Don't
you know, that every one will despise
you, that you will find no place to live in,
and that you may be left to starve in the
streets—or, worse still, you may be shut
up in the dark walls of a prison ?”
4
1 know it, I know it,” she sobbed i n

ing on her machine, so absorbed that she

did not see me. I approached
looked up, her face was dyed
her hands trembled.

ill or,worse and worse, the details of some
recent funeral. All these have we endur-

¢¢ Mary,” ['said, *“I came to see after
you.”
g
:
‘‘ How kind,” she said, in a faltering

ed at a table where we have longed for
‘‘one minute of General Washington.”
For, be it remembered the father of his

‘ Oh, ma’am,” she answered,

around

*‘ I can't.

husband.

I wished

for Heben
Dat holds on to his piety

but

one

day out

of

:
seben;
Dat talks about de sinners wid a heap 0’ solemn chat,
S
An’ nebber'draps a nickel in de missionary hat;
Dat’s foremost in de meetin’-house

for

all de ehunes,
But, lays aside his *ligion wid his Sunday
:
_taloons!

raisin’

pan-

I nebber judge 0’ people dat I meets along de

way

. By de places whar dey come fum an’ de houses
whar dey stay ;
For de bantam chicken’s awful fond 0’ roostin’
wn ioe,
pretty high,
An de turkey-buzzard sails above de eagle in
de sky;
!

Day ketches little minners’in de middleob de
sea,

An’ you find de smalles’ ’possum up de bigges’

kind 0’ tree!
:
—J. A. Macan,
‘ Bric-a-Brac,”
Jor July.

Scribner

Family Circle.
HOW

MARY

BROWN WAS

SAVED.

Some years ago, I was in a shop in
Sixth Avenue, purchasing lace and ribbon. There was a very pretty young girl
behind the counter, who served me. I
had noticed her more than usually attractive face and manner. She had such a

sweet’ way of speaking that it almost
drew the money out of your purse, and

made you decide
. upon buying,

whether

or no. I could
not help thinking to myself how sad it was to see such a girl
there,
So young, so preity,

ed!

I wanted

so unprotect-

to get some duchess lace,

like a col ar T had brought, with me. The
girl had

dif culty

--of giving ‘me

in matching it; instead

ill-agsorted patterns she

+ seemedto pereéive ata glance what was
- fitted Yo'try with it.

Her = quick ‘intelli

a very

‘It's a bad case,” he said ; « it’s partly
my own fault. I took her without recommendation ; I ought not to have . been
taken in, but I was misled by her remarkable pleasant ways, and by her pretty, innocent-looking face.”
* Bat it is the first time,” I pleaded.

portemonnaie. It had one hundred dollars in it, and some large checks. He
was sure he had not taken it down town
with him. Now, all of our servants, except Mary, had been with us ever since
we were married, ten years ago. Ay
husband said not a word to me of any

he replied ; ¢* but these first times ruin
ther
“But if I promise you never to speak

more worried

troubled

face.

He

missed

were

suspicions, but spoke as if he

his

even

ing, but we can not be wrong

in

to feel an incommnion interest in this pret-

7 ty girl, and I persuaded myself that this

eyes and in mine.
Three years passed —years in which my
respect and affection for Mary always in-

intefest was not owing exclusively to her
exceeding beauty. She handed me my
change, and the parcel containing some
muslin and my bit of lace. It was al-

most with a sensation of regret that I

the lace together,

aot bave
so mdny
1

a

:

out of the shop, and sprang into the first |

the establishment as a

visi-

Yes, ~ they k

y

costly works.

He

believes

that in

decided influence upon interior decor
ation

this country.

sons will welcome a brief storyof the manner
in which the Scriptures have come down to
modern times, anda statement of proof on
ing chapter is made

by

manner in which the

Stickney, Esq., author of “ A True
Republic.”

Machine from a historical

point of view,

and

with vigor and originality. He does not proph-

copied,

esy

with facts in regard to existing manuscri pts in
the various collections and libraries of the
England has 250 of these, more than
which are at Oxford; 75 are in the
‘Museum; 24 in Lambeth palace; 19

in.

by a first

The writer considers tlie Boss system
and the

the description of the

Scriptures were

Politics is represented

paper on ““ The People’s Problem »”
by Albert

which their reliability is based. An interest.

tice,” said the doctor,

Politlgs
Wayé

world.
half of
British
in the

smooth

thiugs,

but

shows

up American

in a very interesting and alarm
ing
In succeeding papers he will give
some

suggestions looking

toward a remedy

and

young

and old, conveying

that the taste may be cultivated while the pages

are being studied.
the

from: the

ter word, never ceased to pray for my reformation. We became wretchedly poor,

-

"

biographical

bread. One beautiful Sabbath my wife
went to church, and left me on a lounge
sleeping off my previous night's debaunch.
I was aroused by hearing something
fall heavily on_the floor. I opened my

cents.

New

York:

Bracelet to Julia;” “ Hawthorne Among
Friends,’’ containing

the

sailor lad, and of his quiet but

story

LITERARY

NEWS

AND

NOTES.

Leopold Von Ranke, the veteran historiographer, retains, though long past eighty, a
wonderful activity of mind. He is now very
busy in completing his* Universal History.”
The first of the six volumes was published
recently, and will soon he followed by asecond.

I. K.

1

10

AUgls

Christmas

ie

number,

CUR

will

§

be

ne

brilliant

AS!

with

groups
of illustrated poems. Among the contributors will be Helen Hunt, and Celia Thax-

ter. H. H’s will be entitled “ The Baby
Show ” and is perhaps the longest children's

poem she has ever published.

The first volume in the American edition of
Bjornstjerne Bjotnson’s works will be * Synnove Solbakken,” which first appeared in 1857,
and at once made Bjornson famous. This story will be published quite soon by Houghton,

of a little

effective work

for temperance on shipboard, and is told ina
‘most charming way. With it is bound also five
other stories equally well written and interest-

Mifilin & Co.

It is translated

by Prof. R. B.

Anderson of Wisconsin University, who prefixes a brief but interesting biographical sketch

ing.

The July number

His

unpub-
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LITTLE BLUE JACKET
and other Stories.
By Miss M. A. Paull, author of “ Tim’s
Troubles,” ** Sought and Saved,” etc. New
York: National Temperance Society. 12mo.
pp. 162.
(Toets.)

with

a characteristic

lished letter from Hawthorne to his friend W.
B. Pike, and other interesting matter.

ch preceded the bloody
Itisan ‘exceedingly interest-

opens

a poem by Julia

tion by E. A. Abbey of Herrick’s poem, * The

alluring

early life of the daughter, and much about the

This book

of the distinguished Norwegian novelist,
The admirable Lowell Institute Lectures by
t be late Prof. J. L. Diman
on “The Theistic

of the International Re-

view presents a variety of excellent articles.
“The Army Question in Europe”
is discussed

Argument

aq affected by Recent Theories”
by H. Von Holst, who concludes that to realize
the dream of eternal peace the size of armies will be publisded in June by Houghton, Mifilin
& Co. The high reputstion of Professor Dimust be reduced, and the defenses made more
man as a thinker, as a student of history and
perfect. Edward Atkinson asks “ What makes
philosophy, and as a religious teacher, justifies
the Rate of Interest?” and answers the question in his well-known lucid and interesting | the expestation of a book of no ordinary value.
The book will be edited by Prof. Geo. Pi“Fishmauner. Robert P. Porter, under the title
er of Yale.
“ Eight Decades of a Century,” considers
It is interesting to notice where

some of the problems raised by the late census

regarding the growth

population.

zine writers come from,

and character of our

The July number of the North

W. Cable, W, D. Howells,

Harriet McEwen

Kimball, Sarah D. Clarke, George

P.

Fisher,

Rose Hawthorne Lathrop, Charles Barnard,
Maurice F. Egan, Albert Stickney, May Croly
Roper, Engene Schuyler,S:B. Parsons, Jr.,
D. L. Proudfit,

H.

W.

Elliott.

Of these, the

first seven are Southerners,
the next six New

Englanders, the next five New Yorkers.
the names of the

American

There

Carl Schurz leads off with a suggestive

was,

If

reviewers were given, there

would be accessions to the last two

Review bears the usual characteristic of time-

liness,

the maga-

July Scribner

Cooke, Joel Chandler Harris (“Uncle Remus”),
Siduey Lanier; J. A. Macon, William Murfree, Sr., Constance Cary Harrison, George

bt

—New York: A. 8. Barnes & Co.

The

will contain contributions from Jobn Esten

William Myall makes ** The Eng-

lish Evolutionists”. a subject for a most in.
teresting article. * The First San Francisco
Vigilance Committee,” by Thomas C, Cary,. is
an article with the flavor of the early and tuarbulent days of the Golden State about it, and
will surely be read among the first in the number, which is, as a whole, a good and worthy
one; not, perhaps,as brilliant as some of its
predecessors, but well up to its high standard.

faithful girl.

my saved
story. me!It Some
maybeday&

Selecleds |

“

girl

—b
*
>-o-re

from

.

crime.

"..

O-0-0

- Whoever offers the prayer which God

always hears can put his whole heart into
"
this brief sentence, * Thy
will be done.”

Thereis no form of prayer

;

ssible to him

which does not grow outo this one petiTA college student, in rendering to his | tion.
When our souls are renewed,
fatheran account of his term-expenses, cleansed, and sanctified—when the
t
Christ came absorbs our
inserted: “To charity, thirty dollars,”
and energies, and is the source of
His father wrote back: “I fear charity
our fondest hopeg, it can be
covers a multitude of sins.”
; tempo ral thin g which
which we
we shall
shall long
long for
for in30
‘All the thin a.
_ Difficulties
are the stones out of which

ork fox which iri

all God’s houses are built:—Z. W. Faber.
”

most desire will be a

So

@

theun

counsels of God,— abbath Reading.

"

at

C. R. Dorr, entitled “The Parson's Daughter,”
illustrated by Fredericks; a full-page illustra-

Funk & Co.
Madame Necker, as is well known, was the
mother of Madame de Stael. In this volume
we have most interesting reminiscences of the

Reign of Terror.
ing book.

Boston,

:

Oporto, by L. W. Champney;

—

15

Publishing Company,

mant, the harmonizing of the habits, occupa‘tions and interests of the red men, the necessity of educating their youth, the making of the
men themselves small land proprietors, and

only

classes,

of course, no consideration of

representative of the

West—a

section

which is continually doing good literary work

in many fields.

:

the offering of inducements to them’ to sell for
a fair compensation the lands they do not

cultivate. Next a-caustic writer gives the

views of “ A Yankee Farmer” on‘ The Religious Conflicts of the Age,” to the discom-

other's, a portrait, a list

of usefly

fiture of the modern Agnostic, Moralist and

Evolutionist,

Another

trenchant

list of im

article is

acters an

“ The Power of Public plunder,” by James

of character and wealth,on pat
to enter into. politics, ky De
uards of their country

| bosses,

agains

tic grounds,

safe$8

and

of Mr. Riehard Henry Staddard.—New York:
“ The North American Review.”

j

|

number of Scribnerby two papers,by Mr. Ww, | lets.

0. Brownell, One of these is the third of the | *3
series on “ The Younger Painters of America,”
and takes up the work of Mr. Sargent, Mr. ]
4
ba)

.

8 u
or,

oran wad
ever,

or his
on and hi

NC—_"

\

p

i

Study of Tennyson ” comes from the pen

ri

4 glossary.

Mr, Henry George dwellson “ The a

The subject of Art is represenjed in the July

t,
tions,
quotationsand leading char+

wl

f

Common Sense of Taxation.” “The Cost of
Cruelty”is presented by Mr. Henry Bergh,
and

rtant

ryden; 8

A co
nt of the New York Herald
devotes a column and a half to * The Rise and
Fall of the Confederate Government,” by

Parton, which appeals to the sonsof our men

°

papers on the White Mountains, illustrated by
Wm. H. Gibson; “ Old Dutch Masters,” by
E. Mason, illustrated ; an illustrated article on

SALON OF MADAME NECKER. ' Vol. TIL

form. Price,

It is published monthly by

“A Day in Africa,” beautifully illustrated ;
“ Life at Rideau Hall,” with new portraits of
Lord Lorne and the Princess Lousie, and interior views of Rideau Hall, never before
published, by Annie Howells Frechette; the
second part of Samuel Adams Drake’s series of

Aranslated from the French by Mary Stuart
ith, No. 64, Standard
Series. Quarto

80 that my family were pinched for daily

;

Harper's Magazine for July contains the
first part of a paper by T. B. Aldrich, entitled

forms and with a graphic power that will fast.
en itself on the mind where abstract statements
are forgotten.
I

forsook me, never taunted me with a bit-

Russell

$1.50 a year.

Professor

truth in

in *“ Bric-a-

picture and story magazine for the young folks,
and is wide awake and captivating enough to
please the most indifferent of them. The engraving and printing are all finely done, so

revisions

Rev. Edward P.

vivid sketches of a historical

happi-

men,
live.

By

Scribner& Co.

Our Little Ones is a bright and handsome’

character, with brief monographs which mirror social and civic life, all of which glow with
his wonted fervor of style, while they impart
a healthful moral stimulus to character.
Ancient art and Oriental beauty, apt quotation
and felicitous similes, make this brochure a
capital handbook for the studentor mstructor,
the parent or preacher,
It is an admirable
work for circulation in school or parish among

ness was complete. But I was invifed often to social parties where wine was freely circulated, and I soon became a slave
to its power. Before I was aware of it I
was a drunkard. My noble wife never

rate the heroism of two young
who died. that another
might

Brae.”—-N ew York:

Thwing is a natural rhetorician and has had
long experience as teacher us well as preacher.
He has collected a few of some of his most

** was successful,

Raleigh built a monument to commemo-

QUEEN.

painter's easel or the author’s pen.

and I soon attained an enviable position. .
I married a lovely girl; two children
were born to us, and my domestic

PERSIAN

Pictures always “attract, whether

PLAYING DRUNK.
A friend gave me, lately,the experience
of a skillful professional man in about
the following words:
¢* My early prac-

she would never
marry him, unless he first knew of her
fault. I reasoned with her that it might

you must wile

&@

large and

these days of increasgd Bible study many per-

Thwing.
No. 63, Standard Series, .Octavo
form.
Price, 10 cents. New
York: I. K.
Funk & Co.

+--+

|.his wish, she told me

| tor; I looked eagerly for Mary Brown, with tears, * You
| and yet I dreaded seeing her, - At length:
help to keep Soe
| 1 mention
ed her name.

ed by numerous and deta ed drawings by
My,i"
Brennan of the principal design
in s
the Veter.
ans Room and the’ Library—the work
association of artists which is likely to of
Have

to give information which is usually found
only in introductions to the Bible,or in similar

THE

ed and so wide apart.— Baptist Weekly. '
&

strength failed them and they cried for
help. Their cries were heard, and a
boat put off to their aid. Sinking themselves,
they still supported the young
not
be
wise—that
she
had
long
since
reand One Hundred and Nineteenth street,
woman
above the water: until she was
deemed
her
life.
Heronly
reply
was
but there to my relief lay. the.dittle boat,
and I was soon orand |EY ed in front of that he must know it, and choose for him- rescued. And then, exhausted, they sank
self. SoItold him as much of Mary's and was drowned. The cool courage
the great House of Refuge.
Oh, my
life
as I knew, but he only loved her bet- which, in the face of death, concentrated
poor girl! 1 had not provided myself
‘with 8 pass, but Spoke so imploringly ter for her loyalty. Mary left ys, and all its energies into one final act: makes
went with her husband far west. When the heroic deed as singular as it his beauthat they allowed me to enter.
I was
:
she
was lesving me she said, choked itfal.
shown over
There was
no air-road then.
I was obliged to
change cars walk far across to Avenue A.

&

:

The other dis~

¢ Decoration in the
and is accompani..

in making up the number, but a recent
expert swimmers, laid holdof the lady paper on ‘‘Present Aspects of .the Indian section
increase of acceptable work from Southern
Problem,” in which he discusses the Indian
writers
is said to be remarkable. Mr. Elliott
He paid her his court, and then came to and swam. with her towards the shore.
From some unexplained cause their obstacle in the way of ‘the country’s develop- is from Ohio,we believe, and happens to be the
ask her-handof me. When I. told Mary

nately for me, he met my

car that was going np-town,

cusses the mueh talkediof
Seventh Regiment

In this timely book the author has attempted

ing in this matter two examples so exalt-

time.”
While they and a young lady were
gence Was a relief, after the’ gederal
At Randall's Island! my heart leapt
in. | creased. One day, a farmer—a well-toto my throat; how fearful—at the House do farmer from the West—came to the sailing on a pond near that city, the boat
“bunglingg of clerks.
She6ut off the yard and a half of lace I of Refuge! Oh, my poor girl! In a North, and, fortunately for her, unfortu- capsized. Both the ‘young men, being
had chosen with such grace . that.it. wag, moment I had determined to follow her,
pleasantto watch her. Indeed, I began and see wha
I could
t do for her. I ran

By Rev.

D. Lothrop

Go. 12mo. pp. 205. ($1.00).

follow-

when I retired for night. Her. face was may not imitate, but they instinctively adradiant. I kissed her good night; I mire, the sacrificial spirit.
Not many days since, the citizens of
could not help it; ‘the tears stood in her

“ She’sat Randall's Island by this

Boston:

in which the originals of the modern
were preserved.

To avoid talking of funerals at breakfast may not make one of us a Washing:
ton, nor is it likely that an ordinary man
‘will turn into a Goethe by avoiding suffer-

than the loss of money
nfident |
iar;
he had left the portemonnaie in his draw- tumbling on the carpet. His older brother. I was terrified: I could not sleep at er said to him: ‘Now get up and fall
of it to any one?”
“The whole store has already got night with the anxiety on my heart. 1 again. That's the way papa does. = Let's
wind of it; I must make an example of asked Maryto search well in my hus- play we are drunk.’ I watched the child as
her, or else théy’ll all begin, and my band’s dressing-room, and all over. She he personated my beastly movements in a
whole stock will disappear before my could not find it. She did not say any- way that would have done credit to an aceyes. You'll have to bear witness against thing, but I surprised her at night, her tor. Larose and left the house,groaning in
eyes red with weeping.” A week ‘passed remorse and agony. I walked onmiles in
her, madam.”
“ThaI twill never do,”, I said; * let —a week of pain such as I hope never to in the country, thinking over my abomi.her come home with me now; I will keep feel again—when one afternoon my hus- nable sin and the example I was setting
her.”
$4 band, returning home earlier than usual, before my children. I solemnly resolved
* The girl is *prenticed to me for the called me from the foot of the stairs. I that with God's help I would quit my cups,
and I did, No lecture I ever heard from
next six months, and she’s my property ran to the hall.
Mr. Gough movedmy soul like the spec¢¢ It is found, dear,” he said. .
until her term is expired.”
I rushed dewnstairs—1I fell into his arms tacle of my own sweet boys ‘playing
The man’s hardness was <0 repulsive
to me, that I was glad to hurry off. I —1I cried like a child. I have'often won- drunk, as'papa does.’ —Rev. T' I. Cuydetermined to call the next day, when dered since then what he could have ler; D:D;
.
perhaps I might again speak to the girl thonght of me that day.
HEROIC.
He had not left the pocket-book ut
alone. I went home sorrowful enough. :
The
seal
of
the
American Baptist Mis‘home.
Fortunately,
he
had
dropped
it
ut
I was engaged out
in the evening,
sionary Union is an ox standing before an
a
friend's
office
under
a
desk.
That
room
but I could not wear my lace. Its recolwas not often used, so it had not been altar and nigh to a plough, with the motlection was too sad.
The following morning I called early swept out during all these days; but an to, “Ready for either.” The emblem
at the shop. I made a pretext first of honest boy found ‘it; my husband’s ecard symbolizes the heroic life that is willing
to work, or to sacrifice itself for the good
buying something, but my eyes searched was in it, so it was traced, and returned
of
others. That which surrounds
to
him.
:
:
the
eagerly for the girl; she was not there.
soldier’s
life
with
a
halo
is
the
fact
that
He
and
I
were
both
of
us
happy
that
With reluctance I went up to the desk,
he is ready to die for his country: Men
and inquired for Mr. —.
He was out; evening. Mary waited uponme,as usual,

then I bethought me of Mary’s name, and
I asked for Miss Brown.
The man was apparently deep in accounts ; he did not raise his head to look
at me, but answered carelessly:
=

George E. Merril.

An interesting feature of the book is the fac
simile reproduction of portions of the famous
MSS. enabling the reader to see the literal form

her
to start on the fair grounofd,
selfrespéct. Mar
was y
to- be my ‘maid, to to do 80 can bring no good to him, or any
sew for me, to wait on me; but soon she human being.
:

come out.

“ There must always be a first time,”

y, Mrs. Whitman, Miss Barto
l, Miss.

Knowlton and Miss Cassatt,

credibility of the New Testament manuseripts.

can soothe, but no man is obliged to torent, himself or shock his feelings, when

became maid-of-all-work. She showed
herself most willing, kindly, and skillful
to me for protection, as if she needed love
in all she undertook. We had a great
and kind words.
deal of company that summer, and I be‘ Where does your mother live ?" [ came 80 dependent upon Mary that,
little
—Sabbath Recorder.
asked.
by little,I let many of my duties slide into
‘“ My mother is dead. Oh, she begged her hands. At first I would give her the
»
OBSERVATIONS OF REV, a ABE
’me so to be honest when she died! keys of the store-room, which she
would
Believe
me, madam, it is the first time return to me, until gradually I left\the
TUCKER.
keys entirely with her; and she was in- |
You may notch it on de palin’s as a mighty I ever took anything.”
‘“ And your father?”
trusted with the cares of housekeeper as
resky plan
Ls
To make your judgment by de clo’es dat kiy“Oh, ma’am, he comes home drunk well as those of my maid.
ersup a man;
every night,
so I ran away;
and
I found her perfectly reliable. We reFor I hardly need to tell you how you often
I came here to ask for a place, and turned to town. Winter had. flown by,
come ercross
:
they took me in, for I had been to and it was already bright spring again.
A fifty-dollar saddle on a twent y-dollar hoss.
school, and 1 knew how to keep accounts,
Ar’, wukin’ in de low groun’s, you diskiver
Mary had now been with me one year. I
and then the girls were good to me, and had grown to be fond of her, as well as
as you go,
:
Dat de fines’ shuck may hide de meanes’ nub- helped me,’so I soon learned.”
of her sweet ways, and she was entirely
bin in a row!
Just then the forbidding-looking shop- devoted to me.
keeper came back. He beckoned me to
‘One day my husband came to me with
I think a man has got a mighty slender chance
"Neath burning suns and in tropic heat,
They wait the coming of Christian feet;
They wait to find that exhaustless tide,
By streams of Heavenly love supplied.

| Bunce, Mr. Maynard, Mr. Tiffany, Mr.
Volk,
Miss Oake

THE STORY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS.

country insisted on at least one imperative rulgfin his household, and that was,
no one should speak at his table of sickness, or death, or calamity. ‘A wise aud
a sound rule this, and one violated daily,

»

for the
present state of affairs. +“ Dp,
Dollinger and
**How long, Mary ?”
eT
especially we ‘believe in New England
the Old Catholic Movement in
Germany » ig
*¢ Six months, ma’am; if I work well homes, where, in addition to the curiosity libraries at Cambridge; 17 in the possession of: treated candidly by Prof, Georg
e P, Fisher, of
Robert Curzon, in Sussex, and the rest scattéerYale college, and the fine portrait of
and do my duty, I'll be free then.”
that animates the human breast in all. ed. Scotland has 3; Ireland
Dollinger;
7; Italy 320;
** And you will do your duty, Mary?”
places, is found a morbid love of detail in Florence 50; Turin 20; Naples 9; Venice 50; by Lenbach, is engraved by Fred. J uengling
the siZe of the Scribner page.
‘Oh, yes, ma'am! It was well I was matters repulsive, that grates horribly on Modena 6; the Imperial Library in Paris 228,
“An Old Vir
ginian,” by John Esten Cooke,is
a study of the
found ont so soon,” she said, bursting in- well-bred nerves.
For pure ghoulish- and in France besides, 10; Germany and courtly typeof F.F.
V,, which, he says, Is
to tears. “‘It will be a lesson I shall ness, commend us to the conversation of Austria 90; Vienna 23; Munich 27; Hamburg rapidly passing into
history,
« Railway,
70; Spain 19; Switzerland 14; Holnever forget.”
Chureb-yard, and Cemetery Lawn-Plant
a lot of old ladies in a New England vil- 6;landRussia
ing »
16; Denmark 8, and Sweden 1. Frequent- is
a brief and suggestive ' illustrated
“God help you, my child! In six lage returning from a funeral. Among ly manuscripts
paper by
are divided, and are treasured Samuel Parso
ns,
Jr. Perhaps the most popular
months from the day you entered I shall many traits in his well-rounded character in widely separated libraries. There
is but paper in the number is Mr. Murfr
ee’s illustrat.
be here for you; do not forget that—you that we should do well to copy, Goethe one uncial manuscript: which contains the en- ed and descri
ptive account of * The Levees of
may depend upon me.”
tire
New
Testament,
and only about 30 of all the Mississippi”—a topic
exhibited one that deserves all praise. He
which is Just now
The poor girl could not speak for grati- disliked to contemplate any thing ,disfig- kinds contain all the Christian books. , ‘In special moment to the central and south of
ern
succeeding
chapters
the
author
takes
up and sections of the country. The writer
tude. Ileft and returned to my happy ured or horrible, to see any painful or
, howdescribes
the
three
most famous manuscripts ever, does not deal with the
home, more grateful than I had ever been suffering sights, or to witness the execonomic or
in “existence—the Vatféin, the Alexandrian
for its blessings.
pression of sorrow or bereavement, for he and the Sinaitic—with their authentic history. scientific sides of the subject, but with the.
‘big water of 1844,”
*
;
*
3
*
ak
*
rightly held that all these things left an An account is also given of the lately discover- of the levees, fighti the practical construction
ng a crevasse, ete. In the
Six months passed,as they pass for us unhappy and permanent impression on a ed volume containing Matthew ard Mark, ac- depar
tments, which have- the usual amoun
t
all, whether in pain or pleasure, in a mind that longed for perfection, for joy, cidentally found ina convent at Rassano, in and variety, menti
on may be made of a discusItaly,
two
years
ago,
and
which
is
considered
sion of co-operation, by a reviewer ' who thinks
prison or a palace.
and the fullest expansion of the soul in
by scholars to be one of the most valuable Ameri
ca an unfavorable field for it, a sketoh of
‘1 was again at Randalls Island. I the direction of everything beautiful and books in the world.
It is supposed to date old New York Bohem
ianism, and accounts of
found Mary awaiting me with eager, elevating. “Possibly a selfish doctrine,— back to the seventh century.
The closing
anxious face. I brought her home—to my for we can not properly refuse to witness chapter is devoted to a summing up of the an improved system of ventilation, gas fuel,
combined plow and harrow, etc. Some * Soncountry home: No one knew of her his- grief we can allay, or any suffering we opinions of the great critics on the history and nets from
the Afghanese ” appear

tory—uot even my

her, “my poor, dear girl, God will have
mercy upon you, and Jesus will hear you,
and be with you.”
She leaned against me as if she clung

jects areby all means to be purposely
avoided, and yet we see people of apparent good breeding in other matters select
the dinner hour to discuss the horrible
murder in yesterday's paper, the sickness
and symptoms of some neighbor who is

her; she
crimson,
:

I’ve got to work my time out I"

;

¢¢ I forgive you,” I replied; ** but why,
my poor girl, did you take it?”

She was diligently sew-

voice.
‘ Would you like to come with me,
Mary?” I spoke in a low voice.

.

have given you the money instead, if I
had only known it would have saved you
from this terrible temptation.
Don’t you

The broken cisterns, so poor and small,
.
‘Wherefrom we drank, have been emptied all,

.

Then he said very politely to

from the sorrow of temptation and sin.
Soon I saw Mary. It was not difficult

please.”
It was but a few minutes when he came
back and asked me to go up stairs. With
a beating heart I followed him to a little

For wind and wave had conspired to show

4

betweenus was that I had been guarded

* Wait here, madam, a moment, if yon

Their journey long, and their progress slow,

-

3

—

Fiterary Rehieto,

TALK AT THE TABLE.
There are times when unpleasant sub-

and felt that perhaps the only difference

The poor girl's face was scarlet to her

LIVING WATERS.

with their fellow-beings. I shuddered,

minist

no

Yd

LE

mesial

RR

of Commencment week might possibly lege is now passing, would have been a alternative, eitherto close the doors of scriptions for grading the campus, and I after paying all claims, including the
:to the marked change college claim in full.
wi
| have seen it through the fog by getting blow serious beyond ¢aleulation. So in the college or borrow money from year call your attention work
already dope. By |
ut notwithstanding the
prosperous
your name I tender thanks to all persons to year to meet in part our expenses.
| made on it by the

The Worrang Star,

within a rod of each building provided
they were insured against being washed
away by the flood of rain, but Thursday

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2, 1881.
Hillsdale College has been too long the

mChristian capital of our Western deno
asing
incre
ever
its
and
e,
empir
national
hed
cohorts have for too many years marc

wasto be.

away from the golden nuilestone of Com:

It will hardly satisfy * the children,”
provinces,

many

York, and her sister, Mrs. Cook,

of

inary, became

holding

Into Commencement day proper.
view
ge 1 was as follows:
colle
the
of
ds
frien
many
to
“deed,
Prayer

the hint of dawn that brightened the
meeting of the board of Trustees will be
quite as welcome news as to be told for

&e.,

:

the Plaps

Will C. Burns,T., Hillsdale.

literary anniversaries were
The five
d so waning in
ed
showe
largely atteandnd

interest on the partof participants or auditors. The costly music might have helped draw the audiences, but critical, visi-

tors were pleased to express the opinion
that the society work was quite up to the
average. The local undergraduate world

and the stranger within the gates were
favored on Baccalaureate Sunday with

two powerful discourses by the President
and Professor Mills of the Theological
School. Tuesday evening the Beethoven
all its friends by‘ preSociety delighted
senting a surprisingly exeellent concert
that reflected great credit on the department of music which, by the way, has
nearly doubled its facilities and attendance the past year. The wide differences
of opinion that in some former years divided the board of Trustees have obvious-

ORATION:

Wylis H. Swift,

recent years.

of $524, but, from

of confessed

on

Not only was there an

Christian

encouraging total of $131,567.57.
This forward leapof college finances
should call for the most devout gratitude
on the part of all who have prayed and
labored for the upbuilding of this great

one

hundred

thousand

31, 1880,—about

and from Jan.
about $37,000

81, 1880, to May 2, 1881,
was paid on them, mak-

on these

notes and

of Mr.

Bates'’s,

on foreign

‘* Resolved,

the
That

the salary of the professors be cut down,”

etc. etc.,” so that the final reading show-

ed a bona fide increase of one whole hun-

dred dollars each to the

salary of three

professors. How those devoted professors will accommodate
themselves
to
this reversal of all precedents remain to
be seen.
:
;

The new Waldron Professorship was
«filled by the election of Joseph William
Mauck, of the class of 75, and formerly
Professor of Greek. The new chair is
to be apportioned to ‘‘the Latin Language
and Literature.”
dered . somewhat

of the *church militant," 3
pounds our better, yet for the

the Star readers who are not aw fait in
Hillsdale affairs,

we will say: The

turn of Professor Mauck to

re-

the faculty

adds tothe college a well equipped scholar,
a vigorous and balanced thinker, a. devoted, heroic man, as well as courage to

all his fellow workers.
Mr. Francis Little Hayes, a son of the
Rev. Dr. Hayes, of Lewiston, has

pledges;

stations

dependent

honor

of

This is the twen-

ty-seventh yeat since the founding of
this institution was begun, and the eigh-

served

teenth since the institution became

as a teacher, and quite as much his modesty and sterling Christian manhood,
"have greatly endeared him
to all
him

yon.

lege.

Its condition and

forth under the several
chosen.

a . col-

wats

headiss

FIRE IN HATHORN

a

are set
1 have

HALL.

2, our main building, Hathotn ih, had
a narrow escape from destruction by fire.

My and we record the hope of all con-

our students, and, in the second, to that
of the fire Department of, Lewiston. “And
yet all efforts to save the building wonld

dale college.

EIB

The newly elected

Board are Rev.

aes

members Of the

C. N. Waldron, DD,

Meseys, John 8. Hart, of Racine, Wis, M.
| P. Stockwell, of Dover, Mich.; and Hon,

T. P, Qook, in_place of Hon, IL Black-

. mar, deceased... President. [Frgin was

the other hand, if the estate be solvent,
with a large surplus, then the college is

For its preservation we are indebted,

in

the first instance, to the prompt action of

the

water

works and Electrical Fire Alarm 80 recently established by the city. And here
I take great pleasure in saying thut everything about these systems was in such
admirable working order that in a few

minutes aftér the alarm was sounded

THE FLOATING DEBT.

In the Treasurer's Report of 1880 you
will find that the floating debt of the college one year ago was $33,773.86. But
as you will recollect there was a claim of.
the Franklin Company on our campus
amounting to $13,838 and interest. It
ast conversation I had with Mr. Bates

On the afternoon of Wednesday, March

| have failed had it not been for

we

had always been supposed that the comany ‘would release this claim. In the

shining target for professorial light, ning. We are happyto say, he was
struck on last Wednesday at aboug 4, »,
cerned that he may come late to Heaven
from a long service as; Professor of, the
Greek language and Literature
in His.

ifso,

a

streum from a hydrant was playing
againgt the fire. ~
The cost of the Hall was $30,000, the
[insurance on it $10,000, snd there has

a

few days before his death, he told me the

company would release it. - But they declining to do so, and offering to settle for
the sum of $10,304.81, the. Executive
Board voted to pay them that sum; There

.........15,000

© Total floating debt... $59,078 17
You understand very well how the
largest item in this sum total was incurred

what

reports

have

his seal upon this college, and it must
prosper. Oar duty is to have faith in
God and wait patiently for the day of its
success; or, dying, to let fall the mantle
of

our faith

and

patience

upon

others,

There is one thing encouraging.
We are
learning who are our real friends. Another
is that we are gaining

day.
ns, let
are, worse.
Our

new

friends.

every

With all that seems. te A be against
us thank God that we are what .we
Our condition
might shave been
endowment fund was to be.

in

the

end at least a half million of dollars.

See

my address at a special meeting of the
corporation-held Dee. 17; 1872.
And to
“

three hundred
thousand
dollars.” See
Mr. Bates’s letter to me under date of
June 25,1875, published in my last year’s
address.
Of this $300,000, Mr. Bates was to furnish $200,000,
and we were
to furnish

$100,000. Half of what Mr. Bates was to
furnish is paid.
All of ours is paid,—
making $200,000 as paid. “‘But nearly a
quarter of this amount has been ‘eaten up
in current expenses;

so that we start

with

an endowment fand of about one-half the
sum named by Mr. Bates.
Now, Mr. Bates considered the second
$100,000 which he subscribed as really and
as sacredly the property of the college,
as the first
$100,000.
He told me
he

should pay it whether we performed our
part of the contract or not.
He told me
that all that he desired was that the college should wait until ¢ the hard times are
over,”—that I need have no anxiety. about
the college so far as what he had promised

which was established in 1863, and named

in honor of Benjamin E. Bates, of Boston,
who contributed $200,000 to its endowment.”
I refer you to this article simply to say
that the words, ‘‘ who ‘contributed $200,~000 to its endowment,” were published

with Mr, Bates’s knowledge and consent.

As I have already stated, the truth is, ‘the
college has received but half of this $200,
From the Treasurer's

report

you

will

see that our actual endowment fund Is
now about $150,000. The. income from
this, added to the tuition and room rent,
will be just about enough to meet our annual expenses, with the reduction on salaries which I recommend.
.
But the
college
is suffering every

day
for the lack of more help
the Faculty. One of our Professors

in
is

employed but two-thirds of the time, on
a salary of $800. We not only
need, this
very hour, his full time, but the full time
of another professor. Shall we not then
at once make an effort to add at least
$100,000 to our

fund?

This is

the

great

question which I ask you to consider.
The wise course, as it Seems to me, is
for us to accept the situation as it is, and

enter anew upon the work of endowing the

college.

ated
‘

vin

not lie

rent, to pay the

salaries

and other current expenges.; Bat the: college has many wants that should be immediately supplied.
We are in special
need of a telescope, and - books for our
Library.
Repairs on our buildings can
not be postponed much longer, and: the
.gvading and fitting up of the. campus
shpuld be completed without delay, ' ** Let
thé trees be set out,” said Mr. Bates, *‘ fo

rs

’

AC)

Proton

sum your Committee do not think best to

accept.

wh
i,
For the Committee,
- JouN D. PHILBRICK, Chairman.

Why Are You Bilious?
Because you have allowed your bowels to
become costive, and -liver torpid. Use Kidney-Wort to Jroduce w free state of the bow-

at

~ @brtanries.

Lewiston,

June

29,

BRIEF and for the public.
For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
18 but just that CASH should ‘accompany the wopy

1881.

>-O-0-0

THE BATES SUBSCRIPTION.

at the

words,

REPORT OF. THE COMMITTEE.
- BOSTON, JUNE 23, 1881.
To THE CORPORATION OF BATES COLLEGE :

At the last annual meeting the Com=
mittee appointed in June, 1878, to act for
the college in all matters between it and

the. estate of Benjamin E. Bates, were
continued with the same duties and powers.
We respectfully submit the following
report to this date:
The decision of the Commissioners, for
which we were waiting at the time of our
last report, was rendered in August, 1880.

They allowed the claim of the college
against the estate for the $52,000 and interest; but they did not allow the $100,000 claim on account of Mr. Bates’s subscription to the college, Feb. 21, 1873.
The Committee -were disappointed but
not discouraged. We instructed our coungel to claim an appeal from the Commissioners to the Supreme Judicial Court for
Middlesex County, and the case is now
pending there.
:
The grounds or reasons on which the
Commissioners based their decision were
not stated in their report, but in convergations afterward had between council
for the

college

and

Commissioners, ‘|

the

their opinion was expressed substantially
as follows:
They decided that the words in Mr.
Bates's letter of subseription, ‘¢ If you can
raise $100,000,” should

be

construed

to

mean so much cash or money; that the
Supreme Court might give a different
construction; that Mr. Bates might have
accepted something else instead of money as a performance of the condition’; that
his acceptance need not necessarily have
been in express words; that if Mr. Bates
knew. the college was raising notes on
five, ten, or fifteen years, towards meet~
ing his conditions, and allowed them to

rate

of

FOUR

CENTS

PER

VERSES are inadmissible.

LINE

of eight

Mgs. JENNIE JONES, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hakins, Harmony, O., was born
Muy 24, 1846, united with the Pleasant Grove
church in 1866, during the pastorate of Elder

Higgins, and June 16th, 1847, was married

and Alumni

Association ; but that the ev-

idence offered might satisfy a jury that
Mr. Bates knew of the taking of notes
and assented to it.

It was expected by the Committee and
counsel that the appeal would be tried at
the April term of court; but no special
assignment of the case could be made by
the court at such time as would accommodate counsel for both parties, and as
the witnesses must come from a distance,
at great inconvenience and expense, it

was thought best to continue the case to
the October term. It is assigned for the

although it was not due for about sev-

en ‘years. We
suggest that the college tender the Education Society a vote

of thanks for its prompt action in the mat-

ter.
We also desire to
that we did not wish
present time because
doubt of its prompt

say to the Society
the note paid at the
we had the slightest
payment: when due.

We were aware that it would have been
better for the college to have held their
Six per cent. note as an investment.

But

the: Committee were very desirous of be:
ing 7able to show

that

the

full’ $100,000

had:been ‘received by the college in cash

on Mr. Bates's subscription.
Their

action

in

the

school teacher
; though called to her reward

matter,

actually received

and

for. the

purpose during the same time

the

same

makes the

amount so received the full sum of $100,000, and more; and we still have left a

part of the Alumni

note and a few small

now

were

will Mr. Bates’s executors
pay

$100,000 which in good
ed?

in

the prime of life, she lived to see many of her
pupils hopefully converted to the Lord. Pleas.
ant Grove church of which she was an _honored member is distinguished for its efficiency
and public spirit in denominational work, ard
I know that when the readers of the Morning
Star learn that she is now under a cloud of
sorrow occasioned by the death of two of ‘her
most devoted members, and severe illness of
others, they will deeply sympathize with her.
The loss of the helpful presences the sweet and

assuring testimony, and

of the active labors of

such members seems irreparable and can be but
most painfully felt. Yet under the faithful
labors of their beloved pastor, Rev. B. F. Zell,

we doubt not that the church is bravely toiling

on trusting that the sunlight of prosperity
and joy, as of old, will break through
the
clouds again, to cheer their saddened hearts,
and sustain them in the further prosecution of

the Divine Master’s work.

SILvia M., wife of Rev. Ezekiel True, died
in Rochester, Apr. 30,1881. A severesickness,
more then seven years ago, resulted in a
clouding of her mental faculties and a prostration of her nervous system so that she was
unable to enjoy the society of her many friends
as she formerly did.
She conversed bat little,
prayer

and, although lying in bed most of the time,
she always prayed at family devotions;
her
faith was clear and she suffered without com-

plaining but seemed anxious to départ

and

be

with Christ whom she always remembered
and loved.
Sister True was
born in Wells,
Me. ; converted when quite: young, she was
sprinkled, and united with the Congregationa-~
lists but afterward being
dissatisfied she was

baptized

by

the late

Rev. Joseph Goodwin

and vnited with the F. Baptists. She always
remained in full sympathy with the denomin-

ation,as she did with her husband in his labors; she seemed in every way fitted for a
minister's wife. A vigorous intellect and deep
spirituality accompanined by a sweet voice in
prayer and song made her a very successful
worker for the Master.
Many in the fields

where

she

has labored

speak of her wonderful

with

power

her

husband

in prayer

and

exhortation and all who knew her in life feel
that an abundant entrance has been adminis‘tered to her into the everlasting kingdom.
Bro. True is lonely and sad, but is looking forward with
a clear faith to a reunion -in the
beautiful home on high.
CoM.
DANA W. SMITH died at his home in Nerth
Randolph, Vt., April 18.
During the Rebellion, brother enlisted in the Seventh Regiment Vermont Volunteers and did active ser-

vice under Gen. Uanby,

At the close of the

war he returned to his childhood home, surprising friends who had received word that he
was drowned in the Rio Grande.
Some two
years ago he had a severe sickness which
seemed to undermine his strong and robust

constitution.

His last illness was short.

The

first days he suffered much, but his physician
thought he would recover until the morning

before he died. His closing hours were. calm
and peaceful. In faith gnd trust he looked

directly to the Saviour; said at one time, * Do
you wonder that I love a God who saved me?”
again, * It is sweet to die.” A companiou,
parents, oné brother (Rev. A. A. Smith), two
sisters: and a large circle of friends mourn
their loss, but while sorrowing, we have the

blessed hope that the freed spirit rests ‘* Safe
in the arms of Jesus.”
E.C. J.

Miss SARAH A., only child of Chauncy and

Ruth A. Cusick, died of dropsy in the town

earnest and continued work of the President, make it possible for us to report to
the college that’ enough money has been
received by the college Treasurer upon
notes given towards meeting Mr. Bates’s
condition during the five years from Feb.
21, 1878, to Feb, 21, 1878, which with
the cash

to

Henry H, Jones.
April 16, 1881, she departed
this life, leaving a bereaved husband, two little daughters, an aged and widowed mothmany
re- -°
er, brothers, sisters,
church,
latives and friends to mourn their = loss.
Her
sickness, wis prolonged
for years,
yet, without a murmur, she bore it with Christian resignation, and was an affectionate wife
and mother.
Sister Jones attended college at
Hillsdale for a term of two years where she
acquired that mental discipline that qualified
her to fill the important positions she occupied
Being the .
in the community and church.
companion of Dea. Jones, she was ever Vigi«
lant of the church’s interests, and distinguished
for her energy in every work the church had
in hand. Her life was especially marked by a
strong faith in God, believing that he always
responds to every expressed want of his people. She was very successful as a Sunday-

t

their judgment, amount to an ‘acceptance
of such notes as in part meeting his -conditions ;_that the real difficulty in: their
minds was that they were not satisfied,
upon the evidence offered, that Mr. Bates
had full knowledge of these notes, especially the notes “of the Education Society

quarters that the notes and pledges

dio wade. of tho, mmiber

is

blame does

been

Our claim, principle and inter-

est, amounts to $120,000, and we are
offered $15,000 for it. But this small

SPECIAL GIFTS... i
}f ¢“ loose,” or not made in good faith, are
For the year to, come if will: t&Ké& every entirely answered.
The collége has raised its $100,000;
dollar of our income from interest money, |
tuition, and room

your

with other creditors ; but since it is sure-

rejected.

Those of our friends who have notes.
i
iven once should give again; and those
Therefore the insinuations which have
ho have not given.should make haste to | came to your committee from
various
megto our assistance.

prove insolvent,

rides
believed Des were jusitfied
in putting their claim on an equal footing

to the counsel of the executors.
But our offers of settlement have

concerned;
that every dollar of it first case at the October term, Oct. 18,
should be paid.
:
1881.
In the article “Lewiston” (Appleton’s IlIn accordance with the desire of the
lustrated Cyclopedia), it reads as follows : Cominittee expressed to the Education
« Lewiston is the seat of Bates College, Society last fall, that corporation voted
under the control of the Free Baptists, unanimously to pay its note for $25,000,

—simply by our annual regeipts not, being equal to our anpual expenditures.
: Pane leave of absence for a partof the
allowed us as damages $1,466.80.
The $20,000 due as interest on Mr.
Fall Term to aontinue his European tour, ‘been
+The work of repairing, which was be- Bates’s second subscription of $100,000
us also Professor ‘Copp who1s now in gun in the spring vacation, was
will grow while we sleep.”
com- should have been just 80 much as an off- theyI trust
our fricnds who are disposed to:
Borlingsigs soe abby ot RA 5 nbn |
get in this item.
That is, if that had been help us, will, in making one subscription
Strangers who had come to town
aid, the debt on college account would .to oun.endowment fund, make another. for
{ Hath
Hal, dded.to the re only $13,778.86. ' .. to
tow, days
tho oalltas ge,"ory
+560
5.
some of these special purposes. I have
on «theporto
first three
Kperience been) oti
col
: And sorwe have’ been shut up to this received, during the past year, some sub-

p

the

tate might possibly

of the very low offers of settlement made

was

81

00

and

and was never 8o prosperous as it is today.
So, as I believe, there is future light
for our present darkness.
God
has set

were also liabilities on the Benson estate

On the Benson estate.

Yale,

gone but relating to our financial standing,
we can not wonder that they think so.
But they sheuld remember that only a few
years ago there was a dark day for our
country.
Our flag was in the dust in the
South, and rebel victories were rejoiced
over in the North.
But the country lives,

in the sum of $15,000. So that the actual floating debt ‘of the corporation one
year ago was as follows:
On college. account. . ........883,773 89
On the campus... cc... «nee. $10,304

is $150;

ENDOWMENT.

much is at stake,

$23,000

justly entitled to at least a fair percentage.

‘my thanks. .for the

again addressing

His brilliant success

his new acquaintances, and made

at

the annual meeting, June 29 :
Genttémen of the Trustees:

Accept

the college for the past year , as Acting

Professor of Greek.

dent of Bates College to the Trustees,

this case; but,

Harvard

MORE

are unusually bright. The loyal feeling of shall lose it on mere technicalities. Our
honor remains.
:
the students is the best omen of a grow‘Your committee recommend a vote of
ing patronage. The strengthening up of | thanks to the Free Baptist Education Sothe classical departments is met by the ciety for their action in paying their note
most enthusiastic approval of all under- before it was due. I unite with the committee in recommending such a vote. I
graduates, and if our denominational also recommend that the vote.include the
patrons will only see to it that this dawn Alumni of the college, and other parties
shall become day, that the hands of the who have followed the noble example of
toilers, who, under the blessing of God our Education Society.
Your committee, in their report, say
have brought the ship through so many they have made earnest efforts to settle
disasters, shall not any longer be para- our claim without a public trial. I also
lyzed for want of support,
that—but have made similar efforts. I have not
enough, our duty toward denominational a doubt what the finding of a jury would
be in this case. I think it would be in
education is clear enough; let us do it,
our favor, and yet I earnestly desire a
and unitedly as a people return our sin- private settlement. This, as it seems to
cere thanks to Him who hath tempered me, would be for the best interests of
the winds to the shorn lamb, and who both parties.
My position on this question has been
through much of trial hath given the
well known from the beginning, and that
grace of endurance to his servants, and I may not be misunderstood I will place
now giveth hope.
« By
it upon the records of the college. It is
Te
——
this: That if the estate of Mr. Bates be so
small as not to leave his family a handPRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
some support, then the college should
Following is the address of the Presi- surrender every dollar ofits claim. On

into amending

formula:

lose

raise it; you must raise it.”

Some persons think this a dark day for
the college.
And when we consider how

surprised themselves

may

worth

$75; Colby, $45.
I will suggest $45 us
our tuition. This would be adding only
nine dollars to the tuition as it now stands,
—a burden so light as to be easily borne
by the poorest of our students.

_. We may say in conclusion:

We

man

is that

your Committee have made earnest efforts

through their counsel to settle their claim
without a public trial. As long as the es-

our
door. One thing certainly should
els, and it
wil stimulate the liver to proper
comfort us. We have a good foundation action, cleanse the skin of its yellowness, cure
bilious headache, and cause new life in the
on which to build.” We have paid during
the past year our entire floating debt in blood. Druggist bave it, both.dry and liquid.
—Zion’s Herald.
the sum of $59,078.17, and we now have
$200,000 in grounds, buildings, and other
, a permanent fund of $150.
propertyand
000. On this foundation let us, under
God, "build the grand structure.
i
0. B. CHENEY.
PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should be

he

$150;
Amherst, * $100; Williams,
$90;
Brown, $85; Dartmouth,
$80; Bowdoin,

so excited the Board that they actually

customary

pros-

words

Every young

The tuition at

on this college for Christian helpers—
are anxiously inquiring if this report is
true. For their relief, then, I say that
this report is not true. We have kept
faith wi
A
,
ame 0
the college is saved—Phe good name of
the subscribers to this fund is saved. The
good name of our Alumni is saved. The
ood name of the Free Baptist denomination is saved. And all this is td"me of
more value than silver or gold. What a
bright leaf it will be in the history of the
college, to be read fifty years hence!

pects of attendance for the coming year

too much.’

You must

subscription,

shores—stations

other

educating should do something toward his
own education.
Your tuition is too low.

dollars

sioners,—Jan,

and our friends at our mission

Mich.

The

man

make voi
. Bates’s pledge,—and our
friends at home, our friendsin England,

ville, R. I, Rev. S. A. Redding, of Cai.,

J. R. Miller, Constantine,

The state of the endowment

¢ There is such a thing as helpif a young"

In

means to say that he is ready to sacrifice.
his own * fondest hopes” for the good of
others!
But Mr. Bates used to
say:

are not bona fide subscriptions,—at least
that enough. .of them are worthless to

on the class, excepting
the Normal graduates, the Master's degrees on the class of '78 and the following honorary degrees: Doctor of Divinity
—Rev. O. R. Bacheler, M. D., Midnapore, India, and Rev. C. II. Forney, Harrisburg, Pa.; Doctor of Philosophy—
Prof. Elrégy M. Avery, Cleveland, O.;
Master of Arts—Rev. O. D. Patch, Green-

also reported, and an increase of the invested and . interest-bearing endowment

tuition so low. That which cost nothing

say

eh of

the college.
We also desire to avoid the delay, expense, and uncertainty of litigation. = For
the foregoing reasons we have approved

CONCLUSION.

can

AE

our counselsthat we have a good case,

with the family of the great benefactor of

We are ‘all disappointed in not finding
the college, at this our annual meeting, in
a better financial condition.
But all we

rata among those employed.
6. That oar tuition be raised.
In the
opinion of our best friends we are doing
the college a great injury by keeping. the

condition of the En

ly solvent we have
greatly desired to
keep up friendly and cordial relations

MATTERS.

the Committeeof Finance and Oversight,
I have appointed Mr. Latham in his place.
Two of our Alumni have died during the
past year—Rev. Frank W. Cobb, class of
73, and John A. Plummer, class of 80.
The whole number of deaths in the Alumni is eleven.

ceipts, the deficiency shall be divided pro

students.

OTHER

they

action on your part at this time.
2 Page having declined to serve on

Bates, we were to raise $100,000 between
Feb. 21, 1878, and Feb. 21, 1878: This
amount we did raise within the time, and

conditions

over | were conferred

income,

endow-

expenditures,
such as salaries and other
necessary
outlays, shall exceed
the re-—

ing the grand total $100,019.96. Of
the remaining
subscriptions, a small
part are of doubtful character, while
the larger part are
good-and will be
paid in due time. The sum the college
will realize from the Benson estate will
be at least $30,000.
Now, the report has gone round the
world that some of our subscriptions
made within the five years, to meet the

that

lege. The respective Bachelor's degrees

current expenses

to raise a respectable

and his desire that
more beautiful.

The reports I lay before you, together
with the report of your Committee of
Finance and Oversight (vot
published
in this address), will, I think, give you all
the necessary information for intelligent

indigent

was paid

faith) go out to do the world’s work, and
reap the great Master's reward.
The diplomas were awarded by President Durgin, who congratulated the class
on the creditable manner in which they
had prosecuted their study, and extended
the good wishes and blessings of the col-

$1,000 of permanent impovements were

foundation,

We think with reason

most every one

but its length

current

there
begin-

any college might feel a justifiable pride
in seeing such a score of its children (al-

urer Mill's exhibit was most gratifying
excess of income over

presented,

ning to end. The general verdict seems
to have been that this commencement
would compare favorably with any of

the power in hand to make steam. Treasto all interested.

well

especially

and more, besides the Benson estate.
Of this amount, about $40,000 was raised in cash and the rest in notes and
pledges. From Feb. 21, 1878, to the
time of the hearing before the Commis-

*Excused.

The parts were

We better close our - doors

est, is now $120,000. For a full understanding of it I refer you to the report of
your committee.
To be entitled to $100,000 from, Mr.

years,

1. Theological ; N., Normal.

‘to say there are no longer ‘‘parties” in the
councils of Hillsdale college. Twenty-six
of the thirty-five members were present
and a large amount of business’ was harmoniously disposed of. The great event of
the session is always the Treasurer's report. ‘How about the coal-bunkers”

The voyage is desirable

N,, Hilladale.

OrATION : Ethics and
Philosophy,
Lewis P. Wilhams, Ph., Churches Corners.
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS.
BENEDICTION,
C., Classical; Ph,, Philosophical; S,, Scientific;

being neither trip nor failure from

and

in a way well understood by Mr. Bates;
for he was a party to the method of raising it.
At the hearing before the Commissioners of the Probate Court, begun in
Boston, Jan. 31, 1880, and closed the 27th
day of the following March, your committee reported as raised, within the five

Imggination,
Elma L. Root, Ph., Somerset."

*0ORrATION : Vox Populi est Vox Dei,

"ly passed into history, and we are bappy

-_ and success are evidently conditioned

;

bina F. Griffin, T., Woodstock, Ont.
ESSAY: British Bards,
Gertrnde W. Coplin, Ph., Hillsdale.
ORATION: Balancing the Probabilities,
W, liam H. Haggerty, Ph., Montague.
*ORATION : Paint ne
fest
Edwin A. Hogg, S., Cheshire, O.
ORATION: Horace,
ay
H. Lester Horton, C., Sand Lake, N. Y.
*Es8AY : The Equation of Life,
y
Etta M. Kirby, N., Hillsdale,
ORATION: The Problem of Philosophy,
John R. H. Latchaw, C., Wilton, Ia.
ORATION: Man’s Creative Power,
Mervin H. Lobdell, Pb., Belvidere, Ill.
ORATION: Music,
Duncan M, Martin, Ph., Byron, N. Y.
| EssAY: Esthetics, Maria H. Mills, S., Hillsdale.
ORATION : Social Development,
E. Eugene Moss, C., Maple Rapids.

>

fourteen days.

Libbie Cilley Griffin, Ph., Hillsdale.

Eauiithrh ym

of the college,

©

is worth nothing.
This was Mr. Bates’s
cial embarrassments. Of this there can opinion. In his letter to me, published
be no “doubt.
iif
:
‘| in my last annual address, where he says,
¢¢ A liberal education was the early dream
THE
BATES
SUBSCRIPTION.
of my childhood,
but it may be well I
The claim of the college against the es- was disappointed in my fondest hopes,”
is
tate of Mr. Bates is, I regret to inform his meaning is that it is well he
a business instead of a professional man,
you, still pending io the Courts of Mas- for
in being such he has the means to essachusetts; This claim, including inter- tablish
a college for the especial benefit of

Kate A. Cook, C., Hillsdale.
ESSAY: Unsought Disciplive,
;

ORATION

To

in all the plans of raising money for its
benefit. Over and over again I received
the solemn word from his lips that he
would see the college
made a grand success. The word of Mr. Bates was as
good as his bond. We have both his
word and his bond, and were he living
to-day we should be relieved of all finan-

GREEK ORATION,

but, at least,
ess
they know. Doubtlmore;
Commencement week contains plump

Bates was the man behind me.

the last days of his life hé shared in all

ORATION : Sunbeam and Mind—Their Correlation
the twenty-fifth time that a score or so of
of Force,
Benjamin F. Boller, C., Hillsdale.
:
Bound. ¥
prilliant youth, unexceptionable in broad- 'EssAY: OutwardHattie
Peck Clough, Ph., Hillsdale.
3
cloth, muslin and elocution, bowed their ORATION: Growth of An Jen,
Clinton M. Brown, Ph., Crooked Creek, Ind.
acknowledments to the President for the *ORATION : The Literature ot Life,
;
Fred 8S. Gaige, S., Jonesville.
gift of fresh honors supposed to be rolled *ORATION : True Relation
of Charch to Society,
Dudley E. Clark, T., Conneaut, O.
up in the long coveted sheep-skin.

weeks for Hillsdale students to tell all

the

taken the work of founding it without
some one having the means to stand behind me.
“
Mr.

tion of them,
shouldbe made

’

ment fand than plant the seed of another
floating debt. Under this heading I make
the following recommendations :
1. Hereafter our expenditures shall not
exceed our receipts.
2. That the salary of the President be
$1,200. His nominal salary 'is.now $2,000.
He receives, however, but $1,600.
»3:. That the salaries of the Professors
employed on full time be $1,200 each.
Their nominal salariés are $1,600 each.
4. A reduction of the salaries of the
Treasurer and all other persons in the employment of the corporation.
:
5. That if at the close of any year the

when I say I uvever should have under-

by Rev. Dr. Dunn,

*QRATION : Liberal and Conservative Theologies,

. Somebody has said that it takes two

long enough

means to make it a college. Without
means myself, much as the college is
needed, I do myself but simple justice

ORATION: From Self to Society,
Edmund F. Augir, Ph., Spencer, Ia.
EssAY: L'Etude du Francais,
:
Viola J. Augir, Ph., Spencer, Ia.
ORATION: Universal Freedom, .
Orman J, Bates, Ph., Nettle Lake., O,

of trial,

have snffered.

a college by the promise

Benjamin Ji. Bates to furnish

;

NO MORE DEBT.
‘We should learn wisdom of the things we

more and more every day of my life.
In the year 1873 this institution, then

bearing the name of the Maine State Sem-

omitting music,

endowment fund.

say I feel the crushing weight of his loss

and agreeable. The vocal music was of
the highest order, Miss Knox, of New

The programme

who have borne with it the long burden

we all leaned.

Mr. Bates died Jan, 14, 1878; and though
but little more than three years ago, yet
the time seems to me an age. And I may

the audience entranced listeners.

our
nor the inferested patrons, if we limit

and anxiety of these dark years

OUR BENEFACTOR.

trusted and upon whom

J

cool air made a four hours’ imprisonment
in the thronged auditorium both tolerable

al
Star some report of this fair June festiv
so

34,

College church was filled to its utmost,
and for the first time in years the brisk

menvement day, not to expect from the

scattered through

THE LOSS OF

morning burst in sunshine above
the jew-The sad experience to which I refer is,
elled green of tree and campus, and bent
I need’ not say, the state of things
in
its cool sky over a smiling world and a which we find ourselves by reason of the
happy-hearted class whose gala-day it sudden death of him in whom we all

ME]NT ; WEEK )AT HILLSOOMMENCECEME

of letters.

money the
“But I am happy to inform you that all} the expenditure of a very little
years, one
few
ina
become,
Ww
campus
our liabilities have been cancelled, and of the most beautifulin the country. Mr.
that the college is free from debt. This | Bates was continually urging me up to
is a great thing for us fo say. Itis what the” ‘work ‘of 'beautifying the college
for along time we all have desired to: grounds. He edmired these grounds, and,
say. The bad thing about it is that, in seated once by my side, on the slope of’
freeing ourselves ‘from debt, we have {David’s Mountain, one pleasant summer
been compelledto draw. heavily on our day, he gave full expression to-his admira-

who lent a hand in rescuing it from the

flames.

‘faith he

the

promis-

of

Omro, Wis., May 28, aged 19 years, 11 months
and 20 days. The subject of this notice gave
evidence of piety very early in life, and at the
age of 9 years was
baptized by Rev. F.B.

Moulton and united with the JF. Baptist
church of Winneconne of which she remained
a worthy member till death,
While quite
young, she had premonitions of an eurly death,
and some six years since
told her parents

that at the
age ‘of about 20 years she would
die. She selected a hymn, which she wanted

sung while dying. Just before her deuth, she
told her mother that she had passed through a
severe struggle with the adversary of souls,
but after victory, through Christ, that. angels
administered to her in beautiful song—heavenIn her last moments, after her
ly music.
tongue was silent, with her eyes turned to-

with

ward heaven, she seemed to be talking

A shadow
the inhabitants of the spirit-world,
of bereavement has fallen upon the household,
domestic
the,
from
a star bas been removed

heaven, but now shines with a greater degree

of luster in the Paradise of God. While her
parents mourn their great loss, they mourn

‘not as those who have no.hope, for she left the
best of eyidence that she has entered

that renfains for the people of God.

that

rest

Another,

deeply

Wm. Palmeter, perhaps mourns more
. ‘The estate ‘is not by ‘any means insol- than
all others, he to whom she was affianced,
vent. Thousands ' and hundreds of thou- and bad promised her hand in ‘marriage at an
sands of “dollars have been made by the early day. Besides her fatier and mother and
rise in values: ' Fifty’ ‘per cent. of the her" betjothed, many relatives and friend
mourn their loss.
May the benedictions. oi
claim allowed (the $52,000 and interest) heaven
rest upon these
bereaved hearts. Funs
was paid Nov. 1, 1880, and the balance eral services by the writer., | J. M. KAYSER,

June3,

1881,—~the whole

$63,612. 85. .

., Your Committee

;

amounting

to

x

believe from all the'f

information. they can. get by careful inquiry and comparison that there will be
not legs than $500,000 left for the family
of

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at_hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitls, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

sumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
60 cents and $1 a bottle,
&§ »

81

:

a
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Hetos Summary.

Baral and Domestic,

, Latest News.

A whele train of cars on the Moreles railroad

. Another

Great Comet Discovered.

An unusual abundance of comets seems to
exist this year.
Director Swift of Warmer Observatory, at Rochester, N. Y., on Thursday*
received two. simultaneous despatches, one

Professor Shérpless of

lege, Pa.,

Cuantla, Friday night, owing to the downfal
of a stone bridge. - Nearly 200 people have been

stating that that

Haverford

morning

Col-

L. T. Ed-

_ wards, with the naked eye, saw a large eomet;
and one from Edgar L. Larkin

of New

Wind-

sor, Ill., who says it is & vast comet situated in
Auriga, about eight degrees from Capella.

taken out dead, and a good many were wound-

attend the meeting
of the American Institute of
Education at St. Albans, Vt., onthe 7th of July.
— First Assistant Postmaster-General Tyner
says he has not resigeed and does not expect

to.——Americans

traveling in Europe can not

legitimately claim the protection of the United
States unless supplied with passports.——The
government of San Domingo announces that
Samana Bay will not be sold to the United

William F. Dalrymple, who, with his brother,
runs the largest wheat farm in the world near
Fargo, Dakota Territory, has been letting a re"porter into the secret of how to run a township
farm and make money at it. He sald that the past
year he had raised 22,000 acres of wheat and near1y 2,000 acres of other grains.
The wheat had
yieldéd at the rate of twenty-three bushels to the
acre, in the aggregate over 500,000 bushels, which
had been disposed of in Buffalo at a clear profit of
over half a dollar a bushel—thus

trope, and a verbena, and there was a flower

making the prof:

that the intercourse between the Pacific coast
of South America and the Atlantic coast of
North America is not very considerable, although it is not insignificant.
Since January

17 the capital of Peru is held by the Chilian

army, and nominally at least Pierola has been
replaced by Dr. Garcia Calderon.

But in real-

ity Peru is still without an authoritative
ernment.

The

Chilians

have

without finding a person

whom to dictate it.

peace

or a comniittee

seized
Jntofagasta, Tarapacua and Tacna.
They work the Peruvian guano and niter
fields. They have destroyed the fortifications
of Callao, and they have carried off the valua-

ble movables of Peru, among

them

the Lima

library of fifty thousand volumes.
Unless the
Peruvians organize a real government they
wil] have to become a Chilian colony, absurd

as it sounds. Chili, on the-other hand, promises to re
ize to some extent the foreign
owners of Peruvian guano and niter bonds.

Peru has no army, no navy, no real government, and will have to begin for the second
time de novo, ab ovo. The foreign trade of
Peru has suffered, but less than might have
been expected.—.Advertiser.

is daily becoming

The “ true” Sir Roger Tichborne is reported
to be in existence at San Francisco.

land has at first is that it is too rich, and it is, of
course, an improvement to it to reduce its fertility

The

project

of

substroke

The National Temperance Convention met.
at Saratoga on Tuesday, June 21. The Rev.

Dr. A. J. Gordon of Boston wus elected President. Vice-presidents were elected, including
ex-Governor Howard of Rhode Island, John
H. Gough and Eugene Clapp of Massachusetts; also the following: Maine, Mrs.L. M.
N. Stevens; New Hampshire, F. S. Crawford;
Vermont, Rev. P. Merrill;
Massachusetts,
James H. Roberts; Rhode Island, P. B. Stiness; Connecticut, Jno. G. North.
Mrs. Eliza

Spain proposes

to hold an

extended,

agricultural

political

tion, or as much of it as

‘Warner, of New
York, recommended the distribution of almanacs as effective tracts. A

alge sofjes of resolutions was adopted, among
which
was one as follows: ‘ That we recom-

The British House of Commous has rejected

Lord Granville, the British Foreign Secretary, has declared that he sees no reason to quarrel with France for her conduct in Tunis.

mend

the immediate

organization

in

election district of all voters favorable

suppression

of

the

liquor

traflic,

every

to

the

and

the

pledging of themselves to support only such
candidates as will accept and promote the constitutional and statutory prohibition of the lig-

uor traffic.”

The

French

A large convention of French Catholics was

in Waterville,
Me., last week. It adopt- |
ed a resolution opposing immigration of Canadian French to our great manufacturing cities,

advising such as are determined to leave their.
‘homes in Canada; to settle upon the lands in
the Aroostook valley.
A
resolution
was

against Thomas J. Brady to recover $28,052

Second

The Italian Government will ebtain a loan
of $120,000,000 to enable it to resume specie

It will be

pluced in London, Viens

na, Paris, and New
York, a portien
served for Italian banks.

§ announced

that

the

fund

being

res

for supplying

demning bribery and corruption of voters, or
yielding thereto. The convention condemned
strikes as detrimental to
public interests and
opposed to the moral and
religious duties of
Catholic citizens, advising amicable adjustments. of such difficulties. It was resolved,
that by a system of religious schools Catholics
can best preserve the traditions and precepts
of the Catholic church and religion, and it is
the duty of French Catholics to maintain

wheat than last year, and 15 per cent. less corn ;
ap increase in rye and barley, and the largest

may

Photographs

of all the railroad officials have been lodged

in

a government department so as to aid in the
detection of Nihilists disguised in railway costume. Strenuous efforts are being made to
find connecting
links of evidence in order to
give more unity to the trials of numerous important political prisoners, which must be held
next antumn.

The fortresses and prisons

are

‘tion among

the

Democrats, who

were

seized

with a panic and dropped Jacobs, their candi.’
date for Conkling’s seat, scattering their bal-

lots broadcast among a baker’s dozen of. fresh
names,

s

The cause of their stampede was

the

sudden increase of Mr. Wheeler's vote, which
ran up from 38 to 50. They feared Governor
Cornell might hold that, as Jacobs is plainly
ineligible by the terms of the State Constitution, the votes cast for him are void, and

‘might issue a certificate of election to Wheeler,
a8

the

soon a8 he should receive a majority of all
valid votes.
Speaker Sharpe, who has

diligent
in his efforts to keep the Demop to the work of preventing

the elec-

in Conkling’s place,

through

Winnepeg

Husdon Strait is closed
months of the year.—N.

Although

pronounced all his works good, and rejoiced over
them; flowers were included.
That stanza
of
And

free from them.

was ull it would not

which,

even

Everybody owns that. But

He who

cares

for

the

feeble

fit'emblem of a life devoid of faith in Providence.

Of all the common blessings within the reach of
nniversal humanity, not one is more undervalued

aud neglected than this blessing of flowers.
ple covet a thousand

things

that

have, and which, if obtained,

they

can

Peonot

would disappoint

them, 4nd are indifferent to things which, if easier

Dominion Day. The Dominion’

of attainment, are nevertheless 1eplete with satisfaction. The calture of a few flowers, with the
interest their growth awakens and the pleasure
yielded by their blossoming, will stand comparison with far costlier gratifications, which rouse
and inflame human desire, and excite wearisome

of Canada will then be fourteen years of age.
London papers point to the probable failure

effort.

of the negotiations for a new commercial treaty
between Englund and France.
es

state of mind they induce, and the satisfaction in
gy ultimate. The blooming of a cherished

flower has often yielded a truer and higher pleas-

phur may be exported without duty from the
16th of May next.
y
:
~The Pope confidentially requests the Catholic
bishops in this country to exhort their flocks
to abstain from any action calculated to promote civil war in
Ireland.
A syndicate of Americans are negotiating

with the government of British Columbia for
the purchase of the coal and mineral belt in
the eastern part of that province.

. .iwe.c

All our pursuits must

be tested by the

ure than the guccessful issue of a financial specu.
lation. The one has been pure and elevating,
the other sordid, selfish and, in many a sad case,

absolutely degrading.

The one bas lifted the soul

toward God and. heaven, while the other has
dragged it down into the mud and mire of worldliness.
4
a

Iti8 80 easyto have flowers that the wonder 1s
that all the peopled

ablaze with them.

parts

of the

earth

are

not

But, strange té say, desolate

places are often more gorgeously arrayed in floral
beauty than the plages that

are inhabited.

flowers,’and the prairies

that were

originally a

sheetof bloom, to sow grain #ind plant potatoes.
The farm of one hundred acres
has not a
cornerto spare for flowers. It is no uncommon
‘thing for the owner of such an estate to begrudge
a flower patch to his wife and daughters. The
writer
once listened to a conversation between

A lady, aged forty-eight, has died at Kilburn | 1ly, and when he ascertained how
from the effects of tight lacing. Her waist they
wanted for their posy-beds ”

such
a farmer and the female members ofhis fam-

was found to have "been
eighth of its proper size.

contracted
i

to ones

much_ground

he exclaimed,
“ Why,
that much land would grow two bushels
of potatoes.” There are few, it is to be hoped,

walnut timber of excellent quality.

Hitherto | but, accognt for

have been
land or cutup into

to clear
;

er of black

ly;
fence rails.
i

:

Lv

walnut trees

flower gardens

a8 we may, there are not many

attached to farms,

towns and cities grow flowers

under

Dwellers in
difficulties,

and in the country where it is a¢ easy to do it as

6c;

in

New
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Fire
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Rye

y

$2.00

Also many other books. Send for List.
Books mailed to any address for the retafl price.

every

It has
and vi.

Cancer, Cancerous Humor.
The marvellous effect of Vegetine in case of
Cancer and Cancerous Humor challenges the
most profound attention of the medical faculty,
many of whom are prescribing Vegetine to their
XY

Canker.

the

hs Useful to Everybody !

been long and painful sufferers.

patients.

Vegetine has never failed
flexible case of Canker,

Mercurial
The Vegetine meets

the most

wonderful

Scald

Head,

BICLOW & MAIN,
&c.,

will

cer-

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
81 Randolp!
Street, Chicago.

tr

tine.

Erysipelas.

Manufactured only by A
Boston.

Sold

by

all

Tumors,

‘ PENSIONS
the most

|,

CEPHALINE will cure Epilepsy.
tisement in another column,

Read

Vegetine has restored thousands to health
had been been long and painful sufferers.

Faintness

at

the

separate sheets:

Day, Ebenezer

Do not longer

Ey
and Marks,

Martin Cheney,

Knowlton,

Geo. T.

Jeremiah Phil-

William Burr and

We will send either or all of these at six

Stomach.

cents each, and pay the

postage.

But 8

much better thing to do isto pay $1.10
and take the CENTENNIAL RECORD, postage
paid, nearly 300 pages, and have all these
engravings bound in a valuable book.

Weakness.

i

Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of .these
ts.

Itinvigorates

allays inflamation.

and

strengthens

the

whole system, acts upon the secretive organs and

.

Pearl’s White Glycerine has a remarkable affini.
Try

General
In this complaint the

line are realized tn
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Debility.
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cing lo

days, and

AUTOPHONE

Is the cheapest, best, and most comprehensive

Hh

:
STEVENS,

PREPARED

ple in construction. It can be played by a
child, It is absolutely perfect in its rendition
of music, beajing its-own tim&} while all others ein
.
require faster or slower motion.
i
Vegetine
- Does away with cranks and handles, being |
played by direct action of the bellows.
It
plays any kind of music,
Both Autophone

H.R.

will snd

a

expives for whieh

Boston, Ms,
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we

of tach subscribes Jabel of his paper,

Vegetine

automatic musical instrument ever brought
forth. It has22 notes (6 more than any oth-

$2.50 if Bot.

25 sonia Tete}
will

!

STAR

ear, if paid strictly
$2.00
% if paid within ‘the first

TERMS:
;
effects of the Vege- | advance;

blood, and Vegetine acts directly upon the blood.

er musical instrument) ; plays in 8 keys ; is sim-

Colby

lips, Elias Hutchins,
Hosea Quinby.

Vegetine is not a stimulating bitters which oreates a fictitious appetite, but a gentle tonic, which
assists nature to restore the stomach to a healthy
action.

Female

Stinchfield,

all on one sheet; and the following on

use.

Botanic Balsam

smooth.

who

If Vegetine is taken regularly, according to directions, certain and speedy cure will follow its

Colds and Lung Diseases.

4126

DCs

paper, five inches by eight in size, as follows:
Buzzell,

Dyspepsia.

at once, it is an unfailing remedy for Coughs,

Address,

PENSION

5

OHEAP ENGRAVINGS.

Piles.

com

vassers.

i)

Weare prepared to furnish a limited
number of steel plate engravings, on thick

tate
the bowels, but cleanses all the organs, enabling each to perform the functions devolving
upon them.

‘“ He who hesitates is lost.” Kind friend,
that nervous, hacking cough is dragging you

Bend for circular.

Vegetine, and

Vegetine does not act as a cathartic to debili.

TERRIBLE LOSS OF LIFE.
Millions of rats, mice, cats, bed-bugs, roaches,
lose their lives by collision with * Rough on Rats.”
Sold by druggists, 15¢.

THE
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JOYFUL
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INY
and Old!!
A NE
ust
for them,

Constipation.

rats, mice, the

pepsia, Debility, Wells’ Health Renewer 1s your
hope. $1.
Druggists. Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

ty for the skin, making it soft and
Pearl’s White Glycerine Soap. :

ATENT

the great blood purifier.

it’s Liver or Kidney trouble, Consumption, Dys-

Procure Adamsonw’s

fiddress
¥

For this Sompladnt the only substantial benefit
can be obtained
through the blood. Vegetine is

SEE HERE.
You are sick; well, there is just one remedy
that will cure you beyond possibility of doubt. If

delay.

of pensioners
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state of the blood.

Cleanse the blood thoroughly with
these complaints will disappear.

A 15¢, box of * Rough on Rats” will keep a
house free from flies, mosquitoes,
entire season. Druggists,

of any Fhe

us that a bletchy, rough or
entirely upon an internal
application can ever cure
the great blood purifier.

impure

For SOLDIERS,

widows, fathers, mothers or
children, Thousands yet entitled. Pensions given
for loss of finger, toe. eye or rupture, varicose veins

in.

Ulcers or Old Sores

Are caused by an

Delays are dangerous in diseases of the Kidneys;
DAY'S KIDNEY PAD is the sure care.

$30 per 100.

$10 per 100.

= Specimen Copy sent by Mail on receipt of price.
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collections, and will be invaluable
for
amusements on dull days,at evening
en-

Aroostook
Rose, ¥ bu., 90 cents;
Rose, 75c@85¢; Vermont Rose, 75¢ @

GOOSEDErTies,
# Dll. .u.s.ensss SER $2008
0,

be so bad,

@

SOUTHERN PRODUCE.—

Jer-

1s simply enor
that; and if that

Red

$150

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

SEASIDE!
MOUNTAINS!

im-

@ 210;

8%c; New York Rose, 75 @ 80c; Jacksons, 50 @ 60c;

cherries

their

2126

Prolifics,
80 @ 90c; Pamrless, 60c; Seedlings,
65; |
:

iw

make

" Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.
It combines the medicinal Jroperties of the best
mineral waters in the worl

Chenangoes, 50c.

To get the betterof hoof

as

Wor-

common to good 2 50 @ 2 55;

Itis said that Kentucky abounds fn black who would carry economyto 80 absurd a pitch, and music are cheaper by far than all others,

an jmmeénse

2 @

Pimples and Humorson the
Face.

Man

clears off the woods that were bedecked with wild

skim,

roved
220 @ 225; Common,
idneys, 160 @ 1 70.

druggists,

“get the gons and danghters of toil, who * rise ear-

|

Common

picked 250 & 2 55; Medium, choice screened 245
@ 2 50 ; Medium, common to good 2 35 @ 2 40; Yel-

flowers,

1y, sit up late and eat the bread of carefulness.” A
world without flowers would be a dreary place—

@ 9c;

To
Consumptives.—Many
have
been
happy to give their testimony in favor of the use
of * Pure Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.”
Experience

B.

‘that “ toil not, neither do they spin,” will not for-

ful union, and they have the power of inflicting
great injury upon the country.

hundred years old.
:
;
Proclamation is made from Japan that sul-

failme

weeds
knows

the Throat and Lungs.

Have but to * consider the lilies” to be relieved of
solitude.

BosTox.

from small causes.
be easily diverted from
ted disease from its detime, disease, which is
merely an interrupted function, may be averted
by the use of Nature’s remedy,
;

BEANS. Pea, Northern, H.P,.# bu. $270 @ $2
75; Pea,N. Y.,, H.
ATLA
Pea, N. YX.

has proved itto be a valuable remedy for Con-

The anxious, toiling millions of care-weorn mortals

higher wages, and the announcement has. been!
highe that J uly 1 would be a good time to begin. Some of the engine drivers form a power-

& O., GENERAL AGENTS

and

veterate case of Erysipelas.

“ The hand that made us is divine.”

Flowers are lovely.

permanent cure. For sale by drug-

in the | GEO. C. GOODWIN

Vermont,
16)c; Canada, fresh stock 16 @ 163c;
Western,15 @ 16¢; P. E. Island, 16 @ 163c.

Springfield, Hampden Co., Mass,
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian Blood
Syrup for some time, and do not hesitate to recommend it to all suffering humanity.
Orleans Street,
JAMES JOSELYN.

-|, a8'do the starry worlds on high,
|

There was a fair demand early

them.

many a flower is born to blushyunseen,”

Jin their quiet, unobtrusive beauty proclaim,

TOE

fear or barm,
ana.

575 [ receiptof the price. Regular
Pad, $2.00; Child's
Pad (for

cester Co., choice 11¢; Worcester Co.. vod 9 @ 10;
Worcester Co., common 5 @ 8c.
Kaas.
, ¥ dozen 16)5c; New York and

virtue and impoverish the soil, and when once in
the ground it is almost impossible to get rid of

is often quoted with admiration, but the sentiment
is, to say the least, a dubious’ one, for the same
All-seeing Eye that watches the sparrows with in-

railroads of the country would like to strike for

Dr. Chapin of Charlotte, Michigan, commit
ted suicide Friday. He was a little over one

a

If is unnecessary Lo say that

loss every year from
mous.
Every farmer

line

the Creator

terest does not fail to observe the flowers,

So

Coe

@

to good, 8X

chance, but “kill, burn and destroy” at sight.
If they once get the start of the crops they will
multiply and increase more rapidly than com.
pound interest on a mortgage: The only way is

they re more than lovely, they are useful. ‘They
ers of the Irish future.
AS ! Phas ough natures and soften hard*hearts, They
v ing with them a host of gentle and elevating inThere is reason to believe that the locomotive fitdences. They teach the doctrme of Providence
drivers and other persons connected with the ' more eloquently than many a labored sermon.

at Burlington.

are

HOOF ROT IN CATTLE.

Gray’s Elegy which compmnses the statement,

Itlooks now
as if the Irish land bill might

It is proposed to erect a statue to Lafayette
in the grounds of the University of Vermont

peaches

promise to be very heavy in that State.

any kind

A sensational story is published to the effect
that the remains have been discovered at
Batavia, N. Y., of William Morgan, the man
who was
alleged to have
exposed Free
Masonry, and was
supposed to have been
drowned by order of the. Masonic fraternity in
the Niagara river fifty-five years ago.

Next Friday is

to high feed-

sey, as elsewhere, the crops of pears aad

A TALK ON FLOWERS.

When

Sexton is now President of the Dublin Land
League, Cox, a farmer who started it, having
been arrested. At its last meeting the League,

treated

pearance. That is the surest method, and in fact
no contrivance can possibly effectually destroy
them. By pursuing this course the crops will be

to the line of perpetual snow.

Inthe Back
see more like miracles
than eases of naturalhealing, The price brings it within the reach of an
and it will annually save many timesits cost
in doctors.
bills, medicines and plasters, which at best give but
oy
porary relief. Itcan be used without
a
vam

rieeeren 830 @ G00 | FETTER

sa, 8) 25 @ $1 50; Green Peas, Western,

to destroy them as soon

equatorial

@ 675 |
@ 625 |
'@ 625 |
8 675
@
700 |

ing at 19 @ 20c # Bb, and the best
brands of ladle
packed command 16 @ 18c ¥ Bb, but Western supplies are very
small
compared
with
last
pr at this time, and make a regular price. There
8 no foreign ou oy 38 yo prices ruling here are
3 to Je ¥ b higher (
the quotations from aroad.
CHEESE. Choice, full cream,# Bb 9X @10Xc; Fair

not merely a part.
Fowis have a fancy for tender grass; hence, with
a good chance, they will speedily ruin a newlyseeded lawn or grass plot.

fully nine

They grow wherever

Bladder, Brickdast Deposit,
Urinating,
| IMzh-Qolored Urine, Nervous Weakness and Pain

775

Oat Meal, common to good Western...525

Rich buttermilk is an indication of poor charnPOTATOES.
ing. In churning,all the cream should be chyrped, , Maine Central

God must love flowers, for he has purified the
earth with them.

700 @

275 |

in, the

blockade.

ig

NE

Bright’s ; Disease,

it is difficult to get any advance, although rates in
the country ruled at about one cent higher than a
week ago. Choice Northern creameries have been
selling at 23 @ 24c ¥ B, and although a few fancy
marks are held higher, the trade
not willing to give over 24¢
fa
lots of New York and
as

Mice destroyed hundreds of thousands of Wisconsin fruit trees during the period of the snow

is tributary,as

to navigation
Y. Tribune.

AE

and

800 | while its cures of Gravel, Dropsy, Oatarrh of the

at the close, owing to high views of receivers

want them.

Hudson

crop of oats ever produced.

crowded. It is observed in official circles that
a strong appeal to ‘America for funds,
Russia can not possibly make such an exhibi- | made
tion of herself
before the world as to try a which they need now worse than ever. The
thousand or two political offenders, and as Parnellites will refrain from holding any more
something must be done with all these prisonmeetings until the land bill is passed. ‘With
ers to make Joo Jor Others, she a: Way 4
regard to the Irish-American press Mr. West,
dispose o!
m qui
and ex
ously is the new British Minister, will draw, the attenby the
system rok nistration deportation,
tion of the United States Government to the
which
General Melikoff, the late Minister of most atrocious of Rossa’s articles.
.
the Interior, sought to abolish.
Tt is expected that 70,000 persons will emi
grate from Sweden during the present year.
The Contest at Albany.
The monotony of voting against time was
broken at Albany on Wednesday by a commo-

Lake

shipped

:

@

BUTTER.

Give the chickens fresh water every day, and
see that they can always get shells when they

of

the

become a law, and that .in the meantime the
various enterprises of the Irish opposition will
be suspended. It is remarkable that the land
A Berlin correspondent to
the
TUondon
bill has been Toposed and planned without
Times telegraphs that he has received a letter ' reference
to
the Parnellites, who still cling
to
from BSt. Petersburg which says: Two hunthe amusing belief that they are the true
keep-

present residence of the court.

be

Es

600
600 | Diabetes

week, and receipts cleaned uj pretiy well at the
prices quoted in our last, bu t]
8 a slow trade

Owners of turkeys are taxed in Connecticut, and
are liable for damages done by these gadding bipeds.

he

of vegetation flourishes, from

Terrorism in Russia.

dred police have been sent to Peterhof to assist the soldiers in watching the palace, the

Bay,to which

is,

A New York agricultural paper, judging
from 2,000 crop reports, draws the conclusion
that the next harvest will show 20 per cent. less

schools where both French and English

that the grain will

the blind with books which they ean read has
been augmented by the gift of one’ thousand
dollars by Mr. Moses Hunt of Charlestown

Mass.
About one-third of the fund it
desired to raise has now been subscribed.

line

Bla

No grade has been selling at 53 @ 55¢ ¥ bu. To ar- | most remarkable cures
sent free. Write
for it. Address,
rive Corn is held at 59 @ 59)¢c ¥ bu for high mix.
DAY KIDNEY PAD 00., TOLEDO, 0H1I0,
ed. .
:
:
Owingto ine)
the many
worthless
% Kidneyi Pads.
ANY worth
CAUTION. now
SONS. Roy hi! No Land Sir Fe 4 9 50c;
No 2 whiteat
4 1¢ @ 45¢; and No 2 mixed
and No 3
pa
arn
white at 43 @ 4c ¥ bu. Market closes steady at
BAYS KE
AD, and tai no other mt
LC
these figures.
ral]
For sale by B. F. RACCKLEY, Dover, N. H.,

ing.

which

valley,

@
@

8,

orvoms Srdom el

Oat Meal, fancy brands. ...eeeeeerenns 587 @ 600 | iacontinence of urine in children), $1.50; Special (extra
CORN. Sales of mixed and yellow at 60 @ 6lc; | 5:%» $300. Ourbook, “How
a Life was Saved,” giving
and steamer mixed and yellow at 58 @ 59c & bu. | tho history of this new discovery and a large record
of

Professor Cook’s ensilage ration is 80 pounds of
that material to 5% of cotton-seed meal per day.
The huckelberry pastures of Rhode Icland and
East Connecticut
are favorable for turkey rais-

of the

the

This

| nd

4 fod

RYO FIOUL..... cevieerirunrsvsarernnenud 7d @ 625 | E5ts generally, or sent by mail (free of postage) on

rot in cattle, the part affected must be thoroughly
cleansed. There are many sores on cattle .which
if constantly washed clean with cold water and
is the finest in the world, being all ‘‘ hard,” and
commanding the highest price.
The climate is kept free from dirt, would heal themselves. A
Maryland practice of curing hoof rot is to theroughcool in summer snd dry after harvest, so that the
ly cleanse the affected parts with warm water
two greatest dangers to wheat raising and har
vesting—heat and rain—are escaped.
The ‘outlet | and goap, and then apply warm tar between the
hoofs.. In very bad cases there will be a very
for the wheat of this immense region, he said, will
large core to come out—remove it carefully with the
be by way of Lake Superior, and there ig no probability that it will ever, to any great extent, be thumb and finger; cleanse the cavity as above
shipped to either Milwaukee ‘or Chicago. «The | with soap and water, and then fill it with warm
Red Rivér is navigable for three hundred “miles tar. Keep the parts
thoroughly tarred, even if
irom Lake Winnipeg and on this the wheat raised
necessary to use a bandage. Keep the animal
in a clean dry pasture.
in the great Saskatchewan valley will be trams.
It is mo more liable to
'portéd to Fargo, whence it will be shipped to Lake
affect the whole system than any other ulcer.
Superior by rail. The Saskatchewan is naviga.
When once cared there is uo danger of its appearble for fifteen hundred miles of its length, and of ing unless from the same cause.
'éourse will give the Canucks cheap transportation
DEATH TO THE WEEDS, Don’t give the weeds a

Senator,

So]

and on

Railway.

:

.6560
800
575
600
«850

BE LOWE ..o res rites

ing.

manage-

North

v i

‘Corn
Meal # bbl..e.veuains. veerenenan260

The New York flower mission distributed 11,-

intensely hot weather and

ward of this, in British America, is the valley of
the Saskatchewan with an area of 480,000 square
miles,or more than ten times that of New York
State, and fully three-fourths of which is well
adapted for wheat-raising.
Throughout
this
whole extent of territory the climate and soil are
all that could be desired; and the wheat produced

John A. Walsh has brought suit in the Sus
preme Court
of the
District of Columbia

Assistant Postmaster-General.

of the

Patents, common to good
hio.:... res Naness AE,
Michigan
Indiana....
Illinois. ....... BP

Last year California sent $1,000,000 worth of
fresh fruit to States east of the Rocky Mountains.
Apoplexy sometimes attacks fowls “exposed to

said, contains an area of wheat land fully three
times as large as Wisconsin, while to the north-

,

adopted advising all French Canadians to become citizens of the United States and to participate in public affairs, and strongly cone

be taught. The establishment of parish libra
ries was also recommended.

the Northern Pacific

The Republicans of the:second congressional
district of Maine have nominated ex-Governor
Nelson Dingley, jr., of Lewiston, to succeed

was

River

empties into Lake Winnipeg,

Mr. Thomas Garfield, uncle of the President,
was killed by a railway train at Randall, Ohio,
on, Wednesday, and Mrs. Alonzo Arnold, a
cousin of the President, was also seriously
injured.
:
=

for money loaned Brady when he

its

:
enthusiastically

spoke

the valley of the Red

manufacturer

now

for

be

$400 @ 425

aes

by the

:

300 bouquets among the sick last summer.

great wheat belt lying in what might be called the
basin of Lake Winnipeg.
His farm is sitnated in

advertisements in the form of greenbacks.

payment.

Canadians.

ment.
Mr, Dalrymple

census, which is
that the popula.
35,000,000, an inin a decade.

Congressman,

|:

These at pres-

his tract, and is held responsible

been fined $100 each in
the United States District Court, for circulating

of

from

extras. I Tre

WINTER WHEATS.
Patents, choice. ve: vre..

Witness.

It will pay to keep an eye on, and a hoe
kitchen garden about these days.

quite doubtful if steam could be made to take their
place. This has been done sucessfully in threshug, straw being used as fuel, but all attempts to
plow witlythe steam plows manufactured in this
country had proven failures, chiefly, he thought,
because they are operated on the locomotive plan
and are not adapted to the variable condition of
the soil. The farm is divided into tracts of two
thousand acres each, and each of these tracts is
provided with a set of farm buildings, and is presided over by a foreman, who receives a salary of
$100 per month during the working season, or
$1,000 per annum, while ordinary laborers are
paid $18 per month. He has exclusive charge of

by a vote of 175 to 89 the bili providing for the
abolition of capital punishment in England.

the seat

spared

Minnesota and Wisconsin, pateots.....700@

SPRING WHEATS,

;

BOONSIN. ,c.cstecsessanense Ci vwiranaed
Minnesota, bakers. ....... ririiiiies00

(From the Christian at Work.)

to supply the

price in

onto and, I suppose, in other towns and cities
where florists are to be found, for the small; sum
of ten cents.
Think of it, penurious [farmer, a

Level culture is gaining in favor.
Frequent culture benefits the corn crop.
Currant worms can be destroyed by hellebore.
The winter losses of Western stock are ‘not as
great as at first reported.

to increase with the growth of the farm, as it was

burned at Tomb-

William P. Frye.

be.

horses used in working the farm,

stone, Arizona, on Wednesday, and ‘the property loss will reach $250,000.

to

could

at all
on the

the

Western superfine. ...ceceeveeneees

Gommou

FARM AND GARDEN BREVITIES.

only four

s

Klour

with

the faterior.

Montreal

not

low compared

city garden some of the newer varieties, wirich,
as a * gushing girl” would say, are «perfectly
splendid.” The “Tower of London,” * Elizabeth
Marshall” and *‘ White Giant” are marvels of
floral beauty. Either of therh can be had in Tor-

more might be said, but perhaps it may suflice to
start a conversation in many a rural home, the re-

ent number four hundred, and will probably have

Ayoob Khan’s losses in the recent engagement with the Ameer’s forces amounted to 130
men killed and wounded.

expected that the next
completed, will show
England will exceed
of more than 4,000,000

had

as usual,

meadows, which would be needed

A cyclone in the district of Bloris, France,
has destroyed property valued at several millions of francs.

Miss Frances E. Willard, of Illinois, gave a .in Rhiladelphia have

ance literature as a promoter of temperance
was opened by Mrs. Coleman,of New York.
- She regarded the general distribution of temperance tracts issued by the National Temperance Society as of
great value. The Rev.
Mr.

in this

Consular and commercial conventions are to
be soon concluded between Servia and this
country.

1t is
nearly
tion of
crease

they

seaboard are

ry talk on a subject concerning which a great deal

thousand acres. "Previonsly between five and six
thousand acres had been broken annually and it
was the intention to continue breaking at this rate
until the whole 75,000 acres of land which they
owned should have been brought under cultiva-

and

country.

A furniture dealer and a shirt’

her temperance tour
the cordial reception
Southern people from
to Texas, and also in
The subject of tempér-

tour

said,

broken quite as much, land

mineralogical exhibition at Madrid in 1882.
Mr. Parnell intends
to leave England next
month for an

he

wheat also keeps up at very high
points West, and present prices of

household, for half the price of one plug of Myrtle
Navy tobacco! This is only a short and fragmenta-

’

During the past year,

1885 is meeting with considerable favor.

J. Thompson of Ohio was elected Secretary.
glowing account of
through the South, and
she met with from the
every part of Virginia
the Indian Territory.

to a certain extent.

a world’s fair in Bostonin

Nearly 150 buildings were
National Temperance Convention.

in

gar-

sult of which whl be a resolution to have some
flowers. If so, its object will be accomplished.—

New

Seven fatal cases of
Orleans on Thursday.

to

they have

in Bulgaria

from the cultivation. Part of the farm had been
under cultivation five years, and this had yielded
better than the newer land.
The only fault the

gov-

dictated

Meanwhile

The situation
more serious.

BROS

Quincy Market, Boston.
Sonor: Saturday Morning, June 25, 1881.
advices remain
Crop
FLOUR.
last noticed.
“There will be about the Sunes
in winter wheat while spring wheat, is also
likely to fall short of last year, and this
imparts
very firm undertone to the market. char
of

little plant already bearing half.a dozen exquisite
blooms that will develop into a pyramid of beauly,
and yield unutterable delight to an admiring

showed signs of deteriorating it could be changed
into pasture and would be better than new ground
for the purpose, as it would have become solid

HILTON

mmiss
Merchants and dealers rn Suis y Sommissi
on
&e.
eggs, beans, dried a

would add a fuchsia, especially after seeing in a

States.——A new ministry
has been formed: in it of the farm for the year over a quarter of a
Australis.——The Turks
have evacuated Arta,
million dollars. This, he said, was several times
leaving
only
a
small
garrison
there.——The
comet of 1812, which was expected to reappear
what the land had cost. The wheat had been
elections
for
the
new
Spanish
Cortes
-will
be
about in that quarter this year.
This is the
loaded on the cars directly on being threshed, and
held
on
the
21st
of
August,
and
the
new
cabinet
third comet found since May 1. - There will be
taken to Daluth; whence it was shipped to BufThe govconsiderable dispute"ssto whom the honor of will meet on the 20th of September.
falo, where it sold at an average price of nearly
this last discovery belongs, and the’ award of ernment has abolished the tobacco mon§pely in
the Phillippine islands,——The German federal
$1.25 a bushel. The freight from Fargo to Buffalo
the Warner $200 prize is due.
:
council has approved the treaty with Hamburg
had not much exceeded twenty cents per bushel.
incorporating that city in the Zollverein, and
The cost price of raising the wheat at the time of
‘Ruined Peru.
| the commissionof experts on the proposed
in-: 10ading it in the cars had been fifty cents a bushel.
corporation of the lower Elbe therein, think
The annihilation of Peru causes less attenWhen asked whether his system of farming would
the ii would outweigh the -advantages attion in this country than in Europe, for the
not eventually run out the land, hé replied that it
tained. os
oy
good reason that Americans have never had
would not, necessarily, since as soon as, the land
Miscellaneous.

Boston Produce Report.
by

den that might delight a queen. She would hardly wish for ahything more except 1t were a rose.
And all could be grown as readily as a few cabbages.
A modest inventory, truly.
I think I

“It has a bright center,and a fan-like tail
about fifteen degrees long.”
Possibly it is the

occasion to deal much in Peruvian bonds, and

THE MARKETS,

a

black fox.
A lady writer in one of the agricultural journals
recently pleaded for flower culture, on the two
grounds that it took so few to make a garden, and
that it was so little trouble to grow them.
Some
sweet peas, a few clumps of mignonnette, a helio-

BIG FARMING.

ed, mostly soldiers.——President Garfield will

...

“rolling off a log,” to use a common rural phrase,
cultivated flowers are scarce as a white crow or

in Mexioo, ran into the river San Antonio, near

from

oi

Telegrs
$

Cage

here dress

Io D. STEWARSE,

|

